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Trump gets Middle East 
policy off to a chaotic start

Washington

W 

ith a flurry of ex-
ecutive orders, 
statements and in-
terviews convey-
ing a wide array of 

sometimes contradictory messages, 
US President Donald Trump gave a 
chaotic and controversial start to 
his Middle East policy during his 
first week in office.

In one example, Trump hinted 
at a possible fresh US intervention 
in Iraq, telling an audience at CIA 
headquarters that it had been a mis-
take not to place Iraq’s oil wealth 
under US control after the invasion 
of 2003.

“I don’t want to go into Iraq but I 
will tell you, when we were in, we 
got out wrong… So, we should have 
kept the oil but OK. Maybe we’ll 

have another chance,” he said.
The remarks came one day after 

he stated in his inaugural address 
that the United States no longer 
sought to “impose our way of life on 
anyone”.

Trump’s statements confused 
Iraq’s government, with Prime Min-
ister Haider al-Abadi saying he was 
at a loss as to what Trump was get-
ting at.

The new president has repeatedly 
said that fighting Islamic militancy 
would be one of his top foreign 
policy priorities but he has provided 
few details of what action the United 

States would take in the Middle East 
to implement that policy.

With regards to the Syrian con-
flict, Trump did not send a del-
egation to peace talks in the Ka-
zakh capital Astana but hinted at a 
stronger US involvement in Syria. 
Speaking to ABC News, Trump said 
he “absolutely” was going to create 
safe zones in Syria that could pro-
vide shelter for refugees within the 
war-torn country.

News reports said a draft for an 
executive order directed the De-
partment of State and the Penta-
gon to come up with a plan for safe 
zones “in Syria and in the surround-
ing region”.

Syria’s ally Russia, which has re-
jected the idea of safe zones, said 
it was not consulted about the plan 
and warned that Washington should 
be careful not to “exacerbate the sit-
uation with refugees”. Moscow said 
Trump should “weigh all possible 
consequences” of such a step.

Trump outraged Muslim and 
Arab Americans by preparing meas-
ures to suspend legal immigration 
from Iraq, Iran, Libya, Somalia, Su-
dan and Yemen and to ban Syrian 
refugees from entering the United 
States.

“The actions taken by President 
Trump have nothing to do with na-
tional security — they are based [on] 

Islamophobia and xenophobia,” the 
American-Arab Anti-Discrimination 
Committee (ADC) said in a state-
ment. Several associations said they 
would fight Trump’s Muslim bans.

Thomas Seibert is an Arab Weekly 
correspondent in Washington.

Beirut

H 

eavy fighting between 
rebel groups in north-
ern Syria threatens to 
undercut Russian-led 
peace talks that Mos-

cow hopes will pave the way to 
a political settlement to end the 
bloodiest conflict in the Middle 
East.

The clashes between Jabhat Fateh 
al-Sham (JFS), which is linked to al-
Qaeda, and other Islamic factions 
led by Ahrar al-Sham, erupted as 
the January 23rd-24th talks in the 
Kazakhstan capital, Astana, ended 
with an agreement between Russia, 
Iran and Turkey to cement a shaky 
ceasefire declared on December 
30th.

The trio has the muscle and fire-
power to enforce a cessation of hos-
tilities unlike previous ceasefires 
that were sponsored primarily by 
the United Nations.

That capability is facing an imme-
diate challenge with the intra-rebel 
fighting. At least six rebel factions 
have joined Ahrar al-Sham, which 
has distinct nationalist leanings, 
against the jihadist extremists un-
der JFS in a showdown that could 
dramatically change the complex 
political lineup in Syria.

Still, the ground-breaking com-
mitment by Russia, Iran and Turkey 
to jointly monitor — and presuma-
bly enforce — the faltering ceasefire 
appeared to be a step forward in a 
peace process that has so far failed 
to overcome the regional and politi-
cal complexities of the Syrian con-
flict.

“We should give them a chance,” 
said UN Special Envoy to Syria Staf-
fan de Mistura, who attended the 
Astana talks. “I’m convinced that 
the very fact they’ve decided to 
have a mechanism makes it very dif-
ferent from the past.”

It remains to be seen whether 
Astana marks a turning point but it 
was significant because it was the 
first time that officials of the Da-
mascus regime and rebel leaders 
met face-to-face since the war be-
gan in March 2011, although negoti-
ations were indirect and no binding 
agreement was signed.

It was also the first time the war-
ring parties got together after the 
war was transformed by Russia’s 
hard-hitting military intervention, 
which began in September 2015 
and saved the faltering regime of 
Syrian President Bashar Assad. And 
this time many rebel groups were 
represented by their military com-
manders rather than their political 
leaders.

That heightened the impression 
that the Russian-led peace effort, 
supported to varying degrees by 
Iran and Turkey, which also have 
armed forces engaged in Syria, 
could be the most serious push 
yet to end the seemingly intrac-
table conflict in which more than 
400,000 people have been killed 
and much of Syria devastated.

Although many rebel groups, 
badly mauled by 17 months of re-
lentless hammering by Russian air 
power, attended the talks, several 
major factions such as Ahrar al-Sh-
am and JFS were excluded.

The deep divisions between re-
bel forces and emerging differences 
between Iran and the strengthen-
ing alliance of Russia and Turkey 
over their strategic objectives in 
Syria remain serious impediments 
to meaningful progress in peace 
efforts that will now move to UN-
sponsored talks in Geneva in late 
February.

Ed Blanche is the Analysis editor
of The Arab Weekly.

US President Donald Trump speaks at the Central Intelligence 
Agency in Langley, Virginia, on January 21st.                                                     (AP)

With regards to 
the Syrian conflict, 
Trump hinted 
at a stronger US 
involvement.

Thomas Seibert

UN Envoy for 
Syria Staffan de 
Mistura arrives 
to attend the first 
session of Syria 
peace talks at 
Astana’s Rixos 
President Hotel, 
on January 23rd. (AFP)

After Astana, rebel clashes 
threaten Syria peace push
Ed Blanche
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Astana

P 

eace talks between the Syr-
ian government and oppo-
sition in Kazakhstan were 
an achievement for their 
international sponsors but 

exposed the limits of what Russia, 
Turkey and Iran can achieve in their 
efforts to resolve the 6-year-old war.

It was the first time in nine 
months the two sides had come to-
gether, albeit briefly and unhappily, 
and the first time that Moscow, An-
kara and Tehran had presided over 
such talks, with the United States 
only present as an observer.

The fact that the talks happened 
at all was a diplomatic coup that un-
derlined the three countries’ grow-
ing Middle East clout and Washing-
ton’s diminished influence at a time 
when Donald Trump is settling into 
the presidency.

Alexander Lavrentiev, the head 
of the Russian delegation, hailed 
the talks in the Kazakhstan capital 
Astana as the “birth” of a new nego-
tiating format and there were hopes 
that UN-brokered talks in Geneva in 
February were now more likely to 
take place.

At the end of two chaotic days, 
Moscow, Ankara and Tehran backed 
a shaky December 30th truce be-
tween Syria’s warring parties and 
agreed to monitor its compliance.

Yet negotiations did not go as 
planned, showing that the three 
would-be Syria conflict brokers, in 
their different ways, all have cred-
ibility problems. This suggests they 
may have to involve Washington 
and Gulf countries more fully if they 
are to have any chance of brokering 
a final deal.

That could be difficult as the talks 
spotlighted sharp differences be-
tween Moscow and Tehran over the 
participation of the United States.

State media in Iran cited Iranian 
officials as saying any US involve-
ment was unacceptable. Lavrentiev 
said Moscow would welcome Wash-
ington joining the process.

“They (the Russians) can now see 
how difficult their partners are,” 
said one Western diplomat.

In previous rounds of UN talks 
in Geneva, Moscow was not able 
to call the shots in the way it could 
in Kazakhstan, the diplomat said, 
because the United States and the 
West diluted its role. This time, 
Moscow had a taste of what it is like 
to be in the hot seat.

Russian Foreign Minister Sergei 
Lavrov had previously lamented 
the failure of UN-backed talks in Ge-
neva, calling them “fruitless sitting 
around”. Lavrentiev put a positive 
gloss on the Kazakh talks but did not 
hide the diplomatic difficulties ei-
ther, complaining about how tough 
the discussions were.

Western envoys, who turned 
up informally to observe develop-
ments from the corridors of the ho-
tel, mingled with reporters to try to 
ascertain what the purpose of the 
meeting was. There was much spec-
ulation about whether Russia want-
ed a follow-up meeting that would 
go into the details of what was in the 
end a vague final communiqué.

“Frankly, we’re baffled. Why is 
Russia doing this now? What has 
changed for them that they want to 
disengage militarily and engage po-
litically?” asked one diplomat.

Western envoys congregated 

in the hotel lobby could be heard 
debating whether to try the local 
horsemeat specialities in the hotel’s 
Irish pub, where clouds of cigarette 
smoke filled the air.

At one point, on the evening of 
January 23rd, the Kazakh Foreign 
Ministry was searching for guides 
willing to show the rebels around 
local shopping malls after appar-
ently being told that the opposition 
wanted to pick up some bargains.

Back at the talks, rebels and West-
ern diplomats questioned the role of 
Iran and its allies.

“The Russians have moved from a 
stage of being a party in the fighting 
and are now exerting efforts to be-
come a guarantor. They are finding 
a lot of obstacles from (Lebanon’s 
Shia) Hezbollah forces, Iran and the 
regime,” said Mohammed Alloush, 
the head of the Syrian opposition 
delegation.

Western diplomats said they too 
saw Iran as one of the main obstacles 
to progress with one saying Tehran’s 
commitment to the ceasefire and a 
political transition was uncertain.

Moscow said it had given the re-

bels the draft of a new constitution, 
drawn up by Russian specialists, to 
speed agreement on a political tran-
sition. It was unclear however what 
the document said or what the re-
bels thought of it.

The talks yielded a joint commu-
niqué from Russia, Turkey and Iran 
that pledged to create a monitoring 
mechanism to police Syria’s patchy 
ceasefire but the rebels did not en-
dorse it.

Instead, they submitted a sepa-
rate proposal on the ceasefire and 
questioned Iran’s legitimacy as a 
broker at a time when they said 
Iranian militias were breaching the 

ceasefire.
The communiqué legitimised 

Iran’s “bloodletting” in Syria, com-
plained Alloush, and did not ad-
dress the role of Shia militias fight-
ing the rebels.

Nor did the rebels, who for the 
first time were represented by mili-
tary rather than just political figures, 
show any signs of watering down 
their demand that Syrian President 
Bashar Assad step down as soon as 
possible, something Damascus will 
not accept.

For some of them, Russia’s broker 
status sat awkwardly.

“We are not opposed to Russia be-

cause it is Russia but we had a prob-
lem when its jets were participating 
with the regime in killing our peo-
ple,” said Osama Abu Zaid, an oppo-
sition spokesman. “If this role ends 
then we’ll have no problem.”

The Syrian government delega-
tion had its own issues with the 
talks’ sponsors, questioning Tur-
key’s legitimacy as a broker at a time 
when it said Ankara was violating its 
sovereignty via an extended armed 
incursion into northern Syria.

Neither delegation included sen-
ior figures and Washington was only 
represented in an observer capacity 
by its local ambassador. Apart from 
one official from the United Arab 
Emirates present informally, Arab 
envoys were absent.

In a major setback, Moscow failed 
to get the two sides to negotiate 
face-to-face despite Lavrentiev say-
ing beforehand that face-to-face 
talks were “the main goal”.

The rebels balked at that, saying 
they could not sit down with peo-
ple responsible for so much blood-
shed. Instead, Moscow had to make 
do with indirect talks with the two 
delegations relaying messages via 
intermediaries.

Some diplomats said it was the 
opposition that had refused but oth-
ers said there were fears that Bashar 
Jaafari, the head of the government 
delegation, who has a reputation for 
being curt, would add “vinegar to 
the water”, giving indirect talks a 
better chance of success.

There was quarrelling about the 
format and the agenda from the 
outset. The opposition demanded 
talks focus solely on a ceasefire that 
should require Iranian-backed mi-
litias to quit Syria but the govern-
ment, emboldened by the fact the 
talks were being held under the co-
sponsorship of its staunch ally Rus-
sia and with the balance of power 
turning in its favour on the ground, 
said there was a chance to push for 
reconciliation with Assad remaining 
in power, a red line for the rebels.

Opening statements laid bare 
those divisions.

Alloush, the head of the rebel del-
egation, called the Syrian govern-
ment “a bloody despotic regime”, 
while Jaafari, head of the govern-
ment delegation, accused opposi-
tion negotiators of defending “war 
crimes” and of being rude and un-
professional.

Jaafari made clear too that a gov-
ernment offensive against Wadi 
Barada, which supplies most of the 
water for Damascus, would con-
tinue even though rebels see it as a 
truce violation.

“As long as 7 million people in Da-
mascus remain deprived of water, it 
will continue,” said Jaafari.

Andrey Kortunov, director-gen-
eral of the Russian International Af-
fairs Council, a Moscow-based for-
eign policy think-tank close to the 
Russian Foreign Ministry, said the 
talks had been “better than nothing 
but there is no silver bullet”.

(Reuters)

Astana talks 
expose limits 
of what Russia, 
Turkey and Iran 
can achieve
John Irish 
and Andrew Osborn

Mohammed Alloush, head of Syrian opposition delegation, drinks water during talks on Syrian peace 
in Astana, on January 23rd.                (AP) 

A 

fter two days of talks be-
tween the Syrian regime 
and rebels in Kazakh-
stan’s capital, Astana, 
Russia, Iran and Turkey 

agreed to bolster a fragile truce in 
Syria. The three powers also agreed 
that armed rebel groups should 
take part in a new round of talks to 
be hosted by the United Nations in 
Geneva in February.

Here is a breakdown of the forces 
involved in the complex civil war:

Regime and allies:
The Syrian army’s 300,000-per-

son pre-war force has been halved 
by deaths, defections and draft-
dodging. It is bolstered by 150,000-
200,000 irregulars and supported 
by 5,000-8,000 men from Leba-
non’s Shia militia Hezbollah, as 
well as by Iranian, Iraqi and Afghan 
fighters.

Key regime backer Russia be-
gan an air campaign in support of 
Syrian President Bashar Assad in 
September 2015 and has helped 
Damascus recapture several key 
areas, including Aleppo city.

Iran has also provided major fi-
nancial and military support to As-
sad.

The government controls 34% of 
Syria’s territory, including key cit-
ies such as Damascus and Aleppo. 
Of the 16 million Syrians who re-
main in the country, 65.5% live in 
regime territory.

Rebels:
Syria’s opposition comprises 

a wide range of factions, includ-
ing moderate rebels and Islamist 
groups. Estimates of its total num-
ber of forces range from tens of 
thousands up to around 100,000. 
Early on, rebels coalesced under 
the banner of the Free Syrian Army 
(FSA) but since then the opposition 
has splintered.

The most powerful non-jihad-
ist group is Ahrar al-Sham, with 
a commanding presence in Idlib 
and Aleppo provinces. It espouses 
a hard-line Islamist ideology and 
is allied with the jihadist Jabhat  
Fateh al-Sham in Idlib where they 

lead the Army of Conquest alli-
ance.

Another key opposition group 
is the Saudi-backed Jaysh al-Islam 
(Army of Islam). One of its lead-
ing figures, Mohammed Alloush, 
headed the opposition delegation 
in Astana.

Rebels hold around 13% of the 
country, including areas in which 
they are allied with Jabhat Fateh 
al-Sham (JFS), Syria expert Fabrice 
Balanche said.

About 12.5% of Syria’s remaining 
population lives in rebel-held terri-
tory.

Jihadists:
There are two rival jihadist forc-

es: the Islamic State (ISIS) and for-
mer al-Qaeda affiliate JFS.

ISIS emerged from the chaos of 
the war to seize large parts of Syria 
and Iraq in mid-2014, declaring 
an Islamic caliphate, committing 
widespread atrocities and carry-
ing out or inspiring deadly attacks 
abroad. Under pressure from an 
air war launched two years ago by 
a US-led coalition and fighting on 
multiple fronts, ISIS has suffered 
major losses but still controls sig-
nificant territory in northern Syr-
ia, including its de facto capital, 
Raqqa.

JFS split in July 2016 from al-
Qaeda in a move analysts said was 
aimed at easing pressure from 
Moscow and the US-led coalition, 
which have regularly targeted its 
forces. Many Syrian rebels have 
joined JFS, drawn by its financial 
means and organisational skills 
but there have been occasional 
tensions, including clashes in 
northern Syria, leaving JFS battling 
a range of rebels, including close 
ally Ahrar al-Sham. The clashes 
prompted Ahrar al-Sham to warn 
the jihadists they should commit 
to the rebel cause or face being 
considered an enemy, like ISIS.

The Kurds:
Syria’s Kurds have largely stayed 

out of the conflict between the gov-
ernment and armed opposition, 
carving out a semi-autonomous 

region in north and north-eastern 
Syria. Their People’s Protection 
Units (YPG) have become a key 
partner of the US-led coalition 
fighting ISIS as part of the Kurdish-
Arab Syrian Democratic Forces 
(SDF).

The YPG controls about 20% 
of Syrian territory but as much 
as three-quarters of the northern 
border with Turkey. An estimated 
2 million people — 12.5% of Syria’s 
remaining population — live in 
Kurdish-held territory. The SDF 
has launched a drawn-out offen-
sive against ISIS’s stronghold in 
Raqqa.

Turkey began an offensive into 
Syria in August 2016 against ISIS 
and the YPG, which Ankara re-
gards as the Syrian branch of the 
Kurdistan Workers’ Party (PKK). It 
has waged a 32-year insurrection 
inside Turkey.

Regional Powers: Turkey, Saudi 
Arabia, Qatar

Sunni-majority Saudi Arabia, Qa-
tar and Turkey have provided mili-
tary and financial support to rebels 
fighting Assad, who belongs to 
the minority Alawite community 
linked to Shia Islam.

Ahead of the Astana talks, co-
hosts Turkey and Russia took steps 
to coordinate their involvement 
in Syria. They brokered a fragile 
ceasefire between rebels and re-
gime forces that took effect across 
Syria on December 30th but which 
excludes jihadists. In January, An-
kara and Moscow struck a deal to 
prevent clashes between their war-
planes over Syria and on January 
18th they launched their first joint 
air strike against ISIS there.

International coalition:
A US-led coalition has carried 

out air strikes against ISIS and oth-
er jihadists in Syria since 2014.

The coalition’s members in-
clude Australia, Bahrain, Britain, 
Canada, France, Jordan, the Neth-
erlands, Saudi Arabia, Turkey and 
the United Arab Emirates.

(Agence France-Presse)

Who’s who in the Syria conflict
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Wadi Barada siege shows Damascenes’ 
contempt for countryside

T he Wadi Barada 
region north-west of 
Damascus is a place 
dwellers of Syria’s 
capital know well. In 
winter, Damascene 

families would take off every 
Friday for the mountains beyond 
the valley to play in the snow and 
visit its outstanding eateries. In 
summer, Wadi Barada was an 
important holiday destination 
for those wanting to escape the 
city’s ferocious heat and to draw 
water, free of charge, from the 
valley’s numerous public 
springs.

However, once the well-to-do 
Damascenes, or shuam as they 
are known colloquially, left for 
their city homes, they forgot and 
cared little for those living in the 
valley. Once the narrow streets of 
Wadi Barada had emptied of 
traffic by 7 o’clock on Friday 
evenings, once the residents had 
finished reciting the story of the 
brave stance taken nearby by 
Syrians against French forces 
advancing from Lebanon during 
the battle of Maysaloun almost a 
century ago, the plight of the 

country people was forgotten.
Towns such as Ein al-Fijeh and 

Wadi Barada, where the water 
that makes life in Damascus 
possible flows openly between 
the streets, have been impover-
ished for decades. These are 
communities long forgotten by 
the regime, at least until protests 
against the state’s failure to 
provide sufficient infrastructure 
and jobs broke out in 2011.

When demonstrators were 
detained, tortured or killed in the 
streets by security forces, locals 
took up arms to defend Wadi 
Barada. Later, starvation and the 
loss of their loved ones radical-
ised their minds, turning them 
into extremist, violent ideo-
logues. For several years, a tense 
stalemate followed.

Residents and opposition 
fighters say regime barrel bombs 
and shelling in December 
destroyed the coveted water 
treatment plant that supports 
more than 5 million people in 
Damascus. The counterargument 
is that terrorists, under threat of 
attack elsewhere in the valley, 
provoked the regime, though the 
truth is sure to be lost amid the 
swirl of accusations and counter-
claims in a war in which notions 
of truth have long failed to count 
for much.

But what about the Dama-

scenes who for years enjoyed life 
in Wadi Barada? Did they not 
attempt to help their friends who 
ran the restaurants and those 
who, for years, kept their holiday 
villas safe?

How the residents of Damascus 
view the situation in Wadi Barada 
highlights a major division in 
Syrian society that, in part, led to 
the failure of 2011’s revolt and the 
brutal, unending war that has 
followed.

Pummelled by regime propa-
ganda for years, many Dama-
scenes say the valley has been 
taken over by foreigners, by 
takfiri terrorists and that no one 
originally from the area is 
involved in fighting the regime. 
The reality is quite different. 
Many, though not all, rebels and 
so-called terrorists in the valley 
are locals, men along with their 
families now besieged by a 
stronger enemy but ignored by 
the urban elites.

What is more, this urban-rural 
divide crosses sectarian lines: 
The majority of Damascus’ 
wealthy business class, the 
families that control significant 
levers of power, are Sunni 
Muslims with little or no affilia-
tion to the regime.

If the residents of Damascus, 
with their wealth and influence, 
had stood up against what they 

knew was wrong — the summary 
killing and jailing of protesters 
and students on their streets — 
chances are we would be looking 
at a very different country today. 
Instead, even during the early 
days of the uprising, the citizens 
of Damascus stayed home. The 
city streets were empty as soon 
as the word of revolt was whis-
pered around the capital.

Despite the close ties once 
enjoyed by the communities of 
Wadi Barada and Damascus, the 
reason urban elites continue to 
stand by is etched in the history 
of the broader Levant that lies 
beyond Europe’s attempts to 
carve out nation states a century 
ago. Damascus merchants, 
traders and families of import all 
regarded country folk as peasants 
and outsiders, a mentality that 
persists today across Syria and 
that has led the war to a stale-
mate.

When the war ends, under 
Syrian President Bashar Assad or 
someone else, Syrians will have 
to face up to the fact that theirs is 
a country of local communities, 
not the united nation the regime 
would have many believe.

Stephen Starr is the author of 
Revolt in Syria: Eye-Witness to the 
Uprising and has lived in Syria 
and Turkey since 2007.

Stephen Starr

View point
Pummelled 
by regime 
propaganda, 
many 
Damascenes 
say Wadi 
Barada has 
been taken 
over by 
foreigners.

Towns such as Ein al-Fijeh and 
Wadi Barada have been 
impoverished for decades.
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R 

ussian-sponsored Syrian 
peace talks in the Kazakh-
stan capital Astana were 
declared a success by all 
parties involved, except 

perhaps the Syrian opposition.
The January 23rd-24th gathering 

was the brainchild of Russian Presi-
dent Vladimir Putin, who wanted 
to draw up new terms of reference 
for any future negotiations between 
the Syrian government and its op-
ponents.

The benchmark for previous talks 
had been the Geneva communiqué 
of 2012, better known as Geneva I. 
That called for regime change in Da-
mascus and the creation of a Tran-
sitional Government Body (TGB) 
to rule Syria instead of President 
Bashar Assad during a transition 
period.

The Russians agreed to that ter-
minology five years ago but, since 
their game-changing intervention 
in the Syrian war in September 2015, 
they have been working to hammer 
out a very different endgame for the 
conflict.

The talks in Kazakhstan torpe-
doed Geneva I and made no men-
tion of the TGB, which was music 
to Putin’s ears. “Transition govern-
ment” was crossed off by the Rus-
sians and replaced with the vague 
phrase “political process”.

Moscow also created a legal docu-
ment that Syrian negotiators can 
take with them to Switzerland when 
they meet there in late February. 
The new terms for any negotiations 
will be the Astana Communiqué, 
Putin’s endgame.

The talks succeeded in excluding 
all major regional and international 
stakeholders from the Syrian con-

flict, except Turkey, Iran and Russia.
Saudi Arabia, a key rebel sup-

porter that has long sought Assad’s 
overthrow, was very visibly cut out 
as a participant in the negotiating 
process, along with Qatar, France 
and the United States, which was 
only symbolically represented by 
its ambassador to Astana.

There is seemingly an unspo-
ken agreement between the three 
big patrons of the Astana talks to 
gradually sideline the foreign-based 
Syrian opposition from the process, 
transforming its members from ne-
gotiators and decision-makers into 
advisers to the armed opposition.

The Astana conference is now 
seen as the benchmark for the next 
stage of UN-mandated talks in Ge-
neva.

In their final communiqué at 
Astana, Russia, Iran and Turkey 
agreed to mention the Vienna pro-
cess of late 2015 and UN Security 
Council Resolution 2254.

These positions, engineered by 
Russian Foreign Minister Sergei 
Lavrov, called for the creation of a 
national unity cabinet in Damascus 
that would supervise a new consti-
tution and elections in Syria, with-
out specifying whether these would 
be parliamentary or presidential 
polls or both.

At the end of the conference, the 
Russians distributed a draft of a 
new Syrian constitution to the op-
position delegation, asking for its 
comments.

Turkey made no mention of what 
Assad’s future might be or even 
whether it might be necessary for 
him to depart before the transition 
period could start.

The Turks have long demanded 
that Assad must go but of late they 
have sidestepped the issue amid 
speculation they were bowing to 
Russian and Iranian insistence the 
Syrian president must stay, if only 
for a time to get the process under 
way.

The Turks promised to guarantee 

that their proxies in Syria would 
respect the nationwide December 
30th ceasefire brokered by Russia 
and Turkey and help with the war 
against the Islamic State (ISIS) while 
similar guarantees were made by 
the Russians on behalf of their prox-
ies, the Syrian Army and Iran on be-
half of Hezbollah.

To the disparate Syrian opposi-
tion, Astana was a flop. Its members 
argued it showed just how far Tur-
key had gone with its rapproche-
ment with Russia, clearly at the re-
bels’ expense.

From this standpoint, the Turks 
are no longer interested in bring-
ing down the regime in Damascus, 
certainly not after the sweeping 
Russian-backed military victory 
in Aleppo in December, which de-
prived the rebels of their last major 

urban stronghold.
The rebels’ Riyadh-backed High 

Negotiations Committee, led by for-
mer Syrian prime minister Riyad Hi-
jab, was not invited to Astana. That 
was a clear message that the rebels, 
with their militias, were more im-
portant in the endgame than for-
eign-based opposition figures who 
have not been in Syria for years and 
do not have the same influence with 
rebel fighters.

Hijab and other politicians were 
invited to Moscow on January 
27th to discuss the outcome of the 
Astana talks in what appeared to be 
an effort to create a united delega-
tion to represent the opposition in 
Geneva. However, Hijab and the 
others, including the former and 
current presidents of the Syrian Na-
tional Coalition, were invited only 

as individuals, not as leaders of op-
position party organisations.

This underlined how the Russians 
are steadily dismantling the Saudi 
monopoly over the opposition and 
that, from now on, the opposition 
delegation will only include figures 
who are either Moscow-backed or 
considered regime-friendly.

Finally, Astana was intended to 
prove that talk of major differences 
between Tehran and Moscow is not 
true. Although their strategic ob-
jectives diverge, Moscow appears 
to have agreed to divide their roles 
in Syria and is coordinating closely 
on an endgame in which the regime 
stays on in one form or another.

Sami Moubayed is a Syrian 
historian and author of Under the 
Black Flag (IB Taurus, 2015).

Astana talks change the rules on Syria negotiations
Sami Moubayed

The Astana 
conference is now 
seen as the 
benchmark for the 
next stage of 
UN-mandated talks 
in Geneva.

Astana was intended 
to prove that talk of 
major differences 
between Tehran and 
Moscow is not true.
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C 

ivilians in Mosul are fac-
ing increased threats from 
both Islamic State (ISIS) 
and Iraqi forces battling to 
retake the country’s sec-

ond largest city from the militant 
extremists.

Iraqi Prime Minister Haider al-
Abadi ordered an investigation into 
violations of human rights and oth-
er abuses purportedly committed 
by government troops and paramili-
tary forces battling ISIS.

Abadi said the probe would exam-
ine “cases of kidnappings, mistreat-
ment and violations” against civil-
ians. Abadi blamed such incidents 
on “groups that exploit the good 
name” of Iraqi soldiers and Shia and 
Sunni paramilitaries.

The statement said that the abus-
es were posted on social media to 
“spoil the joy of victory and to de-
fame the real image of the brave 
security forces and their sacrifices 
to liberate the land and to maintain 
security”.

Abadi’s statement came after the 
United Nations demanded a gov-
ernment investigation into a video 
purportedly showing brutal treat-
ment and killing of at least three 
ISIS suspects in a newly taken area 
of eastern Mosul.

The nearly 3-minute video pur-
portedly showed members of secu-
rity forces in regular army and po-
lice uniforms dragging and beating 
the suspects before shooting them 
with at least two army Humvees, 
a tank and a personnel carrier sta-
tioned nearby.

Iraqi forces launched the massive 
operation in October to retake Mo-
sul, which fell to ISIS in the summer 
of 2014. The United States is sup-
porting them with air strikes and US 
soldiers are serving in a support role 
on the ground.

Air strikes targeting ISIS fight-
ers in Mosul are killing civilians, 
although facts and casualty num-
bers are hard to verify, said Ravina 
Shamdasani, a spokeswoman with 
the UN human rights office. “We 
have been receiving quite a lot of 
reports of civilian casualties caused 
by air strikes,” she told a news brief-
ing in Geneva.

The United Nations said it was 
working to prepare emergency aid 
for hundreds of thousands of en-

dangered civilians in Mosul.
“We are racing against the clock 

to prepare for this,” UN Humanitar-
ian Coordinator for Iraq Lise Grande 
told Reuters. Humanitarian agen-
cies were setting up displaced peo-
ple in camps accessible from west-
ern Mosul and positioning supplies 
in them, she said.

“The reports from inside western 
Mosul are distressing,” she said in a 
separate statement. “Prices of ba-
sic food and supplies are soaring… 
Many families without income are 
eating only once a day. Others are 
being forced to burn furniture to 
stay warm.”

UN officials estimate 750,000 
people remain in Mosul west of the 
Tigris River, which flows through 
the last remaining major urban cen-
tre in Iraq held by ISIS. Iraqi officials 
said government forces had taken 

complete control of eastern Mosul.
The west side could prove more 

complicated to take, however, as it 
is criss-crossed with streets too nar-
row for military vehicles, allowing 
ISIS militants to hide among civil-
ians.

More than 100,000 Iraqi troops, 
members of regional Kurdish secu-
rity forces and Shia and Sunni para-
militaries are participating in the 
offensive.

Iraqi forces estimated the num-
ber of militants inside Mosul at 
5,000-6,000 at the start of opera-

tions three months ago and say 
3,300 have been killed in the fight-
ing since.

Military preparations to recapture 
western Mosul have begun, with 
Shia militias preparing an opera-
tion to pave the way for the main of-
fensive on the western bank of the 
Tigris, the overall campaign com-
mander, Lieutenant-General Abdul 
Ameer Yarallah, told Mosuliya TV.

More than 160,000 civilians have 
been displaced since the start of the 
offensive, UN officials said. Medi-
cal and humanitarian agencies es-
timate the number of dead and 
wounded — both civilian and mili-
tary — at several thousand.

ISIS has “continued to attack 
those fleeing or attempting to flee 
areas that are controlled by it”, 
Shamdasani said, and was shelling 
districts retaken by the army.

ISIS expelled civilians from their 
homes along the Tigris on Mosul’s 
west bank, apparently bracing for 
a cross-river attack on their bastion 
by Iraqi forces, residents said.

“The group forced us to leave 
our homes… without allowing us 
to take our belongings,” a resident 
of Al-Maidan, a neighbourhood on 
the city’s west bank, told Agence 
France-Presse.

“It deployed gun positions and 
posted snipers on roofs and at win-
dows,” the resident said, speaking 
on condition of anonymity for fear 
of reprisal by ISIS. “We were forced 
to leave the area because it will be-
come a battlefield and so we moved 
in with relatives in other parts of the 
city.”

The Arab Weekly staff and news 
agencies.

Mosul civilians facing abuse from ISIS, Iraqi forces
The Arab Weekly staff

Displaced people who fled the clashes receive aid from Iraqi security forces in Antesaar neighbourhood of Mosul, on January 24th.   (Reuters)

Iraq's prime minister 
ordered  an 
investigation into 
rights violations by 
troops in Mosul.

Ten years after Saddam’s death

I
t has been ten years since 
the hanging of Saddam 
Hussein following months 
of legal drama and sophistry 
in a courtroom that, at 
times, resembled a circus.

Saddam remains a divisive 
figure both in the West and on the 
Arab street. Despised by many 
as a vicious and greedy dictator, 
abhorred by neighbouring Iran 
for the near-decade-long war 
that crippled both countries and 
feared by the Gulf Arab states as 
a loose cannon following his 1990 
invasion of Kuwait, there was 
much rejoicing at his demise.

Saddam’s downfall began in 
2003 and culminated in his death 
December 30th, 2006. It should 
be highlighted as the event that 
changed the modern Middle 
East from its old ways. The tenth 
anniversary of Saddam’s death 
should have made front pages in 
mainstream media outlets across 
the West.

In Britain and the United States, 
there was hardly a mention — 
barely a whisper. Why? Was 

this not the tenth anniversary 
when the Middle East received 
justice for a vile dictator? Was 
this not the tenth anniversary of 
the West bringing parliamentary 
democracy, good governance and 
stability to the Arab world? Was 
this not the tenth anniversary of 
the new Iraq — one that is a safe 
place to all its people?

With all that progress delivered 
— and on a silver platter by the 
Americans to the Iraqi people 
— one would have thought that 
such an event would have been 
celebrated all over Western media. 
The silence is almost deafening.

The fact is that the fall of 
Saddam Hussein did not bring 
about any of the above but the 
complete opposite.

Saddam’s downfall was followed 
by the largest waves of sectarian 
turmoil, violence and upheaval in 
Iraqi history as well as a complete 
destabilisation of the region.

On the wider geopolitical 
stage, a militarily weakened and 
divided Iraq has left a gaping 
power vacuum in the region 
that has enabled Iran and Saudi 
Arabia to embark on its own 
unique version of the cold war 
with proxy battlefields elsewhere 
— in Bahrain, Iraq, Lebanon and 
Yemen.

It was not so glaringly apparent 
then but Saddam’s Iraq acted 
as a silent secular arbitrator to 
the region’s two most powerful 
theocratic forces. Both Iran and 
Saudi Arabia could not attend to 
each other because they had one 
eye on the novel-writing dictator.

Internally, the picture is no less 
bleak. Iraq’s economy has been on 
its knees and its people divided. 
During the last ten years, there 
has even been growing talk of the 
possibility of a three-state partition 
of Iraq along sectarian lines. Such 
talk would have been unthinkable 
before the US-led invasion in 2003.

The reality on the ground is not 
so much damning as the inability 
of Washington policymakers, even 
today, to put their finger on what 
went wrong and how Iraq, by 
2014, faced an existential threat 
with the emergence of the Islamic 
State (ISIS). Even today, there is 
no consensus as to the strategy 
that should have been adopted 
following regime change.

The legacy and outcome of 
all this is some sort of decision-
making paralysis in Western 
corridors of power. The failures in 
Iraq and the harrowing fear of their 
repetition heavily influenced the 
decisions of former US president 
Barack Obama and Britain’s 

Westminster not to intervene 
militarily on the ground in Syria.

Obama’s successor, Donald 
Trump, built his presidential 
campaign in part on pledges that 
his administration would never 
seek regime change or nation 
building anywhere.

The failures in Iraq must not 
linger indefinitely so that every 
call for intervention, particularly 
on humanitarian grounds, is 
denied. That is the legacy left 
by the West’s Iraqi project and 
Saddam’s downfall.

The failure of a situation in 
which no intervention was 
needed in 2003 now serves as a 
reasoning against intervention 
even where intervention may be 
genuinely and legally required. 
The real tragedy is not political. It 
is human.

The removal of Saddam from 
the Middle Eastern chessboard 
has, rather than bring any real 
democracy, changed the balance 
of power to create a plethora of 
proxy wars and proxy sub-wars 
involving the United States, 
France, Britain, Saudi Arabia, Iran, 
Lebanon and Yemen as well as 
several non-state actors.

Fadi Farhat is a lawyer based in 
Britain.

Fadi Farhat

View point
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turmoil.

Saddam remains a divisive figure 
both in the West and on the Arab 
street.
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Sulaymaniyah

A 

lthough Iraqi Kurdistan’s 
power needs are met by 
natural gas reserves near 
Chamchamal, the people 
living in the area do not 

see many of the benefits of their 
natural resources. Which is why a 
group of locals decided to protest 
the situation.

The evening of the protest — 
January 2nd — unidentified indi-
viduals launched rocket-propelled 
grenades at the gas-fuelled power 
plant that provides Iraqi Kurdistan 
with about half of its energy needs. 
The plant was not damaged.

After the attack, energy supplies 
for the people of Chamchamal in-
creased. Households there had been 
getting about two hours of power 
after midnight. Now there was an 
uninterrupted supply from 10pm 
to 8am. Many locals said there was 
a connection between their new 
electricity schedule and the rocket 
attacks.

People made jokes about the inci-
dent on social media. “Fire a rocket 
and get 24 hours of free power,” 
read one comment. “This offer is 
valid until the government wakes 
up again.”

Some people suggested that a lo-
cal hero of sorts, Abdullah Kwekha 
Mubarak, was behind the rocket at-
tack. Mubarak lived in Norway for 
almost a decade and returned to 
Iraqi Kurdistan in 2008. He more 

or less founded the Chamcha-
mal branch of the Movement for 
Change, an opposition party that 
campaigned on an anti-corruption 
platform. He has taken what may be 
described as staunch positions.

Early in 2016, Mubarak threat-
ened to cut a gas pipeline in Cham-
chamal if the area did not get a 
better power supply. On January 
29th, the gas pipeline between the 
Khor Mor gas field and Erbil was 
bombed, leading to a disruption in 
work at other power plants that rely 
on natural gas. The region’s Asayesh 
— forces responsible for internal re-
gional security — said the pipeline 
had been bombed with TNT explo-
sive and that 2 metres were dam-
aged. Mubarak denied responsibil-
ity for the attack.

Nonetheless locals connect his 
name to any attacks on gas pipe-
lines, describing the new electricity 
supply as “Abdullah power”.

“We invite Mubarak to launch a 
rocket from Chamchamal city to-
wards the Erbil power plant,” wrote 
another wag on Facebook. “Maybe 
we will finally get 24 hours’ worth 
of electricity.”

Joking aside, it is possible that 
this may be the first manifestation 
of real violence in the Iraqi Kurdish 
region, coming after months of pro-
test, financial crisis and locals say-
ing that those in power pay no heed 
to their complaints.

Mubarak said that, while he was 
all for demonstrations to show the 
government how angry locals were, 
he did not condone the destruction 
of pipelines.

“People are aware of their rights 

and they will not accept injustice,” 
he said, “but it is against our princi-
ples to resort to this kind of action.”

Latif Fatih Faraj, a local journalist, 
said that Chamchamal residents, 
who have a reputation as tough 
fighters, are reacting to what they 
see as the injustice of the situation.

“When the power plant was built, 
they were promised that they would 
benefit from it but those promises 
have not been fulfilled,” Faraj said. 
“The electricity produced in Cham-
chamal is simply being sold onto 
other districts and this angers peo-
ple.”

“The problem is that the Iraqi 
Kurdish authorities say they want to 
decentralise power,” added Cham-
chamal Mayor Amanj Jabari, “but 

those who are actually in charge 
have a more centralised mentality. 
That is why they will not respond to 
the demands of the people.”

The controversy over the rockets 
fired at the power station caused 
a lot of debate in Iraqi Kurdistan. 
Are the demands of the people of 
Chamchamal legitimate? Could 
they cut off the gas pipeline if they 
are pushed too far? Could they cut 
off the road and not allow oil tank-
ers to pass?

There have been other incidents 
in Chamchamal. Security cameras 
for traffic safety were shot out twice. 
Apparently, this happened because 
locals were angry that the security 
cameras cost a lot of money.

“Patience has limits,” said Riwas 

Faik, an Iraqi Kurdish politician and 
member of the local parliament’s 
Industry, Energy and Natural Re-
sources Committee. “You don’t 
know what to expect from angry 
people.

“They may resort to violence; 
they may not allow tankers to pass. 
They may stop the gas supply and 
they might even attack government 
buildings. If the government does 
not try and find solutions to the 
problems that are upsetting people, 
things could get worse. People may 
turn to violence and direct confron-
tation may happen,” she said.

Alaa Latif writes for niqash.org, 
which originally published this 
article.

Will Iraq’s Kurdish protesters turn to violence?
Alaa Latif

A 2016 picture shows Iraqi Kurds taking part in a demonstration in the city of Sulaymaniyah to 
demand payment of salaries and an end to corruption.                                                                                (Reuters)

Unidentified
individuals launched 
rocket-propelled 
grenades at the
gas-fuelled power plant.

Turkey and Iraq need to wise up and mend ties

T
urkey and Iraq share a 
330km border and the 
brotherhood between 
the people of Turkey 
and Iraq dates way 
back. Turkish and 

Iraqi businesspeople used to 
benefit greatly from peaceful ties.
However, relations between the 
two countries strained in recent 
years and annual trade volume 
between them dropped from $12 
billion to $8 billion.

Years ago, the Turkish Army set 
up a military camp in the Bashiqa 
region of northern Iraq “at the 
request of” Iraqi Prime Minister 
Haider al-Abadi. Turkish forces 
have been training local Arab and 
Kurdish forces to fight against the 
Islamic State (ISIS).

Turkish-Iraqi relations suddenly 
soured over the camp prior to the 
launch of the Mosul operation. 
Abadi urged the swift withdrawal 
of Turkish troops from Bashiqa, 
calling the forces “invaders”. Abadi 
threatened Turkey if the latter 
were to launch a military campaign 
on Iraqi soil.

Turkish Prime Minister Binali 
Yildirim’s visit to Baghdad in 
January calmed the storm. In 
addition to Yildirim’s warm 
handshake with Abadi, a 
constructive meeting between 
the two paved the way to 
normalisation of ties.

There was a glimpse of hope for 
a brighter future of Turkish-Iraqi 
relations when Yildirim and Abadi 
affirmed at a news conference that 
the Bashiqa issue would be solved. 
However, Abadi claimed that the 

Turkish military would withdraw 
from the camp but Ankara did not 
confirm it.

In the following days, Abadi 
said relations would not move 
“one step forward” without the 
withdrawal of Turkish troops from 
Bashiqa. An official statement 
regarding the matter from Hisham 
al-Alawi, Iraqi ambassador 
to Turkey, asserted that the 
withdrawal would take place after 
the Mosul operation.

Spokesman for the Turkish 
Foreign Ministry Huseyin 
Muftuoglu said there has not been 
a new development since Alawi’s 
words. Muftuoglu said Turkish and 
Iraqi authorities were working to 
improve relations.

“Turkey displayed that it is well-
intentioned on the matter by PM 
Yildirim’s visit,” Muftuoglu said, 
adding that he could not speculate 
on whether relations would move 
forward before the withdrawal of 
Turkish troops from Bashiqa.

One cannot foretell how the 
Mosul operation will fare. Three 
months into the offensive, 
Iraqi Special Forces have barely 
liberated the eastern side of Mosul 
from ISIS. Based on the current 
pace of the operation, we could see 
a fully liberated Mosul in late 2017, 
if not 2018.

Burhanettin Duran, director 
of the Ankara-based think-tank 
Foundation for Political, Economic 
and Social Research (SETA), said 

Turkey was looking to have better 
relations in the region, which is 
why Ankara showed its goodwill 
towards Baghdad. However, Duran 
predicted that the Bashiqa issue 
will not allow the two countries to 
mend ties soon.

Do Turkey and Iraq have the 
luxury of freezing their diplomacy 
and economy until then? The 
answer is certainly a “No”.

Emin Taha, president of the 
Turkey-Iraq Business council of 
the Turkish Foreign Economic 
Relations Board said Iraqis were 
waiting for Turkish goods.

“Actually, the people of Iraq 
want Turkish goods but the central 
government does not let the entry 
of the goods,” he said, adding 
that the normalisation of ties 
would affect economic ties quite 
positively.

“Iraqi PM cannot backtrack 
on his earlier statements due to 
the domestic pressure on him,” 
said Ilter Turan, a professor of 
international relations and former 
rector of Istanbul Bilgi University. 
He contended that even though 
the two countries desperately need 
to better their economic relations, 
the Bashiqa issue will not let them 
sort out their differences until after 
the Mosul operation.

The trade volume needs to 
increase and the people of Turkey 
and Iraq should once again feel 
comfortable that Ankara and 
Baghdad will not run at each other 
with daunting ultimatums.

The Bashiqa issue and the end 
of the Mosul operation should not 
further alienate the two countries. 
It is high time that Ankara and 
Baghdad acted wisely.

Yunus Paksoy is an Istanbul-based 
Turkish journalist who covered the 
wars in Syria and Iraq.

Yunus Paksoy
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There is a glimpse of hope for a 
brighter future of Turkish-Iraqi 
relations.

Patience has limits. 
You don’t know 
what to expect from 
angry people.”Iraqi Kurdish politician 

Riwas Faik

Turkish Prime Minister Binali Yildirim (L) and Iraqi Prime Minister Haider al-Abadi 
speak during a meeting at the governmental palace in Baghdad, on January 7th. (AFP)
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I
sraeli Prime Minister Binyamin Netanyahu’s government has 
approved a plan to build 2,500 settlement homes in the occu-
pied West Bank, barely 48 hours after it had accepted building 
permits for more than 500 settler homes in occupied East 
Jerusalem.

The burst of planned building activity came in the first week 
of Donald Trump’s presidency, which has not condemned 

Israel’s “flagrant violation” of international law, in the words of 
December’s UN Security Council resolution on the subject. Netan-
yahu has exultantly tweeted: “We build and continue to build.”

It was left to a relatively minor player in the grand geopolitical 
scheme of things, Jerusalem Deputy Mayor Meir Turgeman, to state 
the obvious: “The rules of the game have changed with Donald 
Trump’s arrival as president. We no longer have our hands tied as in 
the time of Barack Obama. Now we can finally build.”

It is hardly surprising that Turgeman was unambiguous. He has 
previously been horribly candid about the attempt to dehumanise 
the Palestinians, accusing them of behaving like “animals” after a 
deadly attack on East Jerusalem in October.

But the Israeli government’s actions were just as unambiguous as 
Turgeman’s appalling words. There can be no alternative interpreta-
tion of settlement expansion other than as a cynical attempt to use 
Trump’s rise as licence to do away with the legitimate rights of the 
Palestinians to nationhood.

The United Nations, European Union and Germany have warned 
that accelerated construction in occupied Palestinian territory 
undermines the prospects for a two-state solution. The Jordanian 
government has said it deals a “tough blow” to efforts to revive the 
peace process. The American Jewish Committee, a respected advo-
cacy organisation, raised fears that Israel’s “gamble (would) further 
inflame an already difficult situation on the ground and internation-
ally”.

Two liberal Jewish organisations in the United States — Americans 
for Peace Now and J Street — have condemned the settlements surge. 
The former colourfully suggested that Trump must be careful that 
the Israeli right wing does not make a freer (Hebrew for “sucker”) out 
of him.

The outrage at Israeli defiance is exacerbated by fears that Trump 
as president will honour his regrettable and ill-conceived campaign 
promise to move the US embassy from Tel Aviv to Jerusalem.

Trump is not the first victorious US presidential candidate to have 
made such a pledge but is the only one who has demonstrated 
seriousness about it. Not only has he repeated it all too often, 
Trump’s nominee for ambassador to Israel is considered more right 
wing than many in the Israeli right about settlements and the 
Palestinian issue.

That said, the Trump White House has given few details about the 
embassy’s relocation. Spokesman Sean Spicer vaguely insisted 
“there’s no decision”, which gives rise to the hope that reason will 
prevail and Trump will reconsider.

There is hope, also, that moderate Arab leaders can convince 
Trump to avoid giving any more encouragement to the Netanyahu 
government’s dangerous propensities regarding the Palestinian 
issue, including Jerusalem. The implications for regional peace and 
security are too big to ignore.

Israeli settlement policies 
could endanger regional 
and global peace

© Yaser Ahmed for The Arab Weekly

Moscow’s message is 
clear: Russia is in Syria 
for the long haul

W
hile waiting to 
see what US 
President 
Donald Trump 
will do, Russia 
seems to be in a 

hurry. This explains its agreement 
with the Syrian regime regarding 
the expansion of a Russian 
presence in Tartus.

The deal was signed just 48 
hours before Trump’s arrival in 
the White House. Russia was quick 
to publicise the articles of the 
agreement, using its official media 
outlets. The agreement stipulates a 
renewable lease period of 49 years.

In the end, Moscow’s message 
is clear: Russia is in Syria for the 
long haul, its naval base at Tartus 
is of paramount importance and 
any deal in Syria must take Russia’s 
interests into account.

The US Senate has confirmed 
Trump’s appointee for secretary 
of Defense, James Mattis. Unlike 
Trump, Mattis has a clear vision of 
what needs to be done in the Mid-
dle East. A former US Marine Corps 
general, Mattis knows the Middle 
East and the Gulf region very well 
and is fully aware of Iran’s role 
there. He says that it is possible to 
deal with the Russian presence in 
the region without underestimat-
ing its negative impact, but the 
biggest threat comes from Iran’s 
destabilising policies.

No one really believes Iran’s 
anti-terrorism rhetoric; certainly 
not Mattis. He does not want to 
throw out the P5+1 nuclear deal 
with Iran. He simply wishes to have 
Iran respect its borders and limits, 
behave like a normal state and 
certainly not use the agreement as 
cover for unacceptable practices in 
the region.

Worldwide military bases are 
useless in the absence of a strong 
economy. Still, Russian President 
Vladimir Putin is attached to past 
practices and is building up Russian 
presence in the Mediterranean, 
hence the agreement regarding the 
base at Tartus.

The deal builds on the 1980 
friendship and cooperation accords 
between Syria and the former 
Soviet Union. At that time, the 
Syrian government felt threatened 
by popular opposition and was 
engaged in an open confrontation 
with the Muslim Brotherhood in 
Syria, a confrontation that culmi-
nated in a bloodbath at Hama in 
February 1982.

Some of the articles of the agree-

ment show the extent to which the 
Syrian regime has surrendered to 
Russia. It is equalled only by the 
regime’s surrender to Iran in Da-
mascus and its environs, especially 
along the Syrian-Lebanese border.

The Russian side can send tax-
free all sorts of weapons, ammuni-
tion and equipment needed for the 
duties and security of the base and 
ship personnel and their families. 
The Syrian customs and border 
police cannot inspect and control 
all personnel arriving at Tartus 
naval base on war vessels. Finally, 
the new agreement grants full civil 
and administrative immunity to 
Russian personnel.

Are Russia’s plans in Syria justi-
fied? The answer to this question is 
complex. The Syrian regime knows 
that it cannot rely on Russia alone 
to guarantee its survival. This is 
why it is maintaining the Iranian 
card. It has recently signed a series 
of accords with the Iranians, includ-
ing a third licence for mobile phone 
networks.

Russia seems adamant about its 
continued presence in Syria and can 
effectively impose its own terms. 
What is important now is to make 
sure that the Trump administration 
is still interested in the Syrian card 
regardless of who is holding it.

Among the objectives in the 
Middle East that seem to interest 
the new US president is pleasing 
Israel. Syria is important to Trump’s 
administration only from an Israeli 
angle. This would explain the ex-
tremely close relationship between 
Putin and Israeli Prime Minister 
Binyamin Netanyahu. Their coor-
dinated efforts will likely go a long 
way in facilitating the eventual 
US-Russian deal regarding Syria. In 
this deal, there will be no room for 
Syrian President Bashar Assad and 
his tricks once they have served 
their purpose.

Turkey seems to have read cor-
rectly the situation. Turkish Deputy 
Prime Minister Mehmet Shimshek 
recently declared: “We have to be 
pragmatic, realistic. The facts on 
the ground have changed dramati-
cally. Turkey can no longer insist on 
a settlement without Assad. It is not 
realistic.”

Such talk reveals that Turkey 
is preparing for the next phase in 
Syria. It remains to be seen how 
Iran will react to the forthcoming 
deal.

Khairallah Khairallah is a 
Lebanese writer.
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Egyptian society is preparing 
for the next phase: Democracy

The ‘alternative facts’ of Trump’s White House

Opinion

I
n Egypt today, torture is 
common in prisons, the 
authorities rely heavily on 
security forces and power 
institutions are still being 
manipulated. Does this spell 

the failure of the 2011 revolution 
that ended president Hosni 
Mubarak’s 30 years in power?

It is well-known that any ruler 
placed in power by a revolution 
will not rule democratically. If that 
ruler decides to exercise democra-
cy, he or she will usually fail. If, on 
the other hand, this ruler happens 
to belong to the previous regime 
or to the revolutionaries or is an 
independent, the result would be 
the same.

Nobody thinks of democracy 
when the seat of power is shak-
ing. We have seen it happen in the 
French revolution, the Russian 
revolution, the Iranian revolution 
and many others.

Let’s go now to the streets where 
the revolutionary flame still burns 
vividly. It is true that there are no 
demonstrations or confrontations 
with the security forces. Rather, it 
looks like the Egyptians have cho-
sen to confront their obscured and 
obscure past, traditions and way of 
life instead.

In a revolution, everything 
is questioned. The revolution 
touches all aspects of one’s life, 
the economic and social as well as 
the constitutional, intellectual and 
religious. Ten years from now, all 
of those dimensions would have 
changed.

Who would have thought that 
the Egyptian society would quietly 
swallow the floating of the Egyp-
tian pound and the unprecedented 
inflation? Nevertheless, that is 

what has happened. I have never 
witnessed anywhere else in the 
world this strange acceptance of 
the necessity for economic reforms.

I was in Egypt when that hap-
pened. I was stunned when my 
taxi driver told me that he had 
decided to bear it and remain calm 
because he wanted to “preserve 
the country”. A vendor swore to 
me that he cannot stand the cur-
rent regime but was willing to bide 
his time out of “fear for the fate of 
the country”.

The Egyptian revolution is at 
a standstill because a bunch of 
people decided to bring back to 
life old political reflexes for the 
sake of the country. The resulting 
oppressive and slow-moving reality 
will eventually come to an end. In 
the meantime, the social masses 
are readying themselves for the 
inevitable political changes. Today, 
people are re-examining every-
thing they held to be true.

Nobody in Egypt had dreamt that 
one day the country would have a 
constitution of the calibre of the 
new one. Eventually, governments 
will change and the Egyptians will 
taste the sweet rewards of their 
new constitution.

Before the revolution, Egyptian 
women silently endured conjugal 
violence, sexual harassment in the 
street and even rape. Nobody re-
ally spoke of these taboo subjects. 
After the revolution, the taboos 
have disintegrated to an extent 
unfamiliar to the usually conserva-
tive Egyptians. Today, any young 
women can go on television and 
denounce her father’s incestuous 
practices or describe the horror 
of being kidnapped at night and 
repeatedly raped by a gang of thugs 

or just speak of the son she gave 
birth to after being raped.

Since time immemorial, Egyp-
tians have been religious but 
recently they have been sifting 
through their religious heritage, 
which has been contaminated by 
radical thinking. Egyptians are 
tolerant by nature but, over some 
years now, a thick layer of extrem-
ist ideologies has been built around 
this trait. Paradoxically, the rise of 
the Muslim Brotherhood in Egypt 
unknowingly brought about the be-
ginnings of the social revolution.

Once Egyptians realised that 
Salafist ideologies do not represent 
them, calls for re-examining and 
revising religious discourse were 
heard. Those who read Farag Fouda 
or Nasr Hamid Abu Zaid were far 
from imagining that ideas put forth 
by these intellectuals would some-
day be at the centre of the legiti-
macy of the government. The brave 
researcher and reformist Islam 
Behery would not have enjoyed his 
tremendous popularity were it not 
for the timing of his appearance on 
the public scene. It happened when 
the Egyptians were taking a critical 
look at themselves.

Today, atheists, homosexuals 
and alcohol consumers need no 
longer hide behind high walls to 
enjoy their freedom. Girls are tak-
ing off their hijabs without guilt 
or social pressure and parents’ 
authority is no longer sacred.

Today, the generation gap in 
Egypt is at its fullest. The revolu-
tion has widened the gap between 
a generation brought up believing 
that wearing the hijab is part of 
being moral, that Sahih al-Bukhari 
is the second holy book after the 
Quran and the entire world con-

spires against Egypt and another 
generation believing none of that.

There is, however, a real coun-
ter-revolution opposed to these 
changes. Al-Azhar University, for 
example, wants journalist Ahmed 
al-Khatib sent to jail for daring 
to reveal corruption inside the 
venerable institution. In reality, 
he revealed more than corruption. 
He showed how deeply entrenched 
was political Islam inside the edu-
cational and religious institution. 
Before the revolution, al-Azhar was 
untouchable.

Today, revisionists such as  
Khatib, Behery, Ahmed Nagy, Fa-
tima Naoot and Ibrahim Eissa enjoy 
wide acceptance in a society weary 
of Salafists and their demagogy.

Egyptian society is preparing 
for the next phase: Democracy. In 
Tunisia, the West was able to con-
vince the population that switch-
ing to democracy can happen over-
night. The result was an unhealthy 
cleavage with the Islamists laying 
hands on society and the economy 
and figures from the old regime 
dominating the political scene. 
Tunisia will continue to suffer from 
this cleavage for a long time.

The same cannot happen in 
Egypt. Here is an ancient country 
where the state apparatus has been 
in place and functioning uninter-
rupted for 5,000 years. No popular 
uprising can overturn Egypt. The 
revolution was simmering since 
2008 and erupted three years later. 
Its fruits are slowly ripening. The 
Egyptian society will eventually 
enjoy them, Egyptian-style, of 
course.

Ahmad Abou Douh is an Egyptian 
writer.

T
he row over what is 
and what is not true 
among information 
disseminated by 
Donald Trump’s White 
House was renewed by 

the American president in his 
first week in office.

Trump and his press secretary, 
Sean Spicer, attacked the media 
for accurately reporting that fewer 
people were on the streets of 
Washington for his inauguration 
than for Barack Obama in 2009. 
(Obama, incidentally, never 
challenged the well-documented 
reality that he was way behind 
Ronald Reagan, who continues to 

hold the record for inaugural-day 
crowds.)

Trump also insisted without 
evidence that 3 million to 5 million 
votes were illegally cast in the 
November election, which caused 
him to lose the popular vote to his 
Democratic rival Hillary Clinton. 
The alleged voter fraud was 
rejected as a feat of narcissistic 
and petulant ill-logic even by 
members of his own Republican 
Party and by election officials, 
many in Republican-controlled 
states.

There are serious implications 
of the White House war on 
reality, which was described 
as “alternative facts” by one 
of Trump’s senior advisers, 
Kellyanne Conway.

First, it discredits the US 
president, his administration, 
the White House Press Office and 
any information that it swears 
to be true. In the future, if there 
are confused, confusing and 
contentious reports — about North 
Korean missiles or anything 
else from anywhere in the world 
— we can choose which source 
to believe — the Russians, the 
Chinese or the Americans. Few 
will automatically turn to the 
United States, as has been the case 
for more than half a century, as 
the one certain provider of truth 
and facts.

As Jim Sciutto, CNN’s chief 
national security correspondent, 
mused on camera to a listening 
world: “What if Donald Trump 
orders troops into battle and they 
die? Do we trust the White House 
to speak about that honestly… 
when real stuff starts happening?”

The second problem is that an 
American president, no less, is 
assisting a massive and popular 
disengagement from the facts.

This is disconcerting in a liberal 
democracy and ultimately it can 
delegitimise all authority but that 
of the demagogue and his loyal 
strong-armed tools of control. As 

Peter Wehner, who was a leading 
strategist in the George W. Bush 
White House, recently pointed out: 
“In the end you really can’t govern 
and you can’t persuade people, if 
you do not have a common basis 
of fact.”

Wehner, who is now at the 
Ethics and Public Policy Center, a 
conservative Washington-based 
think-tank, is no fan of Trump but 
there is more to his criticism than 
spite.

The Trump administration, 
of course, seems destined to 
continue down the make-believe 
paths set by the great man 
himself; on climate change being 
a Chinese hoax for instance; on 
the United States’ right — nay, 
responsibility — to take Iraqi oil as 
the price for protecting it; and that 
free trade ultimately equals the 
enslavement of US workers.

This is dangerously delusional 
and ultimately harmful to the 
democratic consensus, which 
needs a shared basis of objective 
facts for democracy to be 
exercised with good sense and 
produce generally good results.

But the United States’ 45th 
president appears to be stoking 
mistrust and misinformation all 
the better to control the narrative. 
If his voters, and others inclined 
to populism elsewhere, believe 
nothing other than his tweets, 
Trump will have succeeded in 
the biggest mass mind-bending 
initiative in history.

The territory is already 
prepared. A US study before the 
November election found that 68% 
of Trump supporters distrusted 
economic data published by the 
federal government. Clearly, 
experts are increasingly conflated 
with the elite and dismissed as 
mendacious manipulators, thereby 
making it difficult for people 
to make informed democratic 
choices.

So what is to be done? Can 
anything be done?

Perhaps the answer can be 
found by reaching far back in time 
— 10th-century Baghdad to be 
accurate — for lessons on how to 
evaluate the more complex issues 
of the day. Rather than arguing 
with those who distrust data, facts 
and the experts, it may be better 
to commend them for thinking for 
themselves.

In medieval times, the ulema 
were categorically not supposed 
to engage in taqlid, which means 
the “uncritical acceptance of 
authority”. Instead, they were 
charged with thinking deeply and 
critically for themselves. Some 
theologians in the Islamic world 
also believed that all Muslims — 
ulema or not — should think about 
what they believe — the existence 
of God for instance — and why.

By that token, in the 21st 
century, everyone — pro-Trump, 
pro-Brexit and anti-Trump, anti-
Brexit — should insist on thinking 
for himself or herself. No one 
should engage in taqlid, whether it 
comes from Trump or anyone else.

Democracies need citizens to 
train themselves to be good judges 
of expertise. From the schoolroom 
to church, mosque and temple, 
from television screens to 
newspapers and Facebook posts, 
the war on taqlid must be joined. It 
may be the most important fight of 
our lives.

Rashmee Roshan Lall is a 
columnist for The Arab Weekly. 
Her blog can be found at 
www.rashmee.com and she is on 
Twitter: @rashmeerl.

Rashmee Roshan Lall

Ahmad Abou Douh

Today,
people are 
re-examining 
everything 
they held
to be true.

There are 
serious 
implications 
of the White 
House war
on reality.

Reporters call on White House Press Secretary Sean Spicer during 
the daily White House briefing, on January 23rd.                             (AP)
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H 

amas is turning to Cairo 
for help in obtaining es-
sential supplies for the 
1.8 million residents of 
the Gaza Strip and end  

its isolation in return for pledges of 
tightening control on Gaza’s border 
with Egypt’s Sinai peninsula and 
cooperating in its fight against the 
Islamic State (ISIS) and other mili-
tants.

A high-level Hamas delegation, 
headed by deputy leader Ismail 
Haniyeh, visited Cairo on January 
22nd, giving Egyptian intelligence 
officials a list of demands that in-
cluded a permanent opening of the 
Rafah Crossing on the border with 
Sinai. Hamas also called for reacti-
vating trade channels with Egypt 
and for Cairo to end a blockade of 
Gaza, which Hamas controls, said 
Youssef Rezqa, a senior Hamas offi-
cial.

“In return, Hamas pledged to 
tighten control on the border with 
Sinai,” he added. “Hamas views its 
relations with Cairo very highly, 
which is why it will do everything 
in its power to tighten control on the 
border and prevent possible infiltra-
tions.”

Cairo has accused Hamas of not 
doing enough to control Gaza’s Sinai 
border, allowing Islamic State (ISIS) 
fighters to enter the territory and 
receive medical treatment there and 

turning a blind eye to smuggling of 
arms and explosives to Sinai mili-
tants.

Relations between Egypt and Ha-
mas, an ideological offshoot of the 
Muslim Brotherhood, deteriorated 
after the Egyptian Army moved to 
oust Muhammad Morsi, a long-time 
Brotherhood member, from the 
Egyptian presidency in July 2013.

Rezqa said an improvement in re-
lations between Hamas and Egypt 
would not come at the cost of any of 
Hamas’s other allies.

Hamas official Mahmoud al-Zahar 
told the pro-Hamas news site Alray 
that an agreement had been reached 
for tightening control of the border. 
Egypt’s Foreign Ministry did not 
comment on the matter.

Analysts said improved ties with 
Cairo can only benefit Hamas’s in-
terests.

“Living conditions in Gaza have 
grossly deteriorated because of the 
imposed Israeli siege on one hand 
and the closure of the Rafah Cross-
ing on the border with Egypt on the 
other,” said Mustafa al-Sawaf, a po-
litical analyst from Gaza. “A thaw in 
relations will partially improve the 
situation in Gaza, in case Egyptian 
authorities open the border point 
and allow basic supplies to cross 
into the strip.”

In his talks with intelligence offi-
cials, Haniyeh called for permanent-
ly opening the crossing and reacti-
vating trade cooperation with Cairo, 
Rezqa said.

Even before its leaders travelled 
to Cairo, Hamas showed signs of 
goodwill by clamping down on ISIS 
operatives in Gaza, media reports 
said. ISIS Sinai retaliated by hin-
dering the smuggling of supplies 

to Gaza from Egypt through under-
ground tunnels.

ISIS threatened to assassinate 
Haniyeh if he did not stop the crack-
down on its members, Israeli media 
reported. Haniyeh was to return to 
Gaza from Qatar earlier in January to 
prepare for Hamas elections in Feb-
ruary but changed his plans because 
of fears for his personal safety, the 
Israeli reports said.

Egyptian analysts said Hamas is 
short of options and must mend ties 
with Cairo.

“Traditional Hamas sponsors Iran, 
Turkey and Qatar are busy fighting 
their own wars,” said Tarek Fahmi, 

a political science professor at Cairo 
University. “This is why Cairo is Ha-
mas’s only option for support now.”

Other analysts said there were 
limits to what Hamas can offer 
Cairo. Hamas today, they said, suf-
fers internal rifts and deep financial 
problems, making it much weaker 
than it was previously.

A clampdown by Egyptian author-
ities on smuggling tunnels between 
Gaza and Sinai has deprived Hamas 
of an important source of income, 
analysts said. Egypt’s crackdown on 
Muslim Brotherhood funding chan-
nels also hurt Hamas, they said.

Hamas must, analysts said, walk 

a fine line between helping Egypt 
fight ISIS and not antagonising ISIS-
backing movements inside Gaza, 
including jihadist Salafis who can 
destabilise Hamas’s rule.

“This means that this movement 
does not have a lot to offer Egypt,” 
said Egyptian analyst Abdel Monem 
Halawa. “The other thing is that 
Egypt does not trust Hamas, which 
made many pledges in the past to 
better control its border with Sinai 
but failed to honour any of these 
pledges.”

Ahmed Megahid is an Egyptian 
reporter based in Cairo.

Cairo

B 

y establishing a naval 
force in the Red Sea, 
Egypt aims for more than 
protecting navigation in 
the Suez Canal, a vital wa-

terway for international trade, mili-
tary experts said.

“The force will be the backbone 
of Egypt’s new Red Sea strategy,” 
former assistant Defence minis-
ter Hossam Suweilam said. “There 
is a marked surge of unrest in the 
southern entrance to the Red Sea, 
which needs an aggressive policy.”

The new force utilises recently 
acquired naval equipment, includ-
ing a French-made multifunction 
helicopter carrier.

Egyptian President Abdel Fattah 
al-Sisi said the new force would 
help his country protect its coast. 
Defence Minister Sedki Sobhi said 
the force would help Egypt impose 
control on its territorial waters in 
the Red Sea.

Cash-strapped Egypt spent bil-
lions of dollars to upgrade its navy 
over the past two years. It bought 
two helicopter carriers from France, 
frigates from Russia and subma-
rines from Germany. Cairo does this 
for a purpose, military experts said.

In 2015, Egypt spent almost $8 
billion to dig a parallel channel to 
shorten transit time in the Suez Ca-
nal. It also dug tunnels under the 
canal to deliver water and ease the 
movement of people and goods to 
and from Sinai.

These huge investments are only 
part of Egypt’s vision for the Suez 
Canal region, one that cannot be 
implemented without proper secu-
rity in the Red Sea, experts said.

Egypt wants to turn the banks of 
the canal into an investment mag-
net where vast industrial zones, 
huge logistics areas and extensive 
service facilities are planned. Egypt 
plans to attract hundreds of bil-
lions of dollars in investments to 
the region. In 2015, revenues from 
the Suez Canal totalled $5.2 bil-
lion, which did a lot to buoy Egypt’s 
struggling economy.

Analysts in Cairo said Sisi does 
not squander the limited funds 
available at the central bank with a 
purpose in mind.

Last April 8th, Sisi ordered Prime 
Minister Sherif Ismail to sign a mar-
itime border demarcation agree-
ment with Saudi Arabia. The deal 
includes the handover of two dis-
puted Red Sea islands to Riyadh. 
Egyptians now debate whether the 
islands are Saudi.

Absent from the conversation, 
however, are the reasons Sisi insists 
to demarcate the maritime border 
with the Saudis. He has said Egypt 
cannot explore its territorial wa-
ters for oil without defining its sea 
boundaries.

He mentioned a similar agree-
ment with Greece and Cyprus. A 
few months after Egypt signed the 
agreement with both states, Italian 
state-owned petroleum company 
Eni announced the discovery of the 
East Mediterranean’s largest natu-
ral gas field off Egypt’s coast.

There is a strong probability of 

Egypt’s territorial Red Sea waters 
containing wealth so huge that Sisi 
is ready to risk angering his people 
with the maritime border demarca-
tion deal with Saudi Arabia.

“Such a potential wealth is badly 
in need of a military power to pro-
tect it,” said Nasr Salem, a lecturer 
at Nasser Military Academy, the 
army’s strategic and military sci-
ence institute. “We cannot leave 
the billions of dollars we spend on 
investments in the Red Sea without 
protection.”

Parliament is to debate the deal 
soon. Analysts expect that after 
deal approval, Egypt would offer 
concessions to international oil 
firms to explore Red Sea territorial 
waters.

Fear for these investments and 
potential wealth lies, meanwhile, 
more southward, near the coast of 
restive Yemen where the Houthi 
militia controls key port cities near 
the Bab el Mandeb strait, politi-
cal experts said. The Houthis have 
threatened Red Sea navigation 
many times.

The establishment of the new 
Egyptian naval fleet comes after 
pro-Saudi forces in Yemen failed to 
capture the country’s port cities.

The fear in Egypt is that the 
Houthis can threaten traffic in the 
strait, which would deal an irre-
versible blow to the Suez Canal.

Close to 4 million barrels of oil 
pass through the Bab el Mandeb 
strait en route to markets in Europe 

and the United States every day, 
most of which is moved through 
the Suez Canal, the US Energy In-
formation Administration said.

A disruption of traffic at the strait 
would be catastrophic to Egypt and 
the world.

“This is exactly why Egypt takes 
the security of this area very seri-
ously,” said Mohamed Kamal, a 
political science professor at Cairo 
University. “Whoever controls the 
southern entrance to the Red Sea 
will control the Suez Canal and 
Egypt cannot leave this control in 
the hands of anybody else.”

Amr Emam is a Cairo-based 
contributor to The Arab 
Weekly.

Hamas, seeking financial help, pledges anti-ISIS cooperation

Egypt boosts navy as part of Red Sea strategy

Ahmed Megahid

Amr Emam

A 2016 picture shows members of the Hamas’s security forces patrolling an area along the border 
between the Gaza Strip and Egypt.                                                                                                                          (AFP)

Hamas is short of 
options and has to 
mend ties with 
Cairo.

Hamas pledged to 
tighten control on 
the border with 
Sinai.”Youssef Rezqa,

a senior Hamas official

Egypt wants to turn 
the two banks of the 
Suez Canal into an 
investment magnet.

Cash-strapped 
Egypt spent billions 
of dollars to upgrade 
its navy.

The Mistral-class helicopter carrier Gamal Abdel Nasser (ex-Vladivostok) crosses the new section 
of the Suez Canal during the first anniversary of launching the New Suez Canal in Ismailia, Egypt, 
on August 6th, 2016.                                                                                                                                                 (Reuters)
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W 

hen Bassma Barna-
wi, a Saudi post-
graduate student 
at the University of 
Texas, was shop-

ping recently in San Antonio, an 
elderly man scolded her for not 
speaking to him.

Barnawi said the man told her: 
“Probably you are not even speak-
ing English or an illegal immigrant.”

“Before I even realised what he 
said, another lady in the store who 
was shopping defended me and 
told the guy that his behaviour is 
unacceptable,” Barnawi said.

Her encounter is relatively mild 
compared to other incidents in-
volving Saudi students in the Unit-
ed States reached by phone, but it 
is part of a pattern many interna-
tional Muslim students say they 
face.

Barnawi said she had a support 
system to help her.

“I have many non-Muslim 
friends who I can count on for any-
thing I need,” she said.

A similar support system was 
available to Saudi students attend-
ing the University of Wisconsin-
Stout in Menomonie, after a Saudi 
student was killed last October. 
In the aftermath, about 750 com-
munity members attended a din-
ner prepared by Saudi students to 
demonstrate their support.

It was a spontaneous reaction 
to the death of Hussain Saeed Al-
nahdi, who was assaulted and died 
on October 31st. Residents in the 
town of 16,000 see international 
students integrating well into the 

community and appreciate the 
economic benefits they bring. 
There are about 150 Saudis among 
the 350 international students at-
tending the university.

“Overall, the international stu-
dents here do a nice job of integrat-
ing into campus and the commu-
nity, so they know first-hand it is 
a very welcoming, friendly place,” 
said Michael Lee, international 
student adviser at the university’s 
Office of International Education. 
“They know the recent tragedy was 
an anomaly in an otherwise very 
safe community.”

Cullen Osburn, 27, of Minnesota, 
was charged with murder stem-
ming from the attack. Police said 
the incident did not appear to be a 
hate crime.

There is an underlying unease 
among many Muslim international 
students of a darkening mood di-
rected at immigrants following the 
election of Donald Trump as presi-
dent.

Jaylani Hussein, executive direc-
tor of the Minnesota branch of the 
Council on American-Islamic Rela-
tions (CAIR), said about 100 anti-
Muslim incidents were reported to 
CAIR since the election. He cited 
the proliferation of anti-Muslim or-
ganisations for the increase.

“There is a great deal of Islamo-
phobia,” Hussein said. “There are a 
lot of verbal attacks but not at the 
level of taking a life. I think there is 
a great deal of sympathy in the com-
munity, but we have seen a spike, 
particularly in high schools where 

there is more bullying against Mus-
lim girls.”

The Alabama-based Southern 
Poverty Law Center (SPLC), which 
monitors hate crimes, reported that 
from November 9th — Election Day 
— through December 12th, an esti-
mated 112 anti-Muslim incidents 
occurred.

The rise of alt-right white nation-
alist leaders drawing crowds on 
university campuses and gaining 
media attention since the election 
has escalated hate incidents, the 
SPLC said.

Although communities in many 
university towns have shown sup-
port for international students, not 
all students in the United States can 
such treatment.

Saudi and Kuwaiti students at 
Idaho State University had their 
cars vandalised and apartments 
burgled. Notes were left on the ve-
hicles demanding they leave the 
country. Some community mem-
bers complained to the university 
that Arab students raced their cars, 
destroyed property in their apart-
ments and made unwelcome ad-
vances on female students.

Hussein said there was no excuse 
for the attacks, noting that there 
was no provocation.

“All of those things are not a rea-
son to be attacked,” Hussein said. 
“They (students) are not neces-
sarily having a conversation with 
someone before an attack. There 
is nothing that precedes an attack. 
Hate crimes that occur involve two 
people who do not know each oth-
er.”

Idaho State University expects a 
$5 million loss in revenue for the 
2016-17 academic year, as Saudi stu-
dents transferred to other schools.

Rabia Harris, founder of the Mus-
lim Peace Fellowship and member 
of the advisory council for the As-
sociation of Muslim Chaplains, said 
acts of ignorance should be met 
with magnanimity.

“The scale of ignorance about Is-
lam and Muslims in this country is 
absolutely astonishing and the best 
pathway that can be opened for 
knowledge is the establishment of 
warm human relationships,” Har-
ris said. “Muslims ought to take the 
initiative in this regard, not merely 
wait to react.”

Perhaps one of the biggest chal-
lenges for CAIR is accurately iden-
tifying hate crimes. Hussein said 
law enforcement agencies are 
“learning themselves” how to re-
spond and identify such crimes but 
victims often do not recognise the 
motives.

Neither Alnahdi’s death nor the 
recent beating of Saudi student 
Mohammad Zaid al-Fadheel in 
Morehead, Kentucky, has been 
classified as a hate crime.

“There certainly is a bias but vic-
tims are often not clear about why 
they were attacked,” said Hussein, 
noting that two-thirds of all hate 
crimes go unreported.

Lester Roberts is an Arab Weekly 
contributor.

London

A 

fter eight years of dis-
appointment, frustra-
tion and empty rhetoric, 
Inauguration Day 2017 
in the United States 

could not have come soon enough 
for some in the Gulf Cooperation 
Council (GCC). Gulf Arab leaders 
counted the seconds to see the end 
of the Obama administration, a 
presidency viewed by many in the 
region as a stab in the back.

Across the Gulf, official news 
agencies carried congratulatory 
messages, highlighting historic ties 
to the United States, coupled with 
statements seeking to boost rela-
tions. The optimistic diplomatic 
tone could not mask the reality, 
however, that relations suffered a 
significant setback during the eight 
years Barack Obama was in office.

Relations turned for the worst 
after the “Arab spring” protests 
in 2011, when Gulf Arab leaders 
viewed the US government’s aban-
donment of Egyptian president and 
long-time US ally Hosni Mubarak as 
a betrayal. Abu Dhabi Crown Prince 
Sheikh Mohammed bin Zayed al-
Nahyan labelled Obama “untrust-
worthy”.

As far as Saudi Arabia was con-
cerned, the Mubarak issue was just 
the beginning.

Riyadh and its intelligence com-
munity were reportedly shocked 
to learn that the United States had 
secret negotiations with arch-rival 
Iran, talks that led to the 2015 nu-
clear deal in exchange for sanc-
tions relief. Despite the obligatory 
public endorsement of the deal by 
Saudi and GCC officials, behind 
closed doors the fear was that lift-

ing the sanctions would empower 
the Islamic Republic to continue its 
destabilising regional activities.

Obama’s lack of engagement in 
Syria, which resulted in the resur-
gence of Russia as a regional power 
for the first time since the Afghan 
war and led to the survival of the 
Iran-allied regime of Syrian Presi-
dent Bashar Assad, further alien-
ated traditional US allies.

During a January 24th news 
conference with French Foreign 
Minister Jean-Marc Ayrault in Ri-
yadh, Saudi Foreign Minister Adel 
al-Jubeir said the kingdom looked 
forward to working with the Trump 
administration, which has indi-
cated it would be more likely to try 
to contain Tehran. One of US Presi-
dent Donald Trump’s campaign 
vows was to rip up the nuclear deal 
or renegotiate its terms.

Jubeir said Trump has “spoken 
about containing Iran and its ability 
to cause mischief and making sure 
that Iran abides to the agreement 
that was signed”. He emphasised 
that was also the kingdom’s posi-
tion.

The optimistic assessment con-
tinued as Jubeir lavished praise on 
some of the new US president’s cab-
inet choices, including Secretary of 
State nominee Rex Tillerson, De-
fense Secretary James Mattis and 
CIA Director Mike Pompeo.

“These are very, very impressive 
individuals,” Jubeir said. “They’re 
highly capable. They’re highly ex-
perienced and they have a very re-
alistic and wise view of the world 
and America’s role in it.”

No tears were shed in the gov-
ernment-friendly GCC media over 
Obama’s departure; however the 
unpredictable nature of the new US 
president meant that many pundits 
were cautious.

Known for his staunch and some-
times overzealous defence of US 
regional policy, particularly during 
the disastrous invasion of Iraq, Sau-
di commentator and former general 
manager of the Al Arabiya news 
channel Abdulrahman al-Rashed 
appeared cynically optimistic in his 
assessment of Trump — the reality 
TV star turned US president. How-
ever, his disdain for Obama was 
palpable.

“Even if Trump calls a truce with 
Iran, supports Assad in remaining 
in power in Syria, abstains from 
supporting millions of refugees and 
displaced people and keeps silent 
over Russian expansion, then all 
these happened during Obama’s 
era,” Rashed wrote.

“At some point down the line 
something will happen in the world 
that will require a careful response, 
a careful policy and Trump will re-
act emotionally,” columnist Faisal 
al-Yafai wrote in Abu Dhabi’s the 
National, highlighting fears of 
Trump’s unpredictable nature.

“That is always going to be the 
worry. But that’s his attitude. That’s 
who he is. Those who like Trump 
like that aspect of his personality,” 
he added.

A Riyadh businessman took out 
a full-page ad applauding Trump 
after his inauguration. Al Arabiya 
said Muslat al-Sobaie brought the 
ad after Saudi King Salman bin Ab-
dulaziz Al Saud congratulated the 
new US president and “because he 

has a transparent and charismatic 
personality and he is clearly stand-
ing strong against Iran, our biggest 
enemy”.

“I congratulate Your Excellency 
on the occasion of assuming the 
leadership of the US and wish you 
and the friendly American people 
every success and prosperity dur-
ing your term,” the ad read, causing 
a fire storm of criticism on social 
media.

“This is a normal situation in 
a world heaving with different 
opinions. There are some who are 
against our goals, country and in-
terests,” Sobaie said.

Mohammed Alkhereiji is the Gulf 
section editor of The Arab Weekly.

Saudi Students in US suffer harassment despite community support

No tears shed in GCC over Obama’s exit
Mohammed Alkhereiji

Lester Roberts

Former US president Barack Obama boards Air Force One at King Khalid International Airport in 
Riyadh, last April, after participating in a GCC summit.                                                                                                                        (AFP)

Memorial for Hussain Saeed Alnahdi at University of
Wisconsin-Stout.                    (AFP)
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Beirut

L 

ebanon’s recent presiden-
tial election and forma-
tion of a government have 
bought some stability to 
the country’s fractious 

political arena but the country re-
mains on edge with war raging in 
neighbouring Syria and security 
agencies working feverishly to stay 
one step ahead of Islamist mili-
tants who appear determined to 
carry out attacks.

On January 21st, a joint force 
of military intelligence and the 
intelligence wing of the Internal 
Security Forces (ISF), arrested a 
would-be suicide bomber outside 
a popular café on Beirut’s bustling 
Hamra Street. Omar Assi, a nurse 
at a hospital in Sidon in south Leb-
anon, was reportedly carrying a 
belt packed with 8kg of explosives 
and metal shrapnel.

Hours earlier, another suspected 
bomber was arrested in the Wadi 
Khaled region of north Lebanon.

At the end of December, a sleep-
er cell was broken up in the north-
ern city of Tripoli, where three 
militants were reportedly planning 
to launch gun and bomb attacks in 
Beirut on New Year’s Eve. A West-
ern diplomat familiar with the case 
said the threat was the most seri-
ous in years.

Barely a day passes without re-
ports of suspected militants being 
apprehended. While some of the 
arrests may be based on suspicions 
rather than hard evidence, it is 
clear that Lebanon remains a prime 
target for groups such as the Islam-
ic State (ISIS) and Jabhat Fateh al-
Sham (JFS), linked to al-Qaeda.

That there have been so few suc-
cessful attacks is widely attributed 
to greater coordination between 
Lebanon’s notoriously fractious 
security agencies.

“The security situation is under 
control because the Maaloumet 
(the Arabic name for the ISF’s in-
telligence arm) works closely 

with Military Intelligence, which 
works closely with Hezbollah,” 
said Basem Shabb, a Lebanese law-
maker who sits on parliament’s de-
fence committee.

“So you have a network where 
if a suicide bombers slips through 
one net he’s caught in the next,” he 
said.

Lebanon suffered a spate of 
bombings between July 2013 and 
June 2014, many of them suicide 
car bombs detonated in Shia-pop-
ulated areas that are Hezbollah 
bastions. Most of the attacks were 
claimed by a group that said it was 
the Lebanese branch of al-Qaeda af-
filiate Jabhat al-Nusra, the former 
name of JFS.

Most of the car bombs were 
manufactured in the Qalamoun re-
gion of Syria adjacent to the Leba-
nese border. By the summer of 
2014, Hezbollah fighters had swept 
through Qalamoun, restoring the 
area to the Syrian government.

As a result, the car bomb attacks 
stopped. Since then, there have 
been only three attacks of any 
significance — a string of suicide 
bombings in Beirut and northern 

Lebanon between January and No-
vember 2015 that killed 57 people 
and wounded 300 others.

Until recently, the ISF’s intelli-
gence wing, known as the Informa-
tion Branch, was regarded as close 
to the Western and Saudi-backed 
March 14 parliamentary coalition. 
Military Intelligence, on the other 
hand, was seen as allied to the Ira-
nian and Syrian-supported March 
8 coalition.

However, the gradual collapse 
of the divisions between March 14 
and March 8 over the last two years 
has led to a more collaborative se-
curity relationship.

“Counterterrorism makes up 
about three-quarters of our work 
these days and we work closely 
with the other agencies to catch 
terrorists before they can attack,” a 
senior ISF intelligence officer told 
The Arab Weekly.

Other than tighter coordination 
between the security branches, 
Lebanon’s small geographical size 
and tangled sectarian demograph-
ics provide little operational space 
for militant cells to gather, plot and 
execute attacks.

Nevertheless, it is striking that 
there have been so few successful 
plots since the summer of 2014 de-
spite the Islamic militants’ strong 
motivation to strike in Lebanon, 
given the dominant presence of 
Hezbollah, the relatively large 
numbers of Westerners living in 
Beirut and the deployment of in-
ternational peacekeepers in south 
Lebanon.

While the threat of car bombs 
and suicide attacks persists, one 
recent discovery has caused par-
ticular alarm among foreign intel-
ligence agencies.

On November 30th, the army ar-
rested an arms dealer in the village 
of Majdal Anjar in the Bekaa Valley. 
The arms dealer was suspected of 
providing weapons to his brother, 
a top militant in the Abdullah al-
Azzam Brigades, which has carried 
out several attacks in Lebanon.

Among the weapons uncovered 
was a Chinese FN-6 anti-aircraft 
missile launcher. The shoulder-
fired weapon, which can shoot 
down aircraft flying as high as 
3,500 metres, is thought to have 
come from Syria.

Although some Syrian rebel 
groups have possessed the FN-6 
since 2013, it is the first time that 
an anti-aircraft missile has been 
discovered in the hands of extrem-
ist Sunni groups in Lebanon.

It is unclear if the terrorists had 
a specific target in mind but the 
concern in Beirut is that if more 
anti-aircraft missiles were smug-
gled into Lebanon from Syria, 
they could pose a serious threat to 
commercial aircraft using Beirut’s 
beachside international airport.

“This is the nightmare scenario 
that keeps us awake at night,” said 
a Western intelligence officer in 
Beirut.

Nicholas Blanford is the author of 
Warriors of God: Inside Hezbollah’s 
Thirty-Year Struggle Against Israel 
(Random House 2011). He lives in 
Beirut.

Beirut

F 

or many, the 1960s brought 
about radical sociopoliti-
cal change, culminating in 
May 1968 with what be-
came commonly known 

as the youth revolt in Europe and 
beyond.

In Lebanon, however, the 1960s 
are at the centre of a radical de-
bate over the adoption of a new 
electoral law to be implemented in 
parliamentary elections scheduled 
for May. The law to elect the 128 
members of parliament adopts a 
majoritarian system, which would 
run elections according to 26 dis-
tricts, each of which would choose 
its representatives based on sectar-
ian affiliation.

In essence, this majoritarian sec-
tarian system of voting, with dif-
ferent variants, has been practised 
since 1929, the first time the Leba-
nese went to the polls. While the 
country’s political elite have always 
promised a departure from this 
somewhat backward practice, no 
one has taken serious steps to bring 
about a more modern inclusive sys-
tem of voting, one that would break 
the monopoly of the traditional sec-
tarian leadership.

Many of the objections to this 

1960 law, as it is commonly known, 
were championed by Christian par-
ties that equated their decline from 
power to the adoption of the laws, 
especially after the end of the civil 
war in 1990 and the Syrian tutelage 
in 2005, which was clearly partial 
towards their Muslim compatriots.

Be that as it may, much of the pro-
posed alternatives to these defunct 
laws brought about other challeng-
es that were never fully acceptable 
to Lebanese Muslims, who achieved 
parity with the adoption of the 1989 
Taif agreement. It curtailed the 
Maronite president’s previously un-
checked powers.

The recent election of Michel 
Aoun as president in Lebanon 
promises to reinstate the so-called 
rights of the Christians by adopting 
an ostensibly modern hybrid pro-
portional electoral law. While many 
of his allies, chiefly among them 
the Lebanese Forces and Hezbollah, 
have publicly supported this hybrid 

law, Walid Jumblatt, the leader of 
the Progressive Socialist Party, has 
come out against it. He views it as 
an invention far removed from the 
foundations set forth by the Taif 
agreement but more obviously dis-
enfranchising to the Druze commu-
nity he heads. He has been demand-
ing what he thought was fair within 
a Lebanese political structure that 
already brands people according to 
their predisposed sectarian belong-
ing.

The antagonistic manner in 
which many Lebanese factions are 
trying to push through these chang-
es reveals a different reality. Recent 
statements by Interior Minister 
Nouhad Machnouk, who is tasked 
with supervising the election pro-
cess, exposed the pretence of many 
of the supposed champions of the 
hybrid law. For more than six years, 
it was ignored by all the Lebanese 
political classes, which refused on 
various occasions to discuss it in 
parliament.

Instead of devising ways to ger-
rymander and twist legitimate elec-
toral laws to serve personal narrow 
agendas, the Lebanese political par-
ties are better off practising what 
they preach by adopting key re-
forms that are required for any fair 
election, regardless of its model.

Allowing competent women to 
hold office does not require a sanc-

tioned female quota nor a law; 
adopting a single ballot list and 
stopping vote rigging merely re-
quire a conscious decision from 
the so-called champions of reform. 
Adopting a modern law, unlike the 
1960 one, might be a solution to one 
of Lebanon’s many problems but 
the country at the end of the day 
is essentially a sectarian apartheid 

state that is still stuck in the 19th 
century, a reality no election law 
can hide.

Makram Rabah is a History 
Department lecturer at the 
American University of Beirut. He 
is the author of A Campus at War: 
Student Politics at the American 
University of Beirut, 1967-1975.

Security crackdown cuts terror attacks but dangers still lurk

That ’60s Show: Lebanon struggles to adopt an election law

Nicholas Blanford

Makram Rabah

Police officers work at a checkpoint near a coffee shop in Hamra street in Beirut, on January 22nd.            (Reuters)

Lebanese demonstrators block a street leading to the parliament 
building in an attempt to prevent MPs from voting for the law to 
extend their mandates, in Beirut, on November 5th.                     (AFP)
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Lebanon’s 
majoritarian sectarian 
system of voting has 
been practised since 
1929, the first time 
Lebanese went to the 
polls.

Lebanon remains on 
edge with war raging 
in neighbouring 
Syria.

The gradual collapse 
of divisions has led 
to a more 
collaborative 
security relationship.
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Qalansawe

P 

alestinian citizens of Israel 
are angry after 11 homes in 
Qalansawe, an Arab town 
in central Israel, were de-
molished.

Abu Khaled, standing on the ru-
ins of one of his son’s houses, com-
plained that, in spite of years of ap-
plying, he was refused a building 
permit, so he built without one. He 
was served with demolition orders 
and the next day, the bulldozers 
came.

A demonstration attended by 
thousands and a general strike by 
Palestinians around Israel had no 
effect.

The government bulldozers ar-
rived again eight days later, this 
time at Umm al-Hiran. A years-old 
plan to demolish the Bedouin vil-
lage was realised when hundreds 
of police entered the village and 
destroyed eight homes and seven 
agricultural buildings.

The predicament of Umm al-Hi-
ran is unique. In 1956, the govern-
ment removed the residents from 
Khirbet Zubaleh, where they had 
lived for generations, and relocated 
them to Umm al-Hiran. However, 
the village remained unrecognised 
— without infrastructure, water, 
electricity or any municipal ser-
vices.

In 2015, the Israeli Supreme Court 
ruled that Umm al-Hiran could 
be demolished so a Jewish-Israeli 
town called Hiran could be built on 
its ruins.

Prior to the demolition, Yaqoub 
Abu al-Qiyan, whom witnesses said 
was leaving the village in his car, 
was killed by Israeli police. Accusa-
tions by police that he was attempt-
ing to attack them were proved 
false upon examination of a video 
the police released. It showed that 

Abu al-Qiyan’s car veered in the di-
rection of the police — killing one — 
after shots were fired at him.

Not only have the demolitions 
angered Palestinians but the body 
of Abu al-Qiyan has been held since 
his death, further inflaming ten-
sions.

A second demonstration by thou-
sands took place in the Arab village 
of Arara. Parliamentarian Ayman 
Odeh, chairman of the Arab Joint 
List, told those gathered that there 
were 50,000 houses built without 
licences because of the country’s 
planning policies.

“This means that demolitions 
will not stop and can happen to 
your homes and in your cities,” he 
said, adding that the gathering is a 
“cry of people who want to live in 
their homeland in dignity”.

A convoy of 200 vehicles inched 
towards Jerusalem at 20kph to pro-
test in front of the parliament and 
demand the release of Abu al-Qi-
yan’s body.

That evening, the Israeli Supreme 
Court ruled the body must be re-
turned to the family.

The demolitions came after Is-
raeli Prime Minister Binyamin Net-
anyahu, Israel media reported, told 
officials to “work to issue demoli-
tion orders for the illegal structures 
located in Arab towns in northern 
and southern Israel, as well as in 
eastern Jerusalem”.

Many say Netanyahu is trying to 
appease Israeli settlers who are be-
ing removed from the illegal West 
Bank settlement of Amona. They 
compare illegal building by Arab 
citizens of Israel to the illegal build-
ing of outposts and settlements on 
Palestinian land.

The Arab population of Israel, 
numbering 1.7 million, is facing a 
severe housing crisis. A January 
16th letter sent to Netanyahu by 
lawyers from Adalah — the Legal 
Centre for Arab Minority Rights in 

Israel — said the housing problems 
“stem from years of discrimination 
in state zoning regulations and land 
distribution policy”.

The letter continued: “This dis-
crimination has been expressed via 
massive state land expropriations 
from Arab citizens, the shrinking 
of jurisdictional boundaries of Arab 
municipalities, lack of distribution 
of state land for the purposes of de-
velopment, budgeting earmarked 
for Judaisation of the landscape, as 
well as discrimination in the state 
budgeting of Arab municipal au-
thorities.”

Since Israel’s establishment in 
1948, no new Arab towns have been 
built, while 600 new Jewish mu-
nicipalities have been. Arab towns 
occupy around 2.5% of the land and 

overcrowding is becoming a serious 
problem with the increase in the 
Arab population.

As of 2012, only 41 of 119 Arab 
communities have master zoning 
plans that have been approved by 
the state. Another 44 communities 
have outdated zoning plans and 34 
have plans in various stages of de-
velopment.

In 2015, 38,095 tenders were is-
sued by the state for the construc-
tion of housing units in Jewish 
communities and only 1,835 hous-
ing units in the Arab ones, which 
translates to 4.6% of new construc-
tion tenders approved for Arab ap-
plicants.

Shuaa Mansour, the mayor of Tai-
beh, the second largest Arab city in 
Israel, said after the demolition in 

nearby Qalansawe: “We are not en-
emies. We are the sons of this land. 
Every minority has rights.

“Demolitions are like the de-
struction of humanity. It is the last 
weapon that the government is us-
ing against us.”

He said he worried that if the 
demolitions orders were not fro-
zen, anger among Arab citizens 
would grow and the leaders would 
not be able to control the people.

Data collected by the UN Office for 
the Coordination of Humanitarian 
Affairs indicate that 2016 showed 
the highest number of demolitions 
in the West Bank in seven years.

Noreen Sadik is a
Palestinian-American journalist 
based in Israel.

Arab Israelis angry at house demolitions
Noreen Sadik

Member of parliament Ahmad Tibi protests against house demolitions carried out by Israeli 
authorities in Arab neighbourhoods, in front of parliament in Jerusalem, on January 23rd.                       (AFP)

Russian Foreign Minister Sergei Lavrov (C) meets with representatives of the 
Palestinian political parties and movements in Moscow, on January 16th.              (AP)
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Will Russia succeed in brokering Palestinian unity?

T
he main Palestinian 
factions of Fatah and 
Hamas, following 
reconciliation talks 
brokered by Russia in 
Moscow, have agreed 

to form a national unity govern-
ment.

Elections would follow the 
formation of a unity government 
and a national council, which 
would include exiled Palestinians. 
Representatives of Islamic Jihad 
and other small factions were 
also at the talks but it is not clear 
whether they would have a role in 
the proposed government.

Islamic Jihad tries to avoid 
engaging in partisan politics and 
does not take part in elections but 
its leaders do receive financial sup-
port from Iran, which may explain 
why they were invited by Moscow, 
Tehran’s ally in the region.

“Today the conditions for (such 
an initiative) are better than ever,” 
said senior Fatah official Azzam 
al-Ahmad.

Indeed, with the new US ad-
ministration of President Donald 
Trump poised to be more pro-Is-
raeli than its predecessor, the Pal-
estinians may have no option but 
to look towards Russia for help.

However, the Palestinians may 
not be seeking a Russian role that 
would counter the American one 

but rather influence it as there is 
an assumption that Trump would 
be more open to listening to Mos-
cow than previous US presidents.

Fatah and Hamas representa-
tives have asked for Russia’s help 
to dissuade Trump from moving 
the US embassy in Israel from Tel 
Aviv to Jerusalem.

The officials also expressed dis-
satisfaction with the Quartet — the 
United States, Russia, the Euro-
pean Union and United Nations — 
which is working on resolving the 

Israeli-Palestinian conflict.
“Russia can play a substantial 

role” in the region, said senior Ha-
mas official Mousa Abu Marzook.

Recent weeks have been very 
bleak for the Palestinians. The 
Paris conference on peace in the 
Middle East was a failure, as Israel 
was unwilling to engage in it. The 
UN Security Council met to discuss 
Israel’s latest plan to expand 
Jewish settlements on Palestinian 
territories but failed to condemn it.

Not only did the Trump 

administration decline to criticise 
Israel’s expansion plans, the US 
State Department said it was 
reviewing a decision made by 
Barack Obama’s administration 
to release $220 million to the 
Palestinians.

From the Palestinians’ perspec-
tive, things are moving from bad 
to worse. “We must not have the 
wrong impression that Obama was 
somehow good to the Palestin-
ians,” said Ahmed al-Burai, a lec-
turer at Istanbul Aydin University.

“On the contrary, he increased 
financial and military aid to Israel 
and vetoed six UNSC [UN Security 
Council] resolutions because they 
were critical of Israeli policies 
towards the Palestinians.”

So it is understandable why the 
Palestinians would turn to Mos-
cow. However, the real question 
remains: Are the Russians willing 
or even able to help?

Amid a US withdrawal, Russia is 
trying to increase its influence in 
the Middle East but that does not 
mean that Moscow’s interventions 
would serve anyone’s interests 
other than its own. Let us not for-
get that Russia is an ally of Israel.

The local, regional and even 
international factors preventing 
Fatah-Hamas reconciliation are 
complicated and intertwined.

Russia’s involvement in that mix 
might further delay focusing on 
the root issues.

Mamoon Alabbasi is an Arab 
Weekly contributing editor based 
in London.

Mamoon 
Alabbasi

View point
Russia is 
trying to 
increase its 
influence 
in the 
region.

The real question remains: Are 
the Russians willing or even able 
to help?
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The Trump Factor and MENA

Danger of lies and manipulation under Trump

P
eople beyond the 
United States who 
live in authoritarian 
regimes from the 
Middle East to Asia, 
from Africa to 
South America are 
scratching their 

heads in disbelief. The US 
presidential campaign and the 
first days of Donald Trump’s 
presidency remind them of 
presidential or general election 
campaigns at home. Suggestions 
that the intelligence service is 
involved in smearing one of the 
candidates, talk of foreign 
interference in the election, let 
alone conspiracy sound familiar 

in many Middle East countries, 
Turkey, Eastern Europe and Asia.

The new president’s utter con-
tempt for the traditional media is a 
familiar situation but less noticed 
is the talk of rural voting against 
urban bastions. Foreign corre-
spondents resorted to the puzzled 
look they often have when report-
ing in the Arab world, betraying 
their contempt for the ordinary 
people they were interviewing, a 
familiar scene to those who watch 
many Western channels’ coverage 
of the Middle East.

“Sectarianism” and “tribe” are 
new words being used to cover US 
elections although their reality 
has been there for some time for 
anybody who wanted to see. Major 
Western media outlets seem to be 
discovering small town and rural 
America with the same bewilder-
ment they discovered that a few 
hundred miles from the Tunisian 
coast and its hotels that attract 
tourists from all over, areas of 
great poverty were there for every-
one to see.

When the deep state is evoked 
in the United States, that hardly 
surprises seasoned onlookers. 
The existence of the deep state is 
a reality in the United States and 
in most other major countries, be 
they democratic or not.

Trump has accused the main-
stream media of lying and engag-
ing in secret conspiracies to under-
mine him. He refused to take 
questions from a CNN reporter, a 
departure from standard practice 
in the United States. The media 
accuse Trump of lying. The new 
president’s relation to the truth 

is indeed devoid of the political 
correctness that passes as good 
manners in many Western capital 
press rooms.

Lies, however, are hardly new 
in the West. Many of the United 
States’ friends might have been 
willing to believe that the coun-
try had blundered in Iraq in 2003 
on the basis of false intelligence, 
rather than deliberately lying to 
make the case for war but across 
Africa, the Middle East and much 
of continental Europe, people 
have lost faith in the United States 
and many of their leaders speak-
ing the truth for some time.

Threatening whistleblowers and 
wayward journalists is not new 
in the United States. The lies of 
Trump are frequent and flagrant 
but the dishonesty of former vice-
president Dick Cheney and former 
president George W. Bush with 
regard to Iraq started the rot and 
immensely damaged the image 
of the United States abroad and 
the future of democracy in that 
country.

The truth is that the accuracy 
of news in print and on the air 
has declined in the West in recent 
years and the Middle East has 
been the focus of much manipula-
tion. Be it Iraq, Syria, Iran or Libya, 
distinguishing truth from false-
hood in Western news is becoming 
increasingly difficult.

If Trump increases the lies out 
of the very top echelon of power 
in the United States, he will only 
open the door for floodgates of 
Russian dishonesty. Russian Presi-
dent Vladimir Putin claims that 
everybody lies and manipulates 

but he was unable to 
convincingly deny 
that Russian weap-
onry was used to 
shoot down the Ma-
laysia Airlines flight 
MH17 over Ukraine 
in 2014.

Were Trump to 
resort to system-
atic lying, he would 
quickly reach a point 
during an interna-
tional crisis when 
the world would 

be no more inclined to believe 
him than Putin. Trump’s seeming 
indifference to the truth, let alone 
human rights, effectively weakens 
those dissidents in authoritarian 
states such as Russia and China 
who point to the West as a better 
place to live. No one, not even the 
German chancellor, could do much 
to stand up for honest politics.

Some Arab audiences, in par-
ticular many of those following 
the US elections, will have had 
a familiar feeling and maybe ad-
mired the creativity involved. Was 
the election of Trump a Russian 
conspiracy or was talk of such a 
conspiracy a sophisticated liberal 
effort to bring down the Repub-
lican candidate? Did the FBI leak 
information about inquiries it was 
conducting on Hillary Clinton to 
help Trump or was the reporting of 
Trump’s FBI conspiracy accusa-
tions a good way of getting back 
at him? The beauty of conspiracy 
theories is that they are complex 
and can be made to fit the politi-
cal or ideological foil of those who 
believe in them.

The love of conspiracy theo-
ries is growing in Europe and the 
United States but nowhere are 
conspiracy theories more beloved 
than in many parts of the Middle 
East. Less free news, more manip-
ulation, more lies, if that is what 
America under Trump is in for, will 
make managing real international 
crises that much more difficult.

For all the faults of the West and 
the misrepresentation of the world 
some of its media indulged in, Eu-
rope and the United States offered 
and still offer media that could and 
can be trusted. If America under 
Trump begins to look like the old 
Middle East and Russia, the risks 
of a crisis getting out of hand are 
huge.

It is ironic that Trump’s America 
is reviving the conspiratorial tradi-
tion at a time when the United 
States should be offering the 
example of rational thinking and 
tolerance for free expression.

Francis Ghilès is an associate 
fellow at the Barcelona Centre for 
International Affairs.

Francis Ghilès

If America under 
Trump begins to look 
like the old Middle 
East and Russia, 
the risks of a crisis 
getting out of hand 
are huge.

People hold signs as they protest against President Donald 
Trump’s planned ban on Muslim travel in Washington Square Park 
in New York, on January 25th.                                                                (AFP)

Special Focus

What’s the worst that can happen under Trump?

W
hat is the 
worst 
that can 
be 
expected 
from the 
new 
American 

president? Let us be good sports 
about it and run through the 
things that frighten Arab govern-
ments, media organisations, 
writers and analysts, given 
Donald Trump’s bullying nature 
and his campaign promises.

We will not concern ourselves 
with the promises and threats he 
made regarding US internal affairs 
and Barack Obama’s legacy. We 
will not concern ourselves, as 
21st-century Arabs and as Arabs 
stuck in the sixth century, with 
US relations with Mexico, Canada, 
Europe, Japan, North Korea, South 
Korea, Russia and China.

It is not easy for Arab popula-
tions and their governments and 
media to discover the falsehood of 
the news on CNN, Yahoo or most 
other US news outlets that until re-
cently we held in high esteem and 
believed them to be highly profes-
sional, honourable and unable to 
deceive their readers or viewers.

It is incredible how low these 
giants have fallen. 
Even the mighty 
CNN turned out to be 
just a pale imitation 
of Al Jazeera. The lat-
ter has spent tremen-
dous energy making 
mountains out of 
molehills, trying to 
convince Egyptians 
of the legitimacy of 

Muhammad Morsi’s reign and her-
alding the imminent fall of Abdel 
Fattah al-Sisi’s dictatorship and 
the happy return of the Islamic 
caliphate.

Strangely enough, an Arab jour-
nalist recently called for urgent 
concerted actions to protect the 
media from Trump’s “animosity” 
towards the press, the same media 
that have been tripping over each 
other to report on the man who 
has heaped insults on its mem-
bers. How low can you get?

For the sake of pertinence, let 
us forget that circus and focus on 
Trump’s policies that relate to our 
vital concerns. These concerns are 
three: our people’s security, our 
countries’ futures and respect for 
our dignity, faith and cultures.

Here is the gist of some of 
Trump’s foreign policy projects:

— Trump proposes to “unite 
the civilised world against radical 
Islamic terrorism, which we will 
eradicate completely from the face 
of the Earth”.

— “Defeating (the Islamic State) 
ISIS and other radical Islamic 
terror groups will be our highest 
priority.”

— He will deport all illegal im-
migrants.

— He will move the US embassy 
in Israel to Jerusalem.

— He will establish security 
zones in Syria and the rich Arab 
Gulf countries will pay for them.

— He will not protect any coun-
try in the world, including the 
Arab Gulf countries, without a fee.

Should we then start preparing 
for war?

Let us be fair play and cool and 
logically examine the merits of 

each of these points.
Regarding the first two points, 

are not we all clamouring about 
the eradication of radical Islam? 
Are there still among us peo-
ple who justify ISIS’s savagery, 
backwardness and injustice? Do 
not some of us believe and say 
that ISIS is an Iranian creation or 
Obama’s creation or Bashar As-
sad’s creation? So why do not we 
believe Trump and hope he will 
use US military might and rid us all 
of ISIS and its evil?

About deporting illegal immi-
grants, any foreigner living in the 
United States knows that every 
year or so, the US administration, 
regardless of who is in the White 
House, regularises the situation of 
those whose presence in the coun-
try is outside the boundaries of the 
immigration statutes. Green cards 
may be given to those with a clean 
criminal record without any racial, 
ethnic or religious discrimination. 
There is no reason to believe that 
the Trump administration will 
change the rules. Those who will 
be kicked out will be those who 
broke the hospitality rules. We 
should all agree that they have 
only themselves to blame.

What about moving the US 
embassy to Jerusalem? Correct 
me if I am wrong but have not we 
heard that tune before? We heard 
it at every election but it never 
happened.

Well, suppose Trump decides 
to do it, and he might. Would that 
obliterate Jerusalem’s Arab iden-
tity? Of course not. None of that 
will change anything in the only 
possible and acceptable solution 
for Palestinians, that of two states. 

No matter how arrogantly Israeli 
Prime Minister Binyamin Netan-
yahu may behave or how hard 
Trump woos the US Jewish lobby, 
they cannot change history.

All US administrations have been 
pro-Israel no matter the location of 
the US embassy. So let us not bury 
our heads in the sand.

If Obama voted against building 
new colonies in the Palestinian ter-
ritories, it was not because he had 
suddenly experienced pangs of 
remorse. He was simply settling an 
old score with Netanyahu.

Obama knows very well that 
neither Trump’s administration, 
nor any other US administration 
for that matter, will uphold the 
UN Security Council resolution. 
Like hundreds of previous similar 
resolutions, its fate will be the 
wastepaper basket.

Perhaps the only thing we hope 
Trump and his cabinet will carry 
out, of course with the blessings of 
his friend and role model Russian 
President Vladimir Putin, is to im-
mediately establish security zones 
in Syria and put a stop to Iran’s 
foolishness in Syria and the Middle 
East. If Trump promises the sec-
ond result, the rich Gulf countries 
will be more than happy to back 
him up financially.

Finally, if Trump does in deeds, 
not in words, rein in the aggres-
sive, retrograde and radical Iranian 
regime and bring in security and 
stability to the region, no one 
among the Arabs would mind and 
he would be met with standing 
ovations.

Ibrahim al-Zoubeidi is an Iraqi 
writer.

Ibrahim al-Zoubeidi

Let us forget that 
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Trump’s policies that 
relate to our vital 
concerns.
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The Trump Factor and MENA

Washington

I 

srael and Egypt are emerging as 
US President Donald Trump’s 
top allies in the Middle East 
as he tries to strengthen US 
ties in the region with a focus 

on countering Iran’s influence and 
fighting Islamic extremists.

In his first few days in office, 
Trump had separate telephone con-
versations with Israeli Prime Minis-
ter Binyamin Netanyahu and Egyp-
tian President Abdel Fattah al-Sisi. 
He invited both leaders to visit him 
in Washington, with Netanyahu’s 
trip scheduled for early February, a 
White House statement said. With 
Sisi, Trump “discussed a visit to the 
United States in the future” but ap-
parently did not fix a date, White 
House spokesman Sean Spicer said.

Netanyahu and Sisi were the first 
leaders from the Middle East to have 
direct contact with Trump since the 
inauguration. From what is publicly 
known, the new president has yet to 
speak with leaders of other US allies 
such as Turkey, Jordan or the Gulf 
countries.

Trump and Netanyahu “agreed 
to continue to closely consult on a 
range of regional issues, including 
addressing the threats posed by 
Iran”, the White House said. “The 
president affirmed his unprec-
edented commitment to Israel’s 
security and stressed that counter-

ing ISIL and other radical Islamic 
terrorist groups will be a priority for 
his administration”, the statement 
added, using a different acronym 
for the Islamic State (ISIS).

Following Trump’s inauguration, 
Israel announced a major expan-
sion of settlements on Palestinian 
territory in the West Bank and in 
East Jerusalem. Trump’s prede-
cessor, Barack Obama, who had a 
rocky relationship with Netanyahu, 
saw the settlements as a factor pre-
venting a peaceful solution to the 
Israeli-Palestinian conflict and in 
December allowed the UN Security 
Council to pass a resolution con-
demning the practice.

In contrast, Trump did not com-
ment on the settlement expansion, 
which is considered illegal under 
international law. The new admin-
istration’s stance is seen as an en-
couragement for unilateral Israeli 
action. “The president emphasised 
that peace between Israel and the 
Palestinians can only be negotiated 
directly between the two parties,” 
the White House said.

In his conversation with Sisi, 
Trump discussed “military assis-
tance to Egypt and working with 
Egypt to ensure that assistance 
most effectively supports the Egyp-
tian military’s fight against terror-
ism”, Spicer said in reference to 
Egypt’s battles with Islamic mili-
tants on the Sinai peninsula. In ad-
dition, Trump “offered to discuss 
ways the United States could sup-
port Egypt’s economic reform pro-
gramme”, the spokesman said.

US media reported that Trump 
was planning to designate the 
Muslim Brotherhood — Sisi’s main 
political adversary — a terrorist or-
ganisation. The Egyptian president 
came to power in 2013 after top-

pling Muhammad Morsi, a senior 
Brotherhood member.

Trump’s overtures to Israel and 
Egypt are partially motivated by 
a perceived need to reassure tra-
ditional US partners in the Middle 
East. During last year’s presiden-
tial campaign, Trump argued that 
Obama was weak on terrorism and 
had abandoned key US allies, Eric 
Trager of the Washington Institute 
for Near East Policy said. “So it’s 
not surprising that Trump is mov-
ing very quickly” to re-establish 
close ties with Israel and Egypt,” he 
added.

Trager said Israel and Egypt fit 
Trump’s priority of fighting terror-
ism in the Middle East and were 
seen as trusted “local partners”. 
Egypt can expect that US military 
aid under Trump will not be tied 
to political issues, including demo-
cratic reforms, but the Sisi govern-
ment is likely to be under an ob-
ligation to deliver results. So far, 
reports on that front were “mixed”, 
Trager said. Egypt’s security forces 

have been fighting ISIS and other 
militant groups in the Sinai but are 
yet to assert control over the terri-
tory.

Trump’s US-Israel-Egypt triangle 
could face other challenges as well. 
The new president’s foreign policy 
agenda foresees a decidedly pro-
Israel approach to the Israeli-Pales-
tinian conflict, which could anger 
Egypt. “Egyptians have a soft spot 
for the Palestinians,” said Hisham 
Fahmy, chief executive officer of the 
American Chamber of Commerce in 
Egypt.

One controversial issue could be 
Trump’s plan to move the US em-
bassy in Israel from Tel Aviv to Jeru-

salem, a project pushed by his nom-
inee for the post of US ambassador 
to Israel, David Friedman. Moving 
the embassy would be a strong sig-
nal of US support for Israel’s claim 
to the whole of the city, which is 
seen by Palestinians as the capital 
of a future Palestinian state.

CNN reported that Trump’s team 
had informed US allies that it was 
moving the embassy to Jerusalem 
but Spicer said no decision had 
been taken. “We’re at the very early 
stages of that decision-making pro-
cess,” the White House spokesman 
said. Israeli broadcaster Channel 
2 has reported that, under a com-
promise deal, Friedman could live 
in Jerusalem but the embassy itself 
would remain in Tel Aviv.

Fahmy expressed hope that the 
“reality of the situation” in the Mid-
dle East as well as objections raised 
by Egypt and other US partners 
would influence the Trump admin-
istration’s stance. “Sisi will bring 
the Palestinians into the equation,” 
he said.

Israel, Egypt 
emerging as 
Trump’s top allies 
in the Middle East

Trump administration debates designating
Muslim Brotherhood as a terrorist group

Thomas Seibert

A 2016 file picture shows Israeli Prime Minister Binyamin Netanyahu (R) speaking to the
then-Republican US presidential candidate Donald Trump in New York.                                                                     (Reuters)

Trump’s foreign 
policy agenda 
foresees a decidedly 
pro-Israel approach, 
which could anger 
Egypt.

Israel and Egypt fit 
Trump’s priority of 
fighting terrorism in 
the Middle East.

Special Focus

Washington

A 

debate is under way in 
the Trump administra-
tion about whether the 
United States should de-
clare the Muslim Broth-

erhood a terrorist organisation and 
subject it to US sanctions, officials 
and people close to President Don-
ald Trump’s transition team said.

A faction led by Michael Flynn, 
Trump’s national security adviser, 
wants to add the Brotherhood to US 
State Department and US Treasury 
lists of foreign terrorist organisa-
tions, the sources said.

“I know it has been discussed. 
I’m in favour of it,” said a Trump 
transition adviser, who declined to 
be named because of the sensitivity 
of the issue.

The adviser said Flynn’s team 
discussed adding the Muslim 
Brotherhood to the US list of ter-
rorist groups but said it was unclear 
when — or even if — the adminis-
tration ultimately would go ahead 
with such a move.

Other Trump advisers and vet-
eran national security, diplomatic, 
law enforcement and intelligence 
officials argue the Brotherhood has 
evolved peacefully in some coun-
tries, officials and people close to 
Trump’s entourage said.

They worry that a US move to 
designate the entire Brotherhood 
a terrorist group would compli-
cate relations with Turkey, a key 

American ally in the fight against 
the Islamic State (ISIS), and where 
the Islamist-rooted Justice and 
Development Party (AKP), which 
dominates the Turkish government 
of President Recep Tayyip Erdogan 
is in power. Tunisia’s Islamist En-
nahda Party has also participated in 
democratic elections.

The Muslim Brotherhood in 
Egypt, the country’s oldest Islamist 
movement, was designated as a ter-
rorist organisation in that country 
in 2013.

It is not clear which faction with-
in the US administration has the 
upper hand, and US Senator Ted 

Cruz, R-Texas, and US Representa-
tive Mario Diaz-Balart, R-Florida, 
have introduced legislation in Con-
gress to add the Brotherhood to the 
terrorist list.

There was no immediate com-
ment from the White House.

Egypt, Saudi Arabia, the United 
Arab Emirates, among others, have 
designated the group on their ter-
rorist lists and Trump’s nominee 
for secretary of State, Rex Tillerson, 
described the Brotherhood as “an 
agent of radical Islam” during his 
Senate confirmation hearing.

US criminal law prohibits people 
in the United States from knowing-

ly providing “material support” to 
designated terrorist organisations 
and members of such groups are 
banned from entering the United 
States.

Some conservative and anti-
Muslim activists have argued for 
years that the Brotherhood, which 
was founded in Egypt in 1928 and 
sought to establish a worldwide Is-
lamic caliphate by peaceful means, 
has been a breeding ground for ter-
rorists.

Some branches of the Brother-
hood, including the Palestinian 
group Hamas, have engaged in anti-
government violence and provoked 
violent government reactions. 
Ayman al-Zawahiri, the leader of al-
Qaeda, was once a member of the 
Egyptian Muslim Brotherhood.

Other offshoots in Turkey and 
Tunisia have forsworn violence 
and come to power by democratic 
means. Former Muslim Brother-
hood leader Muhammad Morsi 
became Egypt’s first freely elected 
president in June 2012 in the after-
math of the ousting of long-time 
ruler Hosni Mubarak. An army take-
over stripped Morsi of power in 2013 
following mass protests against his 
rule. Hundreds of Islamists have 
since been killed or arrested.

Egyptian President Abdel Fattah 
al-Sisi and Trump spoke by phone 
recently and discussed ways to 
boost the fight against terrorism 
and extremism.

A US official who declined to be 
identified said there had been dis-
cussions at the State Department 
that looked at intelligence and in-

formation on the group in which it 
was thought “it would be difficult 
to justify legally, in terms of the 
Egyptian Muslim Brotherhood, to 
meet the criteria”.

“It’s one thing to say one group’s 
ideology has been used to influence 
a terrorist organisation and another 
thing to say that this group is a ter-
rorist organisation,” said the US of-
ficial.

Following the September 11th, 
2001, al-Qaeda attacks on the 
United States, the George W. Bush 
administration investigated the 
Brotherhood and related Islamist 
movements.

After years of investigations, 
however, the United States and 
other governments, including Swit-
zerland’s, closed investigations of 
Brotherhood leaders and financial 
groups for lack of evidence and 
removed most of the leaders from 
sanctions lists.

A British government review into 
Egypt’s outlawed Muslim Brother-
hood, published in December 2015, 
concluded that membership of or 
links to the political group should 
be considered a possible indicator 
of extremism but stopped short of 
recommending that it should be 
banned.

(Reuters)

Mark Hosenball

In favour. US President Donald Trump’s national security adviser 
Michael Flynn attends the inaugural parade in Washington, on 
January 20th.                                                                                          (Reuters)

Egyptian President 
Abdel Fattah al-Sisi 
and Trump spoke by 
phone recently.
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Tunis

T 

he Algerian Army and Air 
Force have been put on 
high alert after top mili-
tary officials warned that 
a fresh build-up of jihad-

ist fighters threatened to infiltrate 
the country through Libya and 
Mali, Algeria’s main newspaper re-
ported.

Most of Algeria’s 6,385km land 
frontier has been under military 
control since 2014 when Algerian 
President Abdelaziz Bouteflika 
transferred border control opera-
tions from the Ministry of the Inte-
rior to the army.

“Facing a great challenge, Alge-
ria has not only increased the num-
ber of troops on its borders but put 
its military troops stationed on the 
Libyan and Mali borders on alert 
number one,” Salima Tlemçani 
wrote in El Watan newspaper.

“An order has been given to 
maintain the highest level of vigi-
lance and anticipate the suspicious 
movement of persons towards the 

Algerian border.”
A veteran Algerian journalist, 

who spoke on condition of ano-
nymity, said he had learned from 
a military source there had been 
“increased sorties from jet fighters 
and helicopters scanning the sky 
over the border” and that troops 
had been put on “the maximum 
alert”.

El Watan reported the alert no-
tice was given by Algeria’s top 
military authority, although it was 
unclear whether the reference was 
to Bouteflika, who is commander-
in-chief of the armed forces, or 
General Ahmed Gaid Salah, the 
country’s top-ranking military 
commander.

El Watan said the alert was de-
livered after military intelligence 
gave indication of an increasingly 
deteriorating situation in Libya, 
“the likely return of 2,000-2,500 
Tunisian jihadists to their home 
country and violence between Tu-
areg and Toubou tribes in southern 
Libya”.

Algerian authorities were report-
ed to be concerned that thousands 
of foreign militants, including up 
to 3,500 Islamic State (ISIS) fight-
ers fleeing fighting in Iraq and Syr-
ia and “hundreds” of Boko Haram 
members from Nigeria, could be 
making their way to Libya.

Authorities were also said to be 
worried about the resurgence of 
al-Qaeda factions in Mali and other 
sub-Saharan African states, El Wa-
tan said.

Libyan authorities in Tripoli had 

seemed optimistic about driving 
ISIS from the country when local 
militias claimed to have uprooted 
the extremist group from its main 
stronghold of Sirte in December 
but a recent US attack indicates the 
terror group is still active.

On January 19th, the United 
States announced that at least 80 
ISIS fighters were killed during air 
strikes on camps near Sirte. Some 
of those killed were believed to 
have been plotting attacks in Eu-
rope, the Pentagon said.

“All this makes Algeria fear the 
worst,” El Watan wrote. “That is 
why it is mobilising… troops along 
its borders in the south and north-
east.”

To protect its standing as a main 

gas exporter to Europe and secure 
its place as a regional military pow-
er, Algeria is likely to do everything 
in its power to prevent a major at-
tack, analysts said.

“The military deployed on the 
borders of Libya and Mali was bol-
stered by significant technical air 
capabilities, while the deployment 
of… forces on the border with Tu-

nisia was part of a new strategy 
to better control the movement 
of people between the two coun-
tries,” said El Watan.

Asked about the El Watan report, 
a senior diplomat in the region 
told The Arab Weekly: “It is clear 
from how the article is organised 
that it contains leaks from the De-
fence Ministry but how much of it 
is aimed at the domestic front is 
the guess of many in Algiers. The 
threat from the borders is clear 
but reminding people here of that 
helps underpin stability inside the 
country ahead of elections in the 
coming few months.”

Lamine Ghanmi is an Arab Weekly 
correspondent in Tunis.

Algeria puts 
military on high 
alert on Libya, 
Mali borders
Lamine Ghanmi

A 2013 file picture shows Algerian soldiers standing guard 1,600km south-east of Algiers.  (Reuters)

News & Analysis Maghreb

The stakes of Morocco’s diplomatic offensive

M
oroccan King 
Mohammed VI, 
who toured 
several African 
countries last 
year, is pursuing 

a bold diplomatic offensive to 
reintegrate the North African 
kingdom in the African Union 
(AU).

The king is to travel to Addis 
Ababa to further press for 
Morocco’s return to the African 
Union. Morocco, which was a 
founding member of the Organi-
sation of African Unity (OAU) 
— which morphed into the 
African Union — quit the pan-
African bloc after it recognised 
the Sahrawi Arab Democratic 
Republic (RASD) in Western 
Sahara and Algeria backed it for a 
seat in the African Union.

Morocco annexed Western 
Sahara in 1975 and maintains it is 
an integral part of the kingdom. 
The Algerian-backed Polisario 
Front separatists fought Morocco 
for an independent state until the 
United Nations brokered a 
ceasefire in 1991.

Rabat has proposed a form of 
autonomy under Moroccan 
sovereignty for the vast territory, 
which has fewer than 1 million 
inhabitants. The proposal was 
rejected by the Polisario Front, 
which insists on the right of the 
Sahrawi people to self-determi-
nation in a UN-monitored vote.

Since officially requesting to 
rejoin the African Union last 
September, Morocco has set out 

on a diplomatic offensive backed 
with a raft of trade agreements, 
investments and memoranda, 
even with countries that back 
RASD, such as Nigeria, Rwanda 
and Ethiopia.

Unlike his late father, King 
Hassan II, whose diplomacy 
targeted mainly Europe, King 
Mohammed VI is eyeing Africa as 
part of Morocco’s south-south 
cooperation strategy aimed at 
both the medium and long terms.

He appointed new ambassadors 
to 19 African countries, reflecting 
Morocco’s determination to take 
its ties with them to further levels 
that will be beneficial for all.

This diplomacy should con-
tinue if Morocco wants to win 
hearts and minds of African 
leaders to support its return to 
the African Union. which requires 
the support of at least 36 of the 
bloc’s members.

King Mohammed VI recently 
led a ministerial council in 
Marrakech during which the 
Constitutive Act of the African 
Union and its additional protocol 
were adopted.

The Moroccan parliament 
elected a new speaker three 
months after legislative elections 
that had left the country without 
a government. The Moroccan 
monarch has called on parlia-
ment to ratify laws quickly to 
clear the way for Morocco’s 
return to the African Union.

However, Morocco’s bid to 
return to the African Union faces 
obstacles from Algeria and South 
Africa.

Algeria, which claims neutral-
ity in the Western Sahara conflict, 
has been engaged in a frenzied 
diplomatic counteroffensive 
against Morocco since Rabat’s 

announcement of its desire to 
rejoin the African Union.

The Algerian government is 
trying to save RASD’s place in the 
African Union for fears of seeing 
it ejected from the bloc once 
Morocco’s accession is formalised 
after many African countries 
expressed support for Rabat.

South Africa’s Nkosazana 
Dlamini-Zuma, chairwoman of 
the AU Commission, sought to 
delay the sending of Morocco’s 
request for AU membership to the 
members. Rabat denounced 
Zuma’s manoeuvre on December 
30th for “unjustifiably delaying” 
the dissemination of its request.

Algerian media said Dlamini-
Zuma demanded a written 
commitment by which Morocco 
explicitly accepts AU values and 
principles, including respect of 
the borders inherited from 
colonialism and the ratification 
of the Constitutive Act.

Dlamini-Zuma, the ex-wife of 
South African President Jacob 
Zuma, is aware that she will not 
get a reply from Morocco, as such 
a message would amount to 
acknowledging that Western 
Sahara is not an integral part of 
the North African kingdom.

Pretoria officially recognised 
RASD in 2003 when Dlamini-
Zuma was South African Foreign 
minister. However, Dlamini-
Zuma seems to have forgotten 
that Morocco was among South 
Africa’s supporters — both 
financially and militarily — in its 
struggle against apartheid. South 
African leader Nelson Mandela 
travelled to Morocco in March 
1962 and met Abdelkrim al-
Khatib, Moroccan minister of 
State for African Affairs and a 
former guerrilla leader, to seek 

help from Rabat.
In April 1995, Mandela thanked 

King Hassan II and Khatib for 
supporting his battle both 
financially and militarily in a 
speech celebrating the anniver-
sary of South Africa’s first 
non-racial democratic elections.

Whatever the aims of the 
Algerian and South African 
governments are, Morocco is 
more determined than ever to 
defend its territorial integrity by 
all political and diplomatic 
means.

With Morocco pouring money 
into Africa, the stakes to rejoin 
the African Union are high. Rabat 
is seeking to be a major player in 
the African continent through 
investments in various sectors, 
its expertise in renewable 
energies and fighting terror along 
with its military presence among 
UN peacekeepers in the conti-
nent.

A return to the African Union 
would give Morocco momentum 
to expand its south-south 
cooperation strategy, which 
would boost its economy through 
new trade agreements and would 
help it gain support for its 
autonomy plan for Western 
Sahara.

It would be a major setback for 
Morocco if it fails to gather 
enough support to win a return to 
the African Union in Addis Ababa. 
Rabat, however, would still 
continue its fight to rejoin the 
pan-African bloc because Moroc-
co’s interests are mainly in Africa 
and it aspires to become the 
largest investor in the continent.

Saad Guerraoui is a frequent 
contributor to The Arab Weekly 
on Maghreb issues.

Saad 
Guerraoui

View point
Morocco’s 
bid to 
return to 
the African 
Union faces 
obstacles 
from Algeria 
and South 
Africa.

With Morocco pouring money 
into Africa, the stakes to rejoin 
the African Union are high.

To protect its standing 
as a regional military 
power, Algeria is likely 
to do everything in its 
power to prevent a 
major attack. Algerian authorities 

were reported to be 
concerned that 
thousands of foreign 
militants could be 
making their way to 
Libya.
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taly has become the first ma-
jor country to reopen its em-
bassy in Libya as it aims to help 
strengthen the UN-backed 
Government of National Ac-

cord (GNA) in Tripoli in combating 
illegal migration and human traf-
ficking.

“There is a new impulse here. 
We are moving as pioneers,” Italian 
Deputy Foreign Minister Mario Giro 
told the Financial Times after the 
embassy was reopened this month. 
“There is a lot of work to do be-
cause Libya still does not have the 
capacity to manage the flows and 
the country is still divided.”

Italy closed its embassy in Libya 
in 2015 as the country was strug-
gling to move forward four years 
after long-time dictator Muammar 
Qaddafi was killed in the 2011 up-
risings. Since then, smugglers have 
acted with impunity, as lawlessness 
prevailed in the absence of a uni-
fied governmen.

“The Italian ambassador is re-
turning to Tripoli after two years of 
absence. A great gesture of friend-
ship to the Libyan people. Now 
more controls on migrant depar-
tures,” Italian Foreign Minister An-
gelino Alfano wrote on Twitter.

A migration deal between Italy 
and Libya could resemble one 
reached in 2008, when Italy agreed 

to donate more than $4 million to 
help Libya stop migrants leaving 
its shores. A Maltese document, 
discussed January 19th by EU en-
voys in Brussels, proposes moving 
the mission closer Libyan territorial 
waters, where Libyan forces would 
have “strong and lasting EU sup-
port”, reported Reuters.

In an interview with Italian news-
paper La Stampa, Alfano said: “We 
have to accelerate the deportations 
and repatriations, and I’m working 
to conclude agreements that will 
diminish migrant arrivals by stop-
ping them from leaving their home 
countries.”

EU officials welcomed Italy’s re-
newed engagement in Libya as they 
say migration from the Mediterra-
nean is threatening the integrity of 
the union. Data from the UN High 
Commissioner for Refugees show 
that nearly 500,000 people have 
attempted the journey by sea into 
Europe since 2013, with more than 
10,000 reported dead or missing.

Maltese Prime Minister Joseph 
Muscat, who holds the rotating EU 
presidency, on January 16th said 
Libya had rejected an original mi-
grant deal proposed by Italy. Mus-
cat stressed how a Turkish-style 
migrant agreement last March, in 
which migrants were halted from 
moving into the European Union by 
providing billions of dollars in aid 
and visa-free travel to Europe for 
Turkish citizens, should be “rep-
licated” in the Mediterranean to 
solve the migrant crisis, the Finan-
cial Times reported.

“There is no doubt that unless 
the essence of the Turkey deal is 
replicated in the central Mediter-
ranean, Europe will face a major 
migration crisis,” he told European 
lawmakers.

EU migration chief Dimitris 
Avramopoulos rejected the Turk-
ish-style migration proposal, argu-

ing North Africa is too unstable. 
“Let me tell you that we cannot 
duplicate the EU-Turkey state-
ment, the situation is not similar in 
Libya,” he said in a meeting January 
24th with MEPs on the civil liber-
ties committee, the EUobserver 
reported. Avramopoulos endorsed 
Italy’s renewed support for the 
GNA and looked for other solutions 
in resolving cross-border migrant 
flows of Sub-Saharan Africans into 
Libya, including working with Lib-
yan authorities.

Italy’s outreach has also faced vo-
ciferous opposition, however. Field 
Marshal Khalifa Haftar, head of the 
Libyan National Army, described 
Italy’s renewed diplomatic mission 
as a “military occupation”, the Lib-
ya Herald reported.

Worries over Russia sending na-
val forces to the eastern shores of 
Libya in support of Haftar have also 
surfaced.

“Libya is an incredibly fragile or 
failed state, and the [GNA]… is cur-
rently not a credible interlocutor to 

deal with the migrant crisis,” said 
Eugenio Cusumano, assistant pro-
fessor in international relations at 
Leiden University, who specialises 
in international security and has 
worked in various migrant rescue 
operations in Sicily.

He said migrant centres in Italy 
were saturated and that rescue op-
erations were insufficient to tackle 
large-scale migratory flows.

Alessandra Bocchi is a Tunis-based 
journalist.

Possible Italy-Libya deal on migration issues
Alessandra Bocchi

A November 2016 file picture shows members of the Libyan Red Crescent preparing medical 
equipment and blankets to treat the drowned bodies of illegal immigrants that washed ashore after 
their ship sank off Mayah beach, 30km west of the Libyan capital Tripoli.                                                (AFP)
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Crisis looms as EU gears up for new migrant wave
Lorne Cook

Valleta

T 

ens of thousands of peo-
ple seeking better lives are 
expected to trek across 
deserts and board unsea-
worthy boats in war-torn 

Libya this year in a desperate effort 
to reach European shores.

More than 181,000 people, most 
economic migrants with little 
chance of being allowed to stay 
in Europe, attempted to cross the 
central Mediterranean in 2016 from 
Libya, Africa’s nearest stretch of 
coast to Italy. About 4,500 people 
died or disappeared while trying to 
reach Europe.

Hundreds of migrants, braving 
winter weather, took to the sea in 
January. In the latest reminder of 
the journey’s perils, more than 100 
people went missing off Libya’s 
coast in mid-January after a mi-
grant boat sunk.

Some European leaders are warn-
ing of a fresh migration crisis when 
sea waters warm again and more 
people choose to put their lives in 
the hands of smugglers.

“Come next spring, the number 
of people crossing over the Medi-
terranean will reach record lev-
els,” Malta Prime Minister Joseph 
Muscat, whose country holds the 
European Union’s presidency, pre-
dicted.

“The choice is trying to do some-
thing now or meeting urgently in 
April, May… and try to do a deal 
then.”

The European Union has a con-
troversial deal to stem the flow of 
migrants from Turkey, which has 
agreed to try to stop the number 
of them leaving the country and 
to take back thousands more. In 
exchange, Turkey is supposed to 
receive billions of dollars, visa-
free travel for its citizens and fast-

tracked EU membership talks.
Now, the European Union wants 

to adapt this outsourcing pact to 
the African countries that migrants 
are leaving or are jumping off from 
to reach Europe, despite criticism 
that the agreement sends asylum 
seekers back to countries that could 
be unsafe for them.

The bottom line is that the Tur-
key deal works. The number of 
people arriving in the Greek islands 
plunged over the last year despite 
political wrangling over whether 
Turkey’s government was meet-
ing conditions for securing the 
visa-free travel incentive and EU 
countries have even fewer scru-
ples about turning away migrants 
who take the central Mediterranean 
route to Italy because they mostly 

are job seekers who would be ineli-
gible for asylum.

Niger, Nigeria, Ethiopia, Mauri-
tania, Mali and Chad are all on the 
European Union’s radar and dealing 
with them is proving expensive but 
the bloc’s arrangement with Tur-
key has shown that the best way of 
stemming migrant flows is to stop 
people taking to the sea. Libya and 
Egypt are the main migrant depar-
ture points and pacts with them 
would probably have the biggest 
immediate effect.

Muscat wants to build on a deal 
Italy is trying to reach with Libya by 
adding EU funds and other support. 
He also says the European Union’s 
anti-smuggler naval mission — Op-
eration Sophia — should be extend-
ed into Libyan territorial waters to 

stop people in unsafe boats from 
reaching open water.

Easier said than done. The Eu-
ropean Union has been unable to 
secure the United Nations’ back-
ing for such a move and Libya has 
no central authority with the reach 
or stability to negotiate a long-term 
agreement with the Europeans.

“The reality of Libya right now is 
that there is no unified government 
controlling all parts of the country 
and no end of groups willing to up-

end things if there is an advantage 
in it for them,” said Carlo Binda, a 
Libya expert with Malta-based po-
litical and development consultan-
cy Binda Consulting International.

Libya’s neighbour Egypt appears 
a more viable option. Many people 
have set out for Europe from Egypt 
in recent months, mainly migrants 
from the Horn of Africa trying to 
avoid dangerous Libya and, in-
creasingly, Egyptians themselves, 
the European Union’s border agen-
cy Frontex said.

Despite some instability, Egyp-
tian President Abdel Fattah al-Sisi, 
a former general who led the 2013 
military removal of an elected Is-
lamist president, is a man with 
whom the Europeans say they can 
do business. Sisi also wields plenty 
of influence in Libya. Egypt’s econ-
omy has been battered by unrest 
since the 2011 uprising that toppled 
longtime autocrat Hosni Mubarak.

“Egypt is the country with which 
one could come to some sort of 
agreement,” Maltese Foreign Min-
ister George Vella said. “There is 
stability to a certain extent and 
they are interested because even 
they themselves have got their own 
problem with migration.”

If there is one thing the world’s 
biggest trading bloc does well, it is 
raise funds to pay for its problems. 
Time is of the essence. The Euro-
pean Union has for several years 
tried to cobble together migration 
polices while people died at sea.

The refugee emergency, Europe’s 
worst since the second world war, 
also has raised tensions among EU 
members. Some have erected anti-
migrant fences or reintroduced 
border controls amid deep disa-
greement over how to manage the 
challenge.

“Things are getting complicated. 
I would rather face the music now,” 
Muscat said.

(The Associated Press)
A 2016 file picture shows an Italian Red Cross member handing a book to a child on a rescue vessel in 
the international waters between Malta and Libya.                                                                                            (AFP)

Some European 
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of a fresh migration 
crisis when sea 
waters warm again.

Maltese Prime 
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Muscat said Libya 
had rejected an 
original migrant deal 
proposed by Italy. 
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W 

hile the world’s at-
tention turned to 
the inauguration of 
US President Don-
ald Trump, Tur-

key’s parliament voted a change to 
the constitution that could affect 
the country for generations — with 
many fearing a descent into dicta-
torship.

The executive presidency envi-
sioned by Turkish President Recep 
Tayyip Erdogan and his ruling Jus-
tice and Development Party (AKP) 
would constitute a radical political 
change for Turkey. The effect on the 
country’s democratic future would 
likely be dire. The proposed consti-
tutional amendments would pave 
the way for Erdogan, who has been 
in power for more than 13 years, first 
as the country’s prime minister and 
since 2014 as president, to become 
the only executive authority.

Proponents of the bill argue that 
it will bring stability and prosper-
ity but critics and rights groups 
have sharply criticised the amend-
ments as a fundamental threat to 
the rule of law and human rights. 
“The proposed constitutional 
changes concentrate power in the 
hands of President Erdogan and 
further erode already weak checks 
and balances on the exercise of that 
power,” Hugh Williamson, Europe 
and Central Asia director at Human 
Rights Watch, said in a release.

The changes to the constitution 
would abolish the office of prime 
minister and allow the president, to 

be elected directly every five years, 
to rule by decree. The amendments 
would also give the president power 
to appoint and dismiss ministers, 
dissolve and reconstitute parlia-
ment and formalise the president’s 
power over a judiciary that is effec-
tively already under Erdogan’s con-
trol.

This new-style presidency would 
allow the Turkish president to be 
partisan and head of a political par-
ty, having direct control over who 
his party allows to stand for office. 
The proposed amendments would 
also seriously hamper parliamen-
tary oversight of the executive.

“Our parliament has committed 
suicide,” exiled journalist and for-
mer editor-in-chief of the opposi-
tion daily Cumhuriyet Can Dundar 
tweeted dryly after the Turkish 
parliament approved the last of 18 
amendments in the early hours of 
January 21st.

The amendment received more 
than the necessary 330 votes, due 
to a deal between the AKP and the 
ultranationalist Nationalist Move-
ment Party (MHP). Prime Minister 
Binali Yildirim thanked MHP leader 
Devlet Bahceli for the “huge sup-
port”. The main opposition Repub-
lican People’s Party (CHP) and the 
pro-Kurdish People’s Democracy 
Party (HDP) fiercely protested the 
bill, arguing it would turn Erdogan 
into “the sultan” of Turkey.

“A decade ago Turkey seemed 
on a path towards greater respect 
for human rights, democracy and 
rule of law,” Williamson said in his 
release. “The plans for an execu-
tive presidency will take Turkey in 
the opposite direction and destroy 
whatever positive legacy of reform 
the AKP had left.”

The move comes at a time autoc-
racy is on the rise in Turkey. The 
state of emergency imposed after a 
failed military coup last July allows 
the government to bypass parlia-
ment and rule by decree.

Following the July 15th coup at-
tempt, authorities launched a fierce 

crackdown on alleged coup plot-
ters and sympathisers of Fethullah 
Gulen, a preacher blamed for the 
coup, and opponents unconnected 
to him.

The government has effectively 
muzzled most of the independent 
and critical media. More than 160 
media outlets have been shut down 
since July 2016 and more than 140 
journalists and media workers lan-
guish in Turkish jails.

More than 120,000 civil servants 
have been sacked in massive purges 
and more than 42,000 people have 
been arrested pending trial on ter-
rorism charges for alleged involve-
ment or association with either the 
Gulen movement or the outlawed 
Kurdistan Workers’ Party (PKK).

Among those jailed are 11 mem-

bers of parliament from the main 
pro-Kurdish party, including the 
party’s co-chairs Selahattin Demir-
tas and Figen Yuksekdag. None of 
the jailed parliamentarians had the 
chance to debate or vote on the pro-
posed constitutional changes.

The approved bill will be submit-
ted to public vote, likely to take 
place in April. It will only require a 
simple majority of the vote to pass.

While the AKP and the MHP have 
started their “Vote Yes” campaign, 
the CHP, HDP and dissenters within 
the MHP have vowed to rally against 
it. However, as the state of emer-
gency does not allow for demon-
strations and public rallies without 
official permits, much of the oppo-
sition’s campaign will need to rely 
on social media, which is censored 

and policed by the government.
If the proposed changes are ac-

cepted in the April vote, they will 
go into effect after elections in 2019 
but Erdogan will be able to officially 
rejoin the AKP immediately after 
the referendum.

Recent opinion polls indicate the 
country is divided over the bill. Ana-
lysts point to the sluggish economy, 
security crises at home and abroad 
and the ability of the opposition to 
unite among other factors that will 
influence the outcome of the April 
plebiscite. The atmosphere in Tur-
key is sure to remain tense as pro-
ponents and opponents of the bill 
try to garner support.

Constanze Letsch is a contributor 
to The Arab Weekly in Istanbul.

Turkish parliament adopts bill giving president broad powers
Constanze Letsch

A 2016 photo shows Turkish President Recep Tayyip Erdogan posing with students 
of a religious school in Istanbul.                        (AP)

News & Analysis Turkey

Turkish educational system: Darwin out, jihad in

S
ome of the most 
alarming figures about 
crisis-stricken Turkey 
depict its dilapidated 
educational system.

An international 
Programme for International 
Student Assessment (PISA) report 
released in December placed 
Turkey second from bottom 
among 35 Organisation for 
Economic Co-operation and 
Development (OECD) countries in 
mathematics, science and reading 
scores for 2015. Turkey slipped an 
average of seven places in 
mathematics, science and reading 
compared to rankings in the 2012 
PISA survey.

The report’s findings also 
highlight that, compared to other 
OECD countries, Turkish teachers 
have the longest working hours, 
the highest number of students 
per class and the lowest starting 
salaries.

“The Turkish education system 
is in a coma. This crisis is more 
serious than the European Union 
and dollar issues. The PISA 2015 
results are clearly telling us, 
Turkey cannot understand even 
what it has read,” said Ceyhun 
Irgil, a deputy of the main-oppo-
sition Republican People’s Party 
(CHP).

Such cries have hardly been 
heard due to the political crisis 
over proposed changes to the 
constitution to give the president 
more power and the lack of a 

properly functioning media.
As if the drop in test scores were 

not enough, the government 
announced changes in the 
curriculum, which are seen as the 
clear Islamisation of content.

Religious studies textbooks 
describe terms such as “secular-
ism”, “positivism”, “reincarna-
tion”, “nihilism” and “atheism” 
under the heading “’problematic 
beliefs”, and as “maladies”. In 
religious secondary schools — so-
called Imam Hatip schools — the 
concept of jihad has been added 
to the content in a new chapter 
titled Battle on the Path of Allah: 
Jihad. In those schools, severe 
limitations are imposed on music 
classes.

Staunchly defying a series of 
rulings by the European Court of 
Human Rights, the Justice and 
Development Party (AKP) 
government insists on keeping 
religion courses compulsory in 

state schools.
Dominated by the teaching of 

Sunni Muslim practices, the 
classes have caused outrage 
within the Alevi Muslim minority, 
as well as secular segments of 
society. The government insists 
that the religion books teach the 
“culture of religions” but these 
arguments are contradicted by 
the content of the pages.

There is more: Teaching the 
theory of evolution has been 
stopped in secondary schools. 
Tayfun Atay, an anthropologist 
whose work focuses on Anatolian 
Islam, fiercely criticised the 
changes in a series of articles in 
which he concluded that the 
“Turkish school system has been 
seized by Salafists”.

Names of the founding fathers 
of the republic have been revised 
radically in the new curriculum. 
Pupils will not be taught about 
Ismet Inonu, successor of Mustafa 

Kemal Ataturk as president and 
his crucial role in keeping Turkey 
a neutral power until the end of 
the second world war. As his 
name was stricken from the 
pages, the mention of Ataturk was 
decreased to a minimum.

Turkish Minister of Education 
Nabi Avci and his staff down-
played the changes, saying that 
“it is a draft to be revisited after 
reactions”. Yet the mistrust of the 
government by secular Turks has 
deepened so much that it is taken 
for granted objections would be 
ignored.

Insensitivity and imposition are 
the pattern of the AKP, which 
remains under fire for not 
consulting stakeholders, includ-
ing unions and parent-teacher 
associations.

Adding salt to the wound, state 
of emergency decrees following 
July’s coup attempt led to sacking 
or suspension of more than 
30,000 teachers, many identified 
as secular, left-leaning or Kurdish. 
Their replacements have been 
systematically chosen based on 
partisanship rather than skills, 
Turkey’s Education and Science 
Workers’ Union claimed.

Under emergency rule, there is 
no denying that anti-secular and 
Sunni sectarians dominating the 
administrative echelons of 
Turkey are having a field day. Far 
worse is the fact that the educa-
tional system of Turkey was 
obsolete before the AKP came to 
power and the destruction taking 
place now makes it more irrepara-
ble for decades.

Yavuz Baydar is a Turkish 
journalist and occasional 
contributor to The Arab Weekly.

Yavuz Baydar

View point
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“The Turkish education system 
is in a coma.”
Ceyhun Argil, a deputy of the main-
opposition Republican People’s Party

media outlets have 
been shut down since 
July 2016.

More than 160 Turkey’s Prime Minister Binali Yildirim (C) accompanied by some of his lawmakers cast their votes 
following Turkey’s parliament debate proposing amendments to the country’s constitution, in Ankara,
on January 20h.                                                                                                                                                                     (AP)
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Iran warily eyes Trump over nuclear deal

I
n the global game of 
political chess, Iran is 
quietly waiting for the next 
move. It will come, of 
course, from new US 
President Donald Trump. It 

is a bit of a tricky waiting game. 
Trump is a wild card.

While he campaigned heavily 
against the Iran nuclear deal, he 
also appears to be quite chummy 
with Russian President Vladimir 
Putin, who has been working 
closely with the Iranians in Syria. 
Could Putin convince Trump to 
leave the deal alone? Not know-
ing how Trump will react makes 
it hard to see what that next 
move will be.

Iran has finally broken its 
silence on the issue. Iran’s atomic 
energy chief, Ali Akbar Salehi, in 
an interview with the Canadian 
Broadcasting Corporation, said 
his country’s position was wait 
and see.

Salehi, one of the key archi-

tects of the 2015 nuclear agree-
ment, said he would prefer not to 
see the deal, known as the Joint 
Comprehensive Plan of Action 
(JCPOA), thrown to the side but 
said if it was, Iran could get its 
programme up and running not 
just to where it was before JCPOA 
but “a much higher position 
technically speaking”.

Despite Salehi’s comments, 
there are a lot of moving parts 
that make it hard to determine 
what will happen in the next few 
months as far as the nuclear deal 
is concerned.

In Iran, there is still much 
controversy over the deal. 
Hardliners do not like it and the 
election of Trump played into 
their hands and their argument 
that the Americans can never be 
trusted regardless of who their 
leader is. Other critics say the 
deal, which allowed Iranian oil 
back on the open market, has not 
been the golden goose many 
thought it would be, especially 
for ordinary Iranians.

With elections coming this 
spring and Iranian President 
Hassan Rohani facing a tough 
fight for re-election, a loss by his 

more moderate faction means 
the Iranians could be the ones 
who pull the plug on the deal.

In Europe, the scene can only 
be described as chaotic. 
Although Europe strongly 
supports the deal, its attention is 
rather split. With Britain opting 
for Brexit, elections this year in 
many European countries and 
the far-right looking stronger, 
preserving the deal with Iran is 
not at the top of most European 
leaders’ to-do list.

If push came to shove, as much 
as Europe likes the deal and has 
benefited from it, its main 
strategic interests lie with the 
United States. It would probably 
work very hard to convince 
Trump of its value, but if the US 
president said it had to go, in the 
end, Europe would fall in line.

In the United States, outside of 
the Republican Party, there has 
been strong support for the deal, 
particularly among the country’s 
top nuclear experts. Three dozen 
top scientists, including Nobel 
laureates and former White 
House science advisers, have 
written to Trump to ask him to 
preserve the deal. It remains to 

be seen if he can be convinced.
Once again, the man with real 

control over the chess board is 
probably Putin. With ties to both 
the US president and the Iranian 
government and military, Putin’s 
involvement could be the 
deciding factor in the fate of the 
nuclear deal. If Putin tells Trump 
that Russia, one of the sponsors 
of the deal, believes it helps keep 
the world safe, Trump might 
back off his threats. Putin, who 
knows flattery is the key to 
Trump, could tell him that the 
world would be extremely 
grateful for his continuing the 
deal.

Only time will tell, but watch 
how Russia plays the game. Putin 
seems to be the only leader with 
a long-term strategy in mind. In 
the end, it really could be his say 
that determines the fate of the 
nuclear deal.

Tom Regan, a columnist at 
factsandopinion.com, previously 
worked for the Christian Science 
Monitor, National Public Radio, 
the Boston Globe and the 
Canadian Broadcasting 
Corporation.

Tom Regan
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ran’s 1979 constitution pro-
claimed the judiciary “an inde-
pendent power” headed by a 
“just mujtahid” — expert in Is-
lamic law — but the interweav-

ing of religion and politics in the 
Islamic Republic soon undermined 
the assertion as judges such as 
Sadeq Khalkhali dealt swiftly with 
leading figures of the old regime and 
others opposing the new one.

Appointed for a 5-year term by 
the supreme leader, Iran’s judici-
ary chief is assigned an apparently 
modest responsibility for the “or-
ganisational structure of the judicial 
system” but post-holders have been 
powerful figures. Ayatollah Moham-
mad Yazdi, judiciary chief from 
1989-99, went on to lead the Assem-
bly of Experts, the elected body that 
chooses the supreme leader.

His successor, Ayatollah 
Mahmoud Hashemi Shahroudi 
(1999-2009), is today considered a 
possible successor to Ayatollah Ali 
Khamenei as supreme leader. So too 
is current judiciary chief, Sadegh 
Larijani, appointed by Khamenei in 
2009 aged just 48.

Larijani has few qualms about 
entering the political fray, which is 
heating up as the May presidential 
election approaches. At the same 
time, the January 8th death of Akbar 
Hashemi Rafsanjani, a major politi-
cal figure for decades, at the age of 
82 has further highlighted Khame-
nei’s mortality as he nears his 78th 
birthday, also in May.

Relations between the judiciary 
head and president have long been 
tetchy. Iranian President Hassan 
Rohani has pressed for leniency 
for Mir-Hossein Mousavi and Me-
hdi Karroubi, leaders of the 2009 
reformist green movement under 
house arrest. In November, Larijani 
and Rohani traded accusations that 
the other wanted to close newspa-
pers.

The rivalry intensified at the be-
ginning of January when Larijani al-
leged Rohani took contributions for 
his 2013 presidential campaign from 
Babak Zanjani, a businessman in-
volved in evading Western oil sanc-

tions who in 2016 was sentenced 
to death for embezzlement and 
“spreading corruption on Earth”.

While principlists often denounce 
technocrats linked to Rohani’s gov-
ernment, usually over high pay or 
perks, this is the first time the presi-
dent has faced such fire.

Larijani was responding, how-
ever, to Rohani’s criticisms in De-
cember of judicial handling of the 
Zanjani case.

The president suggested Iranians 
wondered where an alleged missing 
$3 billion from oil sales had gone, 
pointing out that no answer would 
be forthcoming if Zanjani were exe-
cuted. Rohani and Larijani each de-
manded the other publish transpar-
ent accounts, respectively, for 2013 
election expenses and the judiciary.

Farideh Farhi, of the University of 
Hawaii, puts the president ahead on 
points, saying: “I think Larijani has 
proven he’s no match for Rohani 
in the public arena. His angry 
responses to Rohani’s cool pokes 
revealed a suspect temperament, 

which is important for the position 
of the leader. Khamenei will defend 
the judiciary as an institution, in 
public, but not the man who heads 
it.”

Whoever leads on points, such a 
bitter public spat between two sen-
ior figures does not augur well for 
a smooth presidential election in 
May, when Rohani is expected to 
seek a second term. The potential 
for conflict might be even greater if, 
as many suspect, both Larijani and 
Rohani are would-be successors to 
Khamenei as leader, a decision to be 
taken in due course by the 88 clerics 
on the Assembly of Experts.

“The presidential election is im-
portant,” said an Iranian academic, 
“but the main goal is the succession 
to Ayatollah Khamenei. Both Ro-
hani and Larijani have a chance only 
if they are still in their positions, as 
the head of judiciary and govern-
ment. If Rohani loses in May, his 
chances will be near zero of being 
the next leader.”

The public row might benefit 

other potential candidates for leader 
— notably Shahroudi and Ebrahim 
Raeisi, appointed by Khamenei in 
2016 to head the Imam Reza shrine 
in Mashhad but its tone and content 
threaten to bring the political system 
into disrepute at a time when Iran 
may face stronger pressure from US 
President Donald Trump.

Hence Khamenei’s warning to 
Larijani and Rohani in a speech in 
Qom, expressing his hope that “re-
cent arguments” would be resolved 
“with the help of God”.

“I expect trying times for the lead-
er,” said Farhi. “He’s had a rough 
time playing a balancer since 2009, 
in some ways ceding it to Rafsanjani 
after he’d publicly acknowledged 
his own preference for the views 
of Mahmoud Ahmadinejad [funda-

mentalist president, 2005-13].”
Perhaps the leader’s worries also 

surfaced in his condolence letter 
for Rafsanjani, who spent much of 
his long career managing disputes 
within Iran’s fractious political elite. 
Noting his differences of opinion 
with Rafsanjani “in recent years”, 
Khamenei wrote that the “dev-
ils working… to take advantage of 
those differences… could never in-
fluence his deep individual affection 
for humble me”.

In stressing his links with Rafsan-
jani — calling him in funeral prayers 
at Tehran University a “companion 
for 59 years” — Khamenei may have 
thought of the future as well as the 
past.

Iran’s leader must wonder how 
well the succeeding generation, in-
cluding Rohani and Larijani, will 
overcome their differences in the in-
terests of the Islamic Republic.

Gareth Smyth was chief 
correspondent in Iran for the 
Financial Times from 2003-07.

Iran’s judiciary gets dragged into the political dogfight
Gareth Smyth

Iranian Parliament Speaker Ali Larijani speaks during a press conference in the capital Tehran in December.              (AFP)

Sadegh Larijani has 
few qualms about 
entering the political 
fray.

Relations between 
the judiciary head 
and president have 
long been tetchy.
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Iraq signs power 
plant deal with GE

Abu Dhabi to 
deposit $400 
million in Sudan 
central bank

Kuwait 
parliament 
launches bid to 
curb austerity 
steps

Iraq signed a billion-dollar deal 
with US firm General Electric for the 
construction of two power plants 
that would ease the country's long-
running electricity woes, the prime 
minister's office said.

The power plants, each with a 
capacity of 750 megawatts, will be 
built in Dhi Qar and Muthanna prov-
inces at a total cost of $1.05 billion, 
a statement from Prime Minister 
Haider al-Abadi's office said.

Iraq has struggled for years with 
major shortfalls in power produc-
tion and electricity distribution 
problems, leaving many Iraqis with 
a few hours of government-provided 
power per day. They supplement it 
with generators or going without 
electricity in a country where tem-
peratures can top 50 degrees Celsius 
in summer.

(Agence France-Presse)

The oil-rich emirate of Abu Dhabi 
has agreed to deposit $400 million 
in Sudan’s central bank to “help eco-
nomic development” in the African 
country, state media said.

The latest UAE economic assis-
tance to Khartoum aims “to enable 
it to achieve sustainable economic 
and social development and over-
come challenges”, said Mohammed 
Saif al-Suwaidi, director-general of 
the government-owned Abu Dhabi 
Fund for Development.

Sudan Central Bank Governor 
Hazim Babiker said the deposit 
came at an “important time” to 
help “strengthen monetary and fis-
cal stability and to support liquidity 
and central bank (foreign) reserves”.

Sudan’s economy has been heav-
ily affected by the loss of nearly 75% 
of oil earnings following South Su-
dan’s secession in 2011, depriving 
Khartoum of a key source of foreign 
currency to purchase food and other 
imports.

(Agence France-Presse)

Kuwait’s parliament is trying to 
restrict the cabinet’s ability to im-
pose new fees on citizens and re-
duce price subsidies, an effort that 
threatens government plans to 
strengthen state finances in the face 
of low oil prices.

Opposition candidates won about 
24 out of 50 seats in elections last 
November that were seen by many 
Kuwaitis as a referendum on auster-
ity measures. That gave the opposi-
tion more power to oppose govern-
ment initiatives.

Safa al-Hashem, a spokesman 
for the National Assembly’s finan-
cial and economic committee, said 
members of parliament proposed 
cancelling a law, passed by the pre-
vious assembly, that ratified a rise in 
electricity and water tariffs.

MPs also proposed a measure con-
firming the right of the National As-
sembly to regulate and approve any 
move by the government to impose 
fees.

The measures would constrain 
government efforts to save money 
by reducing energy subsidies and 
increasing non-oil revenues.

(Reuters)

Briefs

With new government in place, Lebanon 
works on the economy
Lisa Barrington

Beirut

A 

fter years of political 
deadlock, Lebanon has 
a new government. Now 
it needs a new economy.

Battered by war in 
neighbouring Syria, neglected by 
wrangling politicians and caught in 
rivalry between Saudi Arabia and 
Iran, the pillars of the economy — 
remittances from overseas work-
ers, tourism and real estate — are 
not what they were.

Long term, Lebanon is searching 
for new sources of growth, which 
fell from 8-9% to less than 2% when 
Syria’s civil war began in 2011. Bei-
rut is working to start oil and gas 
exploration, offering support to 
technology start-ups and urging its 
vast diaspora to return their exper-
tise and bank accounts home.

Before these plans can be real-
ised, however, the government, 
which spent two-and-a-half years 
without a president, has an urgent 
to-do list.

The country’s infrastructure has 
been awaiting repair since the 15-
year civil war ended in 1990. Roads 
are clogged with cars, beaches are 
littered with waste, internet links 
are slow or patchy and cuts to pow-
er and water supplies are frequent.

Reams of legislation, such as a 
hydrocarbon industry tax law and 
the privatisation of the stock mar-
ket, await completion.

At the top of Lebanese Prime 
Minister Saad Hariri’s list is a budg-
et, which the country has not had 
since 2005, and a better environ-
ment for business, his economic 
adviser Mazen Hanna said.

The cabinet encompasses most 
sides of the country’s political spec-
trum and all of its religious sects, 
making any agreement a challenge. 

“The first sign of the government’s 
seriousness is if they will pass a 
new budget,” Hanna said. “This is 
the priority now.”

Without one, there will be little 
chance of tackling Lebanon’s grow-
ing fiscal deficit and debt-to-gross 
domestic product (GDP) ratio, fore-
cast this year by the World Bank 
at 155%, the third highest in the 
world.

The government’s term may be 
as short as five months if long-over-
due parliamentary elections take 
place on time but Hanna said it can 
work on telecoms and the electric-
ity shortages that drive people to 
hook up to expensive private gen-
erators.

It also plans to resolve problems 
with rubbish disposal that spurred 
anti-government protests in 2016. 
The cabinet includes an anti-cor-
ruption minister for the first time.

The fate of Lebanon’s economy 
is important not only for the live-
lihoods of 4 million Lebanese but 
for avoiding even more chaos in 
the Middle East: The country is 
home to more than 1 million Syrian 
refugees and 500,000 Palestinian 
refugees and has its own history of 
instability.

Following its 1975-90 civil war, 
much of Lebanon’s reconstruction 
focused on re-establishing its tour-
ism image as the Paris of the Middle 
East, particularly for wealthy Gulf 
Arabs.

Beirut’s cooler climate and less 
restrictive social mores are a big 
draw for people from conserva-
tive Saudi Arabia but bouts of civil 
strife, assassinations, deadlocked 
government and regional rivalries 
have taken their toll.

An executive at a luxury hotel in 
Beirut last summer lamented the 
dearth of wealthy Gulf Arabs and 
their $3,000 room-service bills. 
Saudi Arabia advised citizens last 
February against travel to Lebanon, 
part of a dispute over the powerful 
role of the Iran-backed Lebanese 
Shia group Hezbollah.

Lebanese President Michel Aoun, 
a Christian ally of Hezbollah, said 
after a fence-mending visit to Ri-
yadh in January that he was confi-
dent Gulf tourists would return.

In the absence of political lead-
ership, the central bank has qui-
etly steered policy, using stimulus 
packages and financial engineering 
to keep foreign reserves stable and 
growth ticking. It has also guaran-
teed housing, energy and business 
loans, testing the globally accepted 
principle of central bank distance 
from political decisions.

“This has kept the economy 
growing for the last five to ten 
years,” said Marianne Hoayek, an 
executive director at the central 
bank. “The government some-
times is not capable of doing what 
it wants to do.”

A central bank directive in 2013 
called Circular 331 made $600 mil-
lion available for investment in the 
knowledge economy and Lebanon 
now markets itself as the Middle 
East and North Africa’s technology 
and start-up hub, a title to which 
the United Arab Emirates and Jor-
dan also aspire. Hoayek said about 
$100 million had been taken up so 
far.

Marwan Kheireddine, chairman 
of Mawarid Bank, which invests in 
tech businesses, said that ten years 
ago entrepreneurs would have had 
to leave Lebanon to find funding 
and other support.

“Today we have all the building 
blocks required (for) those entre-
preneurs to develop locally,” he 
said.

At least eight new investment 
funds, four new fund managers 
and multiple jobs have been cre-
ated, those in the sector say.

“I wouldn’t have come back 
without Circular 331,” said Sami 
Abou Saab, who returned from 
the United States and now heads 
SPEED, an accelerator that helps 
small business grow with advice, 
contacts and other services.

An estimated 14 million-16 mil-
lion people of Lebanese citizen-
ship or descent live outside the 
country, driven out by the sectarian 
strife that fuelled the civil war and 
still disrupts the peace. Many send 
money home, although remittanc-
es have been hit by the effect of the 
low oil price on Gulf economies.

“We can sell, we are creative and 
we are engineers,” said Nicolas 

Sehnaoui, chairman of the UK Leb-
anon Tech Hub, which says it cre-
ated about 240 jobs in its first two 
years and aims for 25,000 by 2025. 
“Instead of shipping our people out 
we want to ship our digital prod-
ucts out,” he said

But a tech-based economy needs 
fast internet and reliable electric-
ity and the stock market needs to 
be privatised so smaller companies 
can go public, a process two years 
behind schedule.

Both the World Bank and the 
Association of Banks in Lebanon 
(ABL) have said the central bank 
cannot hold the fort alone.

“The Bank of Lebanon and the 
country’s banks have spent enough 
time, sometimes at great cost, pre-
serving monetary stability. It is 
time to support this stability with 
fiscal and economic policies which 
favour real growth,” ABL Chairman 
Joseph Torbey said.

Hanna said he hopes the new 
government can itself eventually 
provide such stimulus measures.

Lebanese Foreign Minister Ge-
bran Bassil toured South America 
late last year to try to persuade 
Lebanese there to return home.

Real estate company Demco 
Properties has widened the effort. 
Its “Lebanon is calling” advert 
broadcast on US television shows 
a Lebanese businessman in an of-
fice with a commanding view of a 
US city receiving a call from a deep-
voiced Lebanon that tells him: “I’m 
back on my feet again” and “Home 
is waiting”.

Lebanon’s residents have waited 
a long time for effective govern-
ment and the stakes are high.

“The solutions are there, today 
we have a political will,” Hanna 
said. “Let’s hope it materialises into 
tangible results for the Lebanese.”

(Reuters)

Cranes are seen at a construction site at Beirut’s central district in Lebanon, on January 4th.                                                                            (Reuters)

Lebanon’s growth 
fell from 8-9% to less 
than 2% when Syria’s 
civil war began in 
2011.

The fiscal deficit and 
debt-to-GDP ratio is 
forecast this year by 
the World Bank at 
155%.
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Baghdad comes to Cairo’s rescue, but at what cost?
Jareer Elass

Washington

I 

raq is throwing the cash-
strapped government of Egyp-
tian President Abdel Fattah 
al-Sisi an economic lifeline by 
selling oil to Cairo effectively 

on credit. In the process, Baghdad — 
and by proxy, Iran — will be gaining 
a political edge over regional rival 
Saudi Arabia as diplomatic ties be-
tween Cairo and Riyadh have dete-
riorated.

Saudi Arabia has felt betrayed by 
Egyptian actions that counter the 
expectations of political loyalty that 
Riyadh demands as a large-scale fi-
nancial patron. Given Riyadh’s own 
concerns as it tries to get its finan-
cial house in order, the Saudi gov-
ernment must have decided that a 
rift with Egypt was worth it when 
it abruptly stopped providing Cairo 
with contracted discounted refined 
oil products in the fourth quarter of 
2016.

Egypt, for its part, has resented 
feeling beholden to the Saudis for 
financial assistance and has bristled 
at the expected political subjugation 
as the cost of the kingdom’s patron-
age. Part of this frustration for Egypt 
is its diminished leadership role as a 
regional Sunni power following the 

toppling of Hosni Mubarak as presi-
dent six years ago.

Saudi Arabia has been one of the 
biggest financial supporters of the 
Sisi regime, with Riyadh providing 
the Egyptian economy with $25 bil-
lion in aid and an oil products sup-
ply deal valued at $23 billion signed 
during Saudi King Salman bin Ab-
dulaziz Al Saud’s visit to Cairo last 
April.

Egypt’s economy has been hard 
hit by domestic political upheaval 
since the “Arab spring” of 2011. As 
part of a $12 billion loan approved 
by the International Monetary Fund 
(IMF) in November, the Sisi govern-
ment introduced a value-added tax 
and reduced energy subsidies, steps 
that were mandated by the IMF but 
are unpopular with the Egyptian 
people.

The deal signed last spring in-
volved Saudi state oil giant Saudi 
Aramco providing Egyptian state 
oil firm Egyptian General Petroleum 
Corporation (EGPC) with 700,000 
tonnes of refined oil products. In Oc-
tober, Saudi Aramco abruptly halted 
the supplies over the increasing dip-
lomatic differences between the two 
countries, forcing EGPC to scramble 
to fill the void by making purchases 
from international traders.

Shortly after Saudi Aramco 
stopped its supplies to EGPC, Egypt 
and Iraq moved to strengthen their 
oil ties. In late October, Egyptian 
Petroleum Minister Tarek al-Molla 
visited Baghdad, at which time 
deputies of Iraq’s Shia National Al-
liance demanded that the Iraqi gov-
ernment export crude to Egypt on 
credit to counter Riyadh’s “black-
mailing” of Cairo.

In late December, Molla, at an 

Organisation of Arab Oil Export-
ing Countries (OAPEC) meeting in 
Cairo, said that while Egypt already 
purchased Iraqi oil through interna-
tional markets, “we hope to have a 
direct government-to-government 
agreement”.

The minister indicated that the 
volumes that Egypt would import 
from Iraq could range between 
1 million and 2 million barrels of 
crude per month and that the two 
governments hoped to have an ar-
rangement finalised during the first 
quarter of 2017.

In an interview January 11th, Iraqi 
Ambassador to Egypt Habib al-Sadr 
said an agreement to supply Cairo 
with 1 million barrels per month of 
Basra Light crude with facilitated 

payment terms would go in effect 
within days.

One of the defining moments 
in the souring Saudi-Egyptian re-
lationship came in October when 
Egypt backed a Russian-crafted UN 
Security Council draft resolution on 
Syria that called for a ceasefire but 
specifically did not address end-
ing air strikes or enforcing a no-fly 
zone, both aspects included in a ri-
val French draft resolution meant to 
respond to the escalating humani-
tarian crisis in Aleppo.

In addition to Cairo’s warmer ties 
with Moscow, the Saudi regime was 
unhappy with Egypt’s unwilling-
ness to send ground troops to Yem-
en to support Riyadh’s fight against 
Iran-backed Houthi rebels as well 

as Cairo’s continued poor economic 
performance despite heavy finan-
cial help from Riyadh and its Gulf 
allies.

A long-running dispute involving 
ownership of the Red Sea islands 
of Tiran and Sanafir has also been 
a thorny issue for the two govern-
ments, becoming part of the public 
debate within Egypt. During King 
Salman’s Cairo visit last April, the 
two governments signed an agree-
ment ceding Egyptian sovereignty of 
the islands to Saudi Arabia, a move 
that prompted protests in Egypt. On 
January 16th, Egypt’s Higher Ad-
ministrative Court revoked the April 
agreement.

It is not uncommon for pow-
ers such as Saudi Arabia, Iraq and 
Iran to offer preferential terms for 
oil supplies to regimes in need to 
shore up partisan influence with 
the clear understanding that these 
deals come with political expecta-
tions. For these patrons, accepting 
late payments for crude deliveries 
or even forgiving oil debt is routine 
as long as the recipient country tows 
the correct political line.

The questions for Baghdad is how 
patient it will be if Cairo’s ongoing 
financial woes prevent it from mak-
ing good on oil payments in a timely 
fashion and whether Egypt will 
bend to its political will. For Cairo, 
the questions are whether the politi-
cal trade-off in patrons will be worth 
it and how deeply Baghdad will be 
willing to dig into its pockets should 
Egypt’s economy require serious 
shoring up.

Jareer Elass reports on energy 
issues for The Arab Weekly. He is 
based in Washington.

Egypt could import 
from Iraq between 1 
million and 2 million 
barrels of crude per 
month.

A 2016 picture shows Egyptian President Abdel Fattah al-Sisi (R) 
meeting with his Iraqi counterpart Fuad Masum in Cairo.      (Reuters)                                                                              

Egypt’s Planning minister upbeat about future

Cairo

L ack of funding, 
huge foreign debt 
and public spend-
ing, as well as 
slowing foreign 
investment, are 
major impediments 
to implementation 

of Vision 2030, an ambitious 
development strategy that aims 
to revitalise Egypt’s economy.

Nonetheless, Egyptian Planning 
Minister Ashraf al-Arabi, the man 
most responsible for formulating 
the strategy, said he was confident 
that Egypt can overcome the 
challenges.

“The road to change is always 
difficult,” Arabi said, “but we will 
do everything to put our country 
where it most deserves to be.”

Vision 2030 states that Egypt 
belongs among the world’s 30 
strongest economies. The idea was 
formulated after Arabi and other 
development planners listened 
to the private sector, civil society, 
industrialists, international 
development partners and young 
Egyptians. Vision 2030 aims 
to achieve Egypt’s maximum 
economic potential.

Egypt, beset by poverty and 
struggling to economically stay 
afloat, has great natural and human 
resources. With a population of 
94 million, Egypt is a huge market 
for investors and producers. It is 
located on the crossroads of three 
continents and is the gateway to 
hundreds of millions of consumers 
in Africa and the Arab world.

Egypt has many barriers to 
cross before reaching the future 
it dreams of, Arabi said. Those 
include a lack of funding necessary 
to implement scores of projects in 
the development strategy.

Egypt has $24.3 billion in foreign 
currency reserves. Most of the 
reserves belong to other countries, 
which deposited them in Egypt’s 

Central Bank to help Cairo.
The poverty rate is 27.8% after 

commodity prices shot up and the 
government slashed electricity, 
water and energy subsidies. After 
spending 81% of the budget on 
the salaries of its 6 million civil 
servants and food subsidies, Cairo 
only has 9% of the budget for 
development projects.

The tight budget leaves little 
room for confidence outside 
Arabi’s office in the ability of 
government to implement 
the strategy. Detractors say a 
government incapable of cleaning 
streets, controlling commodity 
prices and offering decent health 
services is incapable of making 
Egypt a top economy.

“Those making the vision 
miss one thing: Things might 
not move as smoothly as they 
expect,” said economist Amr 
Hassanein. “The government’s 
projection for the tourism sector 
in 2016, for example, was full 
of optimism but the bombing 
of a Russian passenger plane 
over Sinai before the end of 2015 
reversed everything. We should 
learn something from these 
experiences.”

The plane bombing was 
catastrophic for Egypt’s tourism 
sector, which contributes 1.6% of 
the national income. It precipitated 
a series of flight suspensions from 
top Egyptian tourist markets.

Arabi, 47, was appointed 
minister for the first time after the 
2011 uprising. After being removed 
during the tenure of Islamist 
president Muhammad Morsi, Arabi 
was given the Planning portfolio 
after Morsi was ousted in 2013.

“Countries that wanted to make 
economic progress always faced 
challenges,” he said. “They could 
overcome these challenges in 
the presence of a comprehensive 
development vision.”

Vision 2030 is based on a 
number of large projects that 
would give Egypt’s development 
momentum, economists said. The 
projects include turning the Suez 
Canal region into an international 

industrial, service and logistics hub 
that attracts hundreds of billions of 
dollars in investments.

There is also the construction of 
an administrative capital between 
Cairo and Suez, the reclamation 
of 1.6 million hectares of desert, 
turning the north-western 
coast into a magnet for tourist 
investment, exploring for gold in 
the eastern desert, constructing 1 
million flats, creating a furniture 
manufacturing centre in the 
coastal province of Damietta, 
establishing a location on the 
outskirts of Cairo for leather goods 
production, setting up scores of 
fish farms and turning Egypt into 
an international grain trade centre. 
These projects are expected to 
generate 5 million jobs.

Parliament member Bassant 
Fahmi is among those who 
share Arabi’s optimism. She said 
Egypt was more than capable of 
implementing the strategy and 

making economic progress.
“This progress depends primarily 

on whether our governments are 
serious in making the vision a 
reality,” she said. “Plans are always 
good when they are ink on paper 
but they are better when they turn 
into realities that make the lives of 
the people better.”

Arabi said he and fellow cabinet 
members would do everything in 
their power to make Vision 2030 a 
reality.

“We are confident that the 
economic reform programme 
designed within the vision will 
help our country get over its 
economic hardships,” he said. “To 
everybody I say: Trust the abilities 
of your country. Development is 
like war. It cannot be won without 
self-confidence.”

Hassan Abdel Zaher is a
Cairo-based contributor to 
The Arab Weekly.

I n t e r v i e w

Hassan Abdel Zaher

Egyptian Planning Minister Ashraf al-Arabi.                 (Hassan Abdel Zaher)                                           

With 94 million 
consumers, 
Egypt is a huge 
market for 
investors and 
producers.

“The road to 
change is always 
difficult.”

Planning Minister 
Ashraf al-Arabi
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Restrictions, intimidation dent freedom of speech in Iraq
Oumayma Omar

Baghdad

“I 

n the name of religion… a 
cover for thieves,” activist 
Ali Sumari shouted during 
protests denouncing ram-
pant corruption in Iraq, 

a stance that earned him death 
threats. Sumari insists “free speech 
and the right to protest” are the 
most appropriate weapons to fight 
graft in Iraq.

“There is a flagrant attempt by 
the government and certain parties 
in power to suppress freedoms of 
speech and muzzle the public but 
this will only lead to further de-
termination for gaining the rights 
stipulated under the Iraqi constitu-
tion,” Sumari said, referring to the 
December 26th kidnapping of Iraqi 
journalist Afrah Shawqi, who was 
released ten days later after public 
pressure.

“She was obviously kidnapped 
because of her opinions, which up-
set them, so they decided to punish 
her in such a blatant way,” Sumari 
said, adding that dozens of activists 
and journalists have been arrested 
or abducted in recent years. Others 
have vanished or were found dead.

Sumari, other activists and jour-
nalists say they fear the situation 
could worsen in Iraq.

A revised draft measure on free-
dom of expression and peaceful 
demonstrations would punish with 
up to 15 years in prison anyone 

breaching the law. Violations would 
include insulting religious symbols 
or figures. The proposed law also 
makes it more difficult to obtain 
permits to protest in public.

“The draft law in its present form 
openly contradicts Article 28 of 
the Iraqi constitution that guaran-
tees freedom of speech and peace-
ful demonstration,” legal adviser 
Ali Tamimi said. “It has also failed 
to include strikes and sit-ins and 
gave the authorities the power to 
ban demonstrations for the sake 
of ‘safeguarding public interest’, a 
very loose term that can be easily 
manipulated and used against pro-
testers.”

The Iraqi Press Syndicate said 
more than 455 members of the Iraqi 
media have been killed since 2003, 
including 20 in 2016. Iraq ranked 
158th among 180 countries on the 
World Press Freedom Index last 
year.

Political activist Ali Sattar blamed 
the deterioration of freedom of ex-
pression in Iraq on the rise of reli-
gious and sectarian movements 
and armed groups.

“Self-censorship has become 
the norm, while crossing red lines 
requires big guts, which generally 
lead to serious consequences. The 
only available free space is on social 
media where one can hide behind 
pseudonyms,” Sattar said.

Popular protests that swept Iraq 
more than a year ago were marred 
by assassinations targeting political 
activists, organisers of anti-corrup-
tion demonstrations and journal-
ists. The government’s apparent in-
ability or unwillingness to respond 
to such crimes “should not deter 
demands for freedom of speech, 
otherwise the country will slip into 
the unknown”, Sattar warned.

Journalist Hamza Mustapha, who 
resigned from the Saudi Asharq Al-

Awsat newspaper after being ac-
cused of publishing “fabricated” 
information, contended that free-
dom of expression was guaranteed 
under the Iraqi constitution. He 

said the mechanisms governing 
speech and press rights existed but 
they were seriously undermined by 
poor enforcement and the rampant 
influence of tribes, partisan parties 

and armed groups.
“Had the law in this country been 

enforced and respected, matters 
would not have deteriorated so 
badly. In theory, the law guarantees 
freedom but in practice it does not 
exist,” he said.

Ziad al-Ajili, head of Baghdad’s 
Journalistic Freedoms Observatory, 
stated a less gloomy outlook.

“Freedom of speech is available 
in different forms and red lines 
have been crossed in many instanc-
es against religious and political 
figures but definitely there are tre-
mendous constraints and limits, es-
pecially in accessing information… 
The margin of freedom might be 
very narrow. However, acquiring it 
is not impossible,” Ajili contended.

Sumari said “the battle will be 
long and strewn with obstacles 
raised by corruption sharks” but he 
insisted that “speaking out is the 
only weapon available to the pub-
lic”.

He argues that lawlessness, the 
weakness of legal institutions and 
the proliferation of arms in the 
hands of private militias “encour-
aged many to encroach on people’s 
freedoms and rights, especially 
press people and activists”.

Sumari said the “only gain” 
achieved after the toppling of 
Saddam Hussein’s dictatorship in 
2003 was the consecration of pub-
lic freedoms in the Iraqi constitu-
tion. “That is why we have to fight 
to ensure our rights by rejecting all 
forms of muzzling and attempts to 
silence us regarding the unprece-
dented proliferation of lawlessness 
and corruption in the country,” he 
said.

Oumayma Omar, based in 
Baghdad, is a contributor to the 
Culture and Society sections of 
The Arab Weekly.

A protester holds a portrait of Iraqi journalist Afrah Shawqi 
during a demonstration calling for her release, last December, in 
Baghdad.                                                                                                        (AFP)                                                                                                            

Rise of religious 
parties and 
ascendancy of armed 
groups marred 
freedom of speech.

Harvard University opens research office in Tunis
Stephen Quillen

Tunis

H 

arvard University’s 
Center for Middle East-
ern Studies (CMES) has 
opened its first interna-
tional research office in 

Tunisia.
The office, which aims to serve 

as “a base for in-depth research 
and academic programming in the 
Middle East and North Africa”, was 
financed by Tunisian businessman 
and Harvard alumnus Hazem Ben-
Gacem, who said he hoped to see 
the number of Harvard students 
in Tunisia reach 100 in the coming 
years.

The move by one of the United 
States’ top-ranked universities is 
likely to draw elite academics from 
around the world to Tunisia and 
provide unique educational oppor-
tunities for Harvard and Tunisian 
scholars.

“From the beginning, the hope 
has been to establish an outpost 
where Harvard faculty and students 
would come to discover Tunisia — 
its history, language, culture, art 
and people — and integrate this ex-
perience into their scholarship and 
education,” said Ben-Gacem to the 
Harvard Gazette, the official web-
site of Harvard University. “I’m very 
excited by this first step towards a 
substantial Harvard presence in Tu-
nisia.”

The university’s website said the 
office, inaugurated January 17th, 
plans to facilitate research, host 
seminars, conferences and work-
shops and provide “assistance to 

Tunisian students pursuing stud-
ies at Harvard University and else-
where”.

With CMES launching several 
programmes in connection with the 
Tunis office, the move has been met 
with enthusiasm by Harvard stu-
dents and Tunisian academics.

“Shared values of promoting free-
dom and the rule of law, together 
with Tunisia’s long history, rich 
civilisation, and its exceptionalism, 
that has made our country the natu-
ral choice for Harvard CMES,” Khalil 
Amiri, co-founder and secretary-
general of the Arab Governance In-
stitute (AGI) and dean of the Medi-
terranean Institute of Technology in 
Tunis, wrote on Facebook.

“Tunisia welcomes Harvard, and 
thanks, everyone behind this pro-
ject, led by Hazem Ben-Gacem,” 
wrote Amiri, who attended the 
opening ceremony for Harvard’s of-
fice.

Harvard’s office is challenging 
other academic institutions to step 
up their engagement with Tunisia.

Columbia University, said to be in 
the process of expanding its pres-
ence in the country, is offering a 
3-week summer programme based 
in Tunis this year. The programme, 
which groups Columbia partici-
pants with other students in the 
region, focuses on democratic tran-
sitions and constitutional engineer-
ing in the Middle East.

Last year, business and engineer-
ing professors from Columbia Uni-
versity and Tunisia participated in 
academic exchange trips related to 
entrepreneurial education.

Often described as a bridge be-
tween Africa, Europe, and the Mid-
dle East, Tunisia is well situated 
to function as a hub for academ-
ics and researchers. The country’s 
unique post-revolutionary trajec-
tory, as well as its relationship to 
Africa and the Middle East, attracts 
a wide range of scholarly inter-
ests, including Arabic language, 
Islamic studies and democracy and 

economic development.
Harvard’s presence in Tunisia 

promises to foster foreign interest 
in the country, one of the main goals 
of November’s international invest-
ment conference, Tunisia 2020.

Ben-Gacem was also a major par-
ticipant in Tunisia 2020. Appointed 
as co-commissioner of the confer-
ence by Tunisian Prime Minister 
Youssef Chahed, Ben-Gacem was 
responsible for communicating 
with various shareholders and man-
aging funding of national projects.

From the Tunisian town of Béni 
Khalled, Ben-Gacem graduated 
from Harvard in 1992 with a degree 
in economics. He works as manag-
ing director of corporate invest-
ments for the European division of 

Investcorp, a Bahrain-based private 
equity firm.

Ben-Gacem said Harvard’s pres-
ence in Tunisia represents an op-
portunity for Harvard and Tunisian 
students to engage with new ideas 
and advance in their career fields.

For CMES, which has a 6-decade 
history of pursuing research and 
teaching “about the Middle East 
based on literacy in its languages 
and a deep understanding of its 
diverse politics, culture, and his-
tories,” the Tunis office reflects the 
university’s desire to be “more in-
tentionally global”.

“The Middle East is a part of the 
world that you’ll never fully un-
derstand unless you get your feet 
on the ground and experience it 

first-hand,” said William Granara, 
CMES director and professor of Ara-
bic. “Thanks to Hazem’s generos-
ity, Harvard students and scholars 
have greater resources to pursue in-
depth field research and can more 
substantively engage in language 
and cultural immersion experienc-
es.”

Among the programmes avail-
able at Harvard’s Tunis location 
are funding for Harvard sabbati-
cal research, an Arabic language 
programme for Harvard graduate 
and undergraduate students and 
a 3-week winter session course for 
Harvard students.

Stephen Quillen is a journalist 
based in Tunis.

Founder of the Center for Middle Eastern Studies, Tunis, Hazem Ben-Gacem (R), Administrative Dean 
for International Affairs in the Faculty of Arts and Sciences Margot N.Gill (C) and Director of the 
Centre of Middle Eastern Studies Professor William Granara.                                                                                                    (Harvard CMES)

Harvard’s presence 
in Tunisia promises 
to foster foreign 
interest in the 
country.
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Women at wheel of ‘Pink Taxis’ challenge Jordan norms
Kamal Taha

Amman

N 

isrin Akoubeh checks 
the oil and water before 
getting into her taxi and 
pulling into Amman’s 
heavy traffic for an-

other day of shuttling other women 
across the Jordanian capital.

The red-haired mother of three 
works a gruelling 10-hour shift in 
her taxi — a rare occupation for a 
woman in a conservative Muslim 
society.

“I want to break the culture of 
shame and prove to Arabs and the 
Arab world that women are strong 
and are able to work in any area that 
could be monopolised by men,” she 
said.

“Women have been able to drive 
normal cars for a long time, so why 
shouldn’t they drive taxis?”

Akoubeh is among those who 
want to turn taxi driving into an 
acceptable profession for women, 
challenging Jordan’s social norms. 
The 31-year-old widow and former 
nurse drives one of the fleet of Pink 
Taxis, which are driven by women 
for women passengers. Many of 
their customers are nurses on late 
shifts, university students or moth-
ers who shuttle children to and 
from nursery or school.

Wearing a pink shirt and blue 
tie as she navigates Amman’s con-

gested roads, Akoubeh said she of-
ten picks up visiting Saudi women 
whose husbands do not allow them 
to ride unaccompanied with male 
taxi drivers.

“I thank God that I have lots of 
customers,” she said.

Ghena al-Asmar, a 19-year-old 
student who often uses the service, 
said she feels safer riding in the 
women-only cars.

“When I finish my studies at uni-
versity in the evening or when I 
leave the house at night, I prefer to 
take these taxis because it is a wom-

an taking a woman somewhere,” 
she said.

“I don’t think there’s any shame 
in a woman working as a taxi driver. 
It’s a profession like any other pro-
fession and it shouldn’t be limited 
to men,” she said.

Approximately 500,000 women 
in Jordan have driver’s licences, 
about 20% of the country’s driv-
ers, the national traffic department 
said.

Akoubeh said some people give 
her encouragement but “there is 
always someone to remind me that 

‘this is men’s work and you should 
be in the home’.”

Jordan is relatively liberal in 
terms of women’s rights compared 
to other countries in the region, 
such as Saudi Arabia, which does 
not allow women behind the wheel 
at all.

Even in Jordan, however, con-
servative attitudes are common.

Mohammad al-Ahmad, a 50-year-
old civil servant, said driving a taxi 
is not appropriate work for women.

“We live in a conservative Eastern 
society governed by tribal customs 
and traditions,” he said. “There are 
lots of jobs and professions women 
can do that fit their abilities and pre-
serve their place in society, without 
them being seen in a bad light.”

Eid Abu al-Haj, head of an invest-
ment group behind a company that 
runs the Pink Taxi service, said en-
couraging women to drive is a ser-
vice to society.

“Women are more careful and 
cause fewer accidents,” he said. “By 
providing these cars exclusively 
for women, we are hoping to give 
women more comfort and privacy.”

The service began March 21st, 
when most of the Arab world marks 
Mother’s Day.

“We started with five cars just for 
women, with women drivers, and 
now we have ten drivers, between 
30 and 45 years old, and we’re hop-
ing to expand soon,” said Abu al-
Haj.

The concept has been tried in Cai-

ro, another conservative city where 
women taxi drivers were previously 
unheard of.

Akoubeh said she gets a good sal-
ary, health insurance, social securi-
ty and holidays and she can choose 
what hours to work. Other taxi driv-
ers in Amman say they take home at 
most $35 a day after paying a share 
of their fares to the companies that 
own the cars.

Driving in Amman is not easy. 
Home to 4 million people and 1.4 
million vehicles, including more 
than 11,000 taxis, the city is prone 
to choking congestion.

“It takes a lot of concentration 
and care, especially during rush 
hours,” Akoubeh said.

However, she said she enjoys the 
work.

“I get to know new people every 
day,” she said. “I enjoy my conver-
sations with them and hearing their 
stories and experiences.”

(Agence France-Presse)

Jordanian female taxi driver Nisrin Akoubeh poses for a photo
on December 6th, 2016, in Amman.                                                      (AFP)

I want to break the 
culture of shame 
and prove to Arabs 
and the Arab world 
that women are 
strong.”Jordanian taxi driver 

Nisrin Akoubeh

Women

The man in charge of Lebanese women’s affairs speaks out

Beirut

T
he appointment of 
a man to head 
Lebanon’s Ministry 
of Women’s Affairs 
has been greeted 
with sarcasm and 
criticism, but 
former army 

colonel Jean Ogasapian said 
women’s rights were as much a 
matter for men.

“Women’s issues are not a 
concern for women only but are 
a concern for the whole society. 
It is important to include men in 
achieving equal gender rights. Men 
should get involved in the struggle 
for equitable gender rights as much 
as women,” Ogasapian told The 
Arab Weekly in an interview.

Ogasapian, from Prime Minister 
Saad Hariri’s centre-right Future 
Movement party, is still new to 
his job. His big office was mostly 
empty, except for the main desk 
and a seating area to the side. 
Boxes and files were stacked in one 
corner under a photo of Lebanese 
President Michel Aoun, next to a 
large national flag.

Strong interest and greater focus 
by international organisations, 
including the United Nations, 
International Monetary Fund, 
World Bank and other donors in 
women’s empowerment are among 
key reasons for creating the new 
portfolio.

“The prime minister also 
reckoned that there should be a 
ministry to follow up on women’s 
affairs because it is a matter in 
which he is keen on having a 
positive input,” Ogasapian said.

He explained that improving 
women’s status in the Arab world, 
especially in times of conflicts and 
refugee crises, is a tool for fighting 
terrorism.

“Educating women, improving 
their conditions and giving them 
an effective role in society helps in 
combating poverty and ignorance 
and consequently in combating 
extremism that could eventually 
lead to terrorism,” he said.

Ogasapian said Lebanon needs 
a ministry to look after women’s 

issues for a transitional period, 
until the patriarchal mentality of 
the society starts to change.

“In Lebanon, women’s 
associations are old and have a 
long history in the struggle to 
achieve equal gender rights but 
we need to accomplish equality 
not only in the texts but also in the 
minds.”

Lebanon generally fares 
well in terms of human rights 
protection and women enjoy 
greater autonomy than in many 
nearby countries, but they are 
still woefully under-represented 
in politics. Notably, there are only 
four women serving in Lebanon’s 
128-member parliament — meaning 
less than 4% of elected seats go to 
women, a low figure even in the 
Middle East. Only one member 
of the new cabinet is a woman: 
Inaya Ezzeddine, state minister 
for Administrative Development 
Affairs.

Sexism is entrenched in 
Lebanese law, although the 
country is becoming increasingly 
liberal. For instance, marriage and 
divorce laws in Lebanon heavily 
favour men.

“Today, Lebanese women have 
big capacities, education and skills 
and have succeeded in imposing 
themselves in the private sector 
and in different professions, 
including the judiciary, medical, 
business and even information 
technology. Their potentials are 
big. Nonetheless, they are not 
able to reach leading public and 
political positions,” Ogasapian 
noted.

“The problem is in the culture 
and in the patriarchal mentality of 
the society.”

Hariri’s government is expected 
to implement an electoral law 
before parliamentary elections 
scheduled for May that may 
include a quota for women.

“We are aiming for a 30% female 
quota and hope in any case to have 
no less than 20% of parliament 
seats. However, it should be a 
provisional measure,” Ogasapian 
said.

Drawing a comparison between 
gender equality in Lebanon and 
Tunisia, which enshrined women’s 
legal rights as early as the 1950s, 
Ogasapian said: “In Tunisia, the 
laws gave women a significant 

role, whereas in Lebanon and 
because of the social structure, 
women have advanced and now 
play an important role in society, 
especially at the professional 
level.”

Challenges awaiting Ogasapian 
are big and the list of issues 
under scrutiny is long. Feminist 
movements have been pressing 
for Lebanese women’s right to give 
their nationality to children with 
non-Lebanese fathers and for the 
amendment of Article 522 in the 
Lebanese Penal Code, which allows 
rapists to get away with their crime 
if they marry the woman they 
raped.

“We are seeking the complete 
elimination of Article 522 but 
women’s nationality right is a 
complicated issue, many women 
are against it because it pertains 

to the country’s demographic 
structure. Christians consider this 
subject an existential matter. It 
will create discrepancies in the 
confessional balance,” the minister 
noted.

Officials argue that such a right 
would allow Palestinian refugees 
as well as Syrians, who are mostly 
Sunni Muslims, to gain Lebanese 
nationality if they marry Lebanese 
women, thus upsetting the delicate 
sectarian balance.

“We will raise the voice and 
carry women’s cause at home 
and abroad. Political leaders 
are becoming more receptive to 
women’s issues. It is my cause 
now, so let’s hope for the better,” 
Ogasapian said.

Samar Kadi is The Arab Weekly 
Travel and Society section editor.

I n t e r v i e w

Samar Kadi

Lebanon’s Minister of Women’s Affairs Jean Ogasapian.              (AFP)

“Improving 
women’s status 
in the Arab 
world is a tool 
for combating 
terrorism.”

“Women’s issues 
are not a concern 
for women only, 
but for the whole 
society.”

Minister Jean 
Ogasapian
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Jewelled Tales of Libya displayed in London
Karen Dabrowska

London

T 

he Jewelled Tales of Libya 
Exhibition in London’s 
Arab-British Centre was 
an amazing joint ven-
ture between traditional 

jewellery collector Najlaa el-Ageli, 
vintage photographs collector Hala 
Ghellali and contemporary Libyan 
photographer Sassi Harib.

Forty-five pieces of authentic Lib-
yan silver jewellery from the 1920s 
to the 1960s were displayed in con-
junction with vintage photographs 
of women from all over Libya wear-
ing them.

Next to the photographs were the 
works of Harib, who creates a fasci-
nating explosion of colour through 
his images of women from south-
ern Libya wearing their treasured 
adornments.

Chokers, belts, headpieces, ban-
gles and silver slippers are among 
the displayed jewellery.

“Silver is not being made any 
more, everything is manufactured 
in China nowadays,” Ageli said. “It is 
one of those things that we are los-
ing on a major scale. We are saving 
it. People do not know the value of 
such heritage. When you take a look 
at the jewellery, each piece tells a 
story and it links the different parts 
of Libya.”

Some of the bulky necklaces, with 
intricate carvings, were displayed 
on mannequins. The smaller pieces 
were in a glass case and visitors to 
the exhibition could try on the large 
rings.

Ageli said the jewellery reflects 
the richness of Libyan history. “At 
the moment, Libyans themselves 
are not really aware of their herit-
age and history or they have forgot-
ten about it,” she said. “If you tell a 
Westerner that you are from Libya, 
they are surprised that it is an an-
cient country and that it is facing 
Europe. It is the gateway to Africa 
but it is unknown. Because of its tur-
bulent modern history, it is just as-
sociated with dictatorship, wars and 
conflict and people seem to forget 
about the beauty of the place.”

The 13 original vintage photo-
graphs from Ghellali’s private col-
lection date to the early decades of 
the 20th century. They are images of 
Libyan women taken by Italian pho-

tographers who established studios 
in Libya during the European colo-
nisation and contributed to the Ori-
entalist strand of photography.

“Many of the early photos were 
not of Libyans,” Ghellali said. “I 
knew that they were not Libyan be-
cause the traditional dress was not 
Libyan. The Orientalist trend was 
to send photographs home to the 
fiancé or to the wife. I noticed that 
many of the photographs [purport-
ing to be of Libyans] were not Liby-
ans. They were Tunisians posing as 
Libyans.”

Ghellali, a Libya-born academic 
translator from California, has been 
a keen collector of photographs 
from colonial and post-colonial Lib-
ya for 20 years and has many origi-
nal photographs. In 2008, she came 
across the Libyan Photo Collectors 
Facebook page and is now one of the 
administrators of the page.

“I went on eBay, started buying 
photos and putting them together,” 
she said. “I also discovered details 
about the jewellery, about how 
clothes were made differently 100 
years ago. I also tried to ‘read’ the 
photos according to the writings of 
travellers, especially women travel-
lers.”

Ageli took Harib’s photographs to 
London after a recent visit to Libya. 
“It is very difficult for him to travel 
to London,” she explained. “This is 
the first time his work is exhibited 
in Europe. His unique work cap-

tures the beauty of Libyan women, 
especially women from the south of 
Libya in Fezzan, Ghadames and the 
Nafusa mountains and the beautiful 
colours of Libya.”

Commenting on the vintage pho-
tos she said: “They picture the ma-
jority of women all across Libya — 
Tripoli, Benghazi, Tobruk and the 
Tuareg and Tibu tribes — in the early 
20th century. They tell quite an in-
teresting story.

“The first thing that catches your 
eye is the faces: the Arab, African 
and Amazegh faces of the different 
ladies but when you look closely 
you see a lot of the silver that they 
wear unites them. That is what 
caught my attention. I want to cel-
ebrate Libyan women. They seem 
to be forgotten but they are a major 
part of the country and we have to 
tell their story.”

Ageli, co-founder of Noon Arts, 

which strives to bring the best of 
Libyan art to the world stage, also 
observed that “the layers of cultural 
influences that have formed Libya’s 
identity — from the ancient Greek 
and Roman civilisations to the Af-
rican, Amazigh, Bedouin, Moorish, 
Jewish, Ottoman and Arab peoples 
— are innocently revealed in the jew-
ellery on display. Together they pre-
sent the country’s difficult journey 
over the millennia, without making 
any judgment and without hiding 
any truths.”

Ghellali described the Jewelled 
Tales of Libya Exhibition as a politi-
cal statement, saying: “We want to 
celebrate Libya’s culture, its history, 
its beauty and its heritage.”

Karen Dabrowska is a 
London-based contributor to the 
Culture and Society section of 
The Arab Weekly.

Libyan jewellery on display at Jewelled Tales of Libya Exhibition of old Libyan jewellery at the Arab-British Centre London. (The Arab-British Centre)                                                                                                                           

Jewelled Tales of 
Libya was a 
celebration of Libya’s 
culture, history and 
heritage.

Egyptian film Mawlana tackles issue of religion and state
Mohamed Zaki

Cairo

A 

n Egyptian box office hit 
that highlights the re-
ligious establishment’s 
cosy relations with the 
state has provoked a 

backlash from Sunni Muslim cler-
ics, with some calling for the film to 
be banned.

Adapted from a novel by promi-
nent journalist Ibrahim Eissa, Maw-
lana — The Preacher — tells the story 
of a popular television preacher 
who struggles to reconcile his re-
ligious principles with demands 
and pressures from politicians and 
security agencies as well as human 
temptations.

Through the protagonist, a cleric 
from al-Azhar, Cairo’s 1,000-year-
old centre of Islamic learning, the 
film lays bare the complex and 
troubling interplay between the 
state, religious establishment, mass 
media and Islamist extremism in 
Egypt.

The issue could not be more time-
ly.

Egyptian President Abdel Fattah 
al-Sisi, a former army general, over-
threw the Muslim Brotherhood gov-
ernment in 2013 and is still battling 
radical Islamists. The day after the 
film’s premiere, a suicide bomber 
killed 28 people in an attack claimed 

by the Islamic State (ISIS) on Cairo’s 
main Coptic Christian cathedral.

Clerics at al-Azhar responded an-
grily to the film, which they say tar-
nishes the image of establishment 
Islam just as it steps up efforts to 

rein in violent extremism.
“The film came out at a bad time. 

This is a time when people are ask-
ing to renew religious discourse and 
improve al-Azhar’s image. The film 
coming out now is very wrong. Even 

its title is problematic,” said Sameh 
Mohamed, a preacher at al-Azhar.

Mohamed said the film, in which 
the televangelist initially bends to 
the demands of senior officials be-
fore having a change of heart, paints 
clerics as unprincipled and state-
controlled.

Film director Magdy Ahmed Ali 
begs to differ. “This is the perfect 
time for the film,” he said. “The 
army is fighting terrorism, extrem-
ism is on the rise and people are 
calling for a renewal of religious dis-
course.”

Sisi has made combating extrem-
ism a priority and assigned al-Azhar 
a central role in defending main-
stream Islam. Egyptian courts have 
jailed thousands of Muslim Brother-
hood followers during his rule.

Shortly after the military ousted 
the Brotherhood’s Muhammad 
Morsi from the presidency in 2013, 
the Religious Endowments Ministry 
fired 55,000 preachers not author-
ised by al-Azhar.

The preachers were accused of 
inciting violence, spreading ex-
tremist views or supporting the 
Brotherhood, the world’s oldest 
Islamist movement. The Brother-
hood, which has been outlawed as 
a terrorist organisation, says it is 
peaceful.

Variety, the US entertainment 
trade paper, called the film “a forth-
right critique of corruption and fun-
damentalism” that was “certain to 

be one of the most discussed mov-
ies” in Egypt.

Mawlana is showing to packed 
houses in regular commercial cine-
mas, not just a few art houses in Cai-
ro. It had taken in nearly $400,000 
by its third week — a strong showing 
for a local film.

Apart from Sunni-Shia tensions, 
the film explores the origins and ef-
fects of sectarian tensions that have 
flared in recent years between Mus-
lims and Christians. Egypt’s Copts 
are the largest Christian minority in 
the Middle East, making up about 
10% of the country’s population.

In the film’s dramatic climax, a 
young man blows up a church. Life 
imitated art the day after its pre-
miere with the suicide bomb attack 
on Cairo’s Saint Mark’s Cathedral, 
the seat of the Coptic papacy.

“Religion, with power, with mon-
ey is a killer triangle,” Eissa, who 
helped adapt the script for cinema, 
said. “This triangle is responsible 
for all the intellectual, political and 
social decline we are in.”

(Reuters)

This is the perfect 
time for the film.”

Film director 
Magdy Ahmed Ali

Egyptians walk past an advertisement featuring the Egyptian film 
Mawlana at a cinema in Cairo, on January 23rd.                           (Reuters)
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Aleppo’s landmark mosque bears scars of Syria’s war
Bassem Mroue

Aleppo

T 

he Great Mosque of Alep-
po, a centuries-old treas-
ure at the heart of one of 
the world’s oldest cities, 
is today a grim testament 

to the ravages of Syria’s war.
The doors have been blasted 

away, the walls have been shred-
ded by gunfire and shrapnel and 
the minaret where the Muslim call 
to prayer sounded for 900 years has 
been toppled and shattered. The 
wooden pulpit, along with ancient 
manuscripts from a nearby library, 
has been carted off by looters.

Syrians are only now able to sur-
vey the damage wrought by more 
than four years of war. Rebels from 
the countryside poured into Aleppo 
in the summer of 2012, capturing 
eastern districts and transforming 
the Old City into the front lines of a 
war of attrition with forces loyal to 
Syrian President Bashar Assad.

The rebels surrendered in De-
cember after a massive government 
offensive and were evacuated to 
other areas, allowing Assad to re-
gain control of the country’s largest 
city.

The red carpets inside the 
mosque are covered in debris and 
damaged copper chandeliers hang 
from the ceiling. An extensive net-
work of sandbags placed by the 
rebels snakes throughout the com-
pound.

Also known as the Umayyad 
mosque, the site was reopened 
in 2006 after a 20-year renova-
tion project. Aleppo’s Old City, a 
UNESCO World Heritage Site, also 
boasts a 13th-century citadel, a 

sprawling bazaar and several other 
monuments, nearly all of which 
have been damaged or destroyed.

Before the rebels stormed the 
city, the state built a cement wall 
inside the mosque to secure a tomb 
believed to hold the remains of the 
Prophet Zakariya, but an ornate 
wooden pulpit modelled on the one 
in Jerusalem’s al-Aqsa mosque was 
pillaged.

Sheikh Abdul-Qader Shehabi, 
a senior Muslim cleric who spent 
years studying and working in the 
Umayyad mosque, said 70,000 
books were stolen from a nearby 
library. Among those works was a 
copy of the Quran transcribed in 
the Middle Ages, which he says was 
smuggled out and sold in Turkey 
for $250,000.

Khaled al-Masri, director of mu-

seums and antiquities in Aleppo, 
downplayed the extent of the de-
struction, saying the mosque could 
be repaired within a year and the 
minaret could be rebuilt in three. 
“The damage is simple and we can 
return the Umayyad mosque to 
how it was,” he said.

But the war is raging elsewhere 
in the country and even if the cash-
strapped government prevails, it 

will confront a massive reconstruc-
tion challenge, not only in Aleppo 
but in other cities and towns.

“This mosque used to be a jewel,” 
said Fateh Abdullah Nahhal, a gro-
cer who recently took his children 
to the site for the first time in five 
years. “All we can say is for God to 
help us punish those who did this.”

(The Associated Press)  

The Great Mosque of 
Aleppo is today a 
grim testament to 
the ravages of Syria’s 
war.

People visit the courtyard of the heavily damaged Great Mosque of Aleppo, overshadowed by a 13th-century citadel, in the Old City of 
Aleppo, on January 19th.                                                                                                                                                                                                                    (AP)

ISIS continues destruction of Syria’s historic monuments
Sarah el-Deeb

Beirut

I 

slamic State (ISIS) militants 
have destroyed parts of the 
second-century Roman am-
phitheatre and an iconic 
monument known as the 

Tetrapylon in Syria’s historic town 
of Palmyra, the government and 
experts said.

It was the extremist group’s lat-
est attack on world heritage, an act 
that the UN cultural agency called 
a “war crime”. A Syrian govern-
ment official said he feared for the 
remaining antiquities in Palmyra, 
which ISIS recaptured in Decem-
ber.

After suffering several setbacks 
in Syria, ISIS has gone on the offen-
sive, reclaiming ancient Palmyra 
and attacking a government-held 
city and military air base in Deir ez-
Zor in eastern Syria.

However, ISIS remains under 
pressure in northern Syria from 
Turkey and US-backed Kurdish 
forces, as well as in neighbouring 
Iraq where Iraqi troops backed by 
the US-led coalition are fighting to 
retake the city of Mosul from the 
militants.

Palmyra, a UNESCO world her-
itage site that once linked Persia, 
India and China with the Roman 
empire and the Mediterranean 
area, has already seen destruction 
at the hands of ISIS militants. The 
ancient town first fell to ISIS in May 
2015 and the terror group held it for 
ten months. During that time, ISIS 
damaged a number of Palmyra’s 
relics and emptied it of most of its 
residents, causing an international 
outcry.

Palmyra fell again to the group 
only nine months after a Russian-
backed Syrian government offen-
sive was hailed as a significant vic-
tory for Damascus.

Maamoun Abdulkarim, director-
general of Syria’s antiquities de-
partment, said reports of the recent 
destruction trickled out of the ISIS-
held town in late December. Satel-
lite images of the damage became 
available January 19th, confirming 
the destruction.

Abdulkarim said militants de-
stroyed the façade of the second-
century theatre along with the 
Roman-era Tetrapylon — a set of 
four monuments with four col-
umns each standing at the centre 
of the colonnaded road leading to 
the theatre.

Satellite imagery obtained by the 
Boston-based American Schools of 
Oriental Research (ASOR) shows 
extensive damage to the Tetrapy-
lon. DigitalGlobe satellite imagery 

also shows damage to the theatre 
façade.

ASOR said the damage was likely 
caused by intentional destruction 
from ISIS but the organisation was 
unable to verify the exact cause.

ISIS extremists have destroyed 
ancient sites across their self-styled 
Islamic caliphate in Syria and Iraq, 
perceiving them as monuments to 
idolatry.

UNESCO Director-General Irina 
Bokova said the recent destruc-
tion in Palmyra amounted to a war 
crime.

“The Tetrapylon was an architec-
tural symbol of the spirit of the en-
counter and openness of Palmyra 
and this is also one of the reasons 
why it has been destroyed,” she 
said in a statement.

Abdulkarim said only two of the 
16 columns of the Tetrapylon re-
main standing.

The Palmyra Tetrapylon, charac-
terised by its four plinths that are 
not connected overhead, had only 
one original ancient column, said 
Abdulkarim. The 15 other columns 
were modelled after the ancient 
one and installed by Palmyra’s 
81-year-old distinguished antiqui-
ties scholar Khaled al-Asaad, who 
was killed by ISIS militants when 
they were controlling the town the 
last time. The militants hung his 
body from a Roman column.

It was not clear if the original 
column survived the destruction, 
Abdulkarim said.

During its first occupation of Pal-
myra, ISIS destroyed ancient tem-
ples, including the Temple of Bel, 
which dated 32AD, and the Temple 
of Baalshamin, a structure of stone 
blocks several storeys high and 
fronted by six towering columns. 
The group also used the theatre for 

public killings and posted chilling 
videos of the slayings.

The militants also blew up the 
Arch of Triumph, built 193-211AD.

Dmitry Peskov, a spokesman for 
the Russian government, said Syr-
ian troops were continuing their 
efforts to take back Palmyra. He 
called the new destruction “bar-
baric”, saying that it is a “real trag-
edy for the historic heritage”.

Syria’s state news agency re-
ported that government forces and 
allied troops recently clashed with 
ISIS militants south of Palmyra, 
part of a new offensive to reclaim 
the city.

Abdulkarim said he fears for 
what remains of the city’s ancient 
relics.

“When Palmyra fell for the sec-
ond time, we shed tears because 
we expected this terror,” he said. 
“Now we are destined to see more 
terror if (ISIS control of Palmyra) 
continues.”

Most Palmyra residents did not 
return after it was retaken by the 
government. Activists estimate the 
city is now home to a few hundred 
families. Many residents tried to 
flee as ISIS recaptured the city in 
December.

Reports emerged January 19th 
that ISIS killed 12 captives in Pal-
myra, some of them beheaded in 
the Roman theatre.

(The Associated Press)
An April  2016 file picture shows the Palmyra citadel in the 
background as Syrian families load their belongings onto a bus. (AP)

Palmyra fell again to 
ISIS only nine 
months after a 
Russian-backed 
Syrian government 
offensive.
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Batroun

I 

t has Phoenician ruins, Roman 
artefacts, a medieval castle, 
Byzantine-style churches and 
arcaded Ottoman souks; how-
ever, its heritage is still wait-

ing to be uncovered. The origins of 
Batroun, one of Lebanon’s ancient 
coastal cities, is still not known but 
is believed to date to before the time 
of the Phoenicians who ruled much 
of the eastern Mediterranean from 
1,500BC to 300BC.

“There is a controversy over Ba-
troun’s origins. Some say it is Phoe-
nician; others say it is Roman, and 
others say it dates from the time of 
the Crusaders. The truth is we don’t 
know. There is a civilisation un-
derneath the ground that we have 
not discovered yet,” said Georges 
Mubarak, an excavator and former 
Greenpeace activist from Batroun.

“Under the old castle, there are 
vestiges and structures that I per-
sonally visited. If we don’t uncover 
this heritage, we cannot say that 
Batroun has a civilisation and, with-
out civilisation, the city has no in-
ternational value,” Mubarak added, 
noting that of all ancient cities on 
the Lebanese shores, Batroun is not 
listed by the UN cultural agency, 
UNESCO.

Mubarak said he has tried for 
many years to engage Lebanon’s 
Directorate of Antiquities and the 
Ministry of Culture to excavate be-
neath the seafront medieval castle, 
which was heavily damaged by an 
earthquake. A lack of funds has pre-
vented archaeological excavation.

“This entire region is an archaeo-
logical area,” Mubarak said. “We are 
sitting on huge treasures. You name 
it: Potteries, jade artefacts, glass… 
There is a lot. I, myself, retrieved 
several pieces.”

Nonetheless, Batroun, 50km 
north of Beirut, boasts enough an-
cient vestiges and edifices — in ad-
dition to tree-shaded beach resorts, 
seafood restaurants and bustling 
nightlife — to woo large numbers of 
local and foreign visitors, especially 
during summer.

“With its many archaeological 
and historical sites, its old souks and 
churches, Batroun is a tourist desti-
nation par excellence,” said Batroun 
Mayor Marcellino al-Hark. “The city 

was the biggest trade centre on the 
Lebanese coastline in the early 19th 
century. Today, most investments 
are centred on tourism-oriented 
projects.”

Batroun’s beaches are popular for 
their crystal-clear waters. “It has 
been tested. It is the only stretch of 
coast in Lebanon that has zero pol-
lution because we have always had 
a proper infrastructure for sewers. 
Our efforts are geared towards pro-

viding good services. We are not 
an industrial area or an agricultural 
city. Most investments are in the 
tourism sector,” Hark said.

The city of 20,000 inhabitants has 
undergone some face-lifting in the 
past decade. A large part of the old 
vaulted souks has been renovated 
and floored, red-tiled old houses 
— some turned into motels — and 
restaurants restored and churches 
revamped. Restoration work is on-
going at the site of the Crusaders’ 
castle.

“We have strict laws on how to 
deal with old structures,” Hark said. 
“You cannot do any restoration or 
touch any old house without a spe-
cial permit and we have a list of 
specifications that one has to follow. 
This is our wealth; we do not want 
to waste it. It is for us and for our 
children.”

The old part of Batroun was built 
from sandstone chipped out of 
the “Phoenician wall”, which was 
sculpted by its inhabitants more 
than 2,000 years ago to protect them 
from storms and invaders. People 
quarried stone to build temples, 
houses and churches. Only 225 me-
tres remain from the original wall, 
which was more than 1km long, 
about 5 metres tall and 1 metre wide.

Typical to any coastal city, the sea 
has traditionally contributed to Ba-
troun’s wealth. Since ancient times, 
merchandise was imported and 
exported through its port. The sea 
produced fish, salt and high-quality 
sponge and its warehouses store im-
ported food items.

Batroun and its surroundings 
prospered from agriculture, includ-
ing mulberry trees — whose leaves 

provided the staple food of silk-
worms — olive trees, vines, almond 
trees, wheat and barley. However, 
none of these activities has sur-
vived.

“We had the best quality of 
sponge in Batroun’s sea. I used 
to dive 15 to 30 metres to fish for 
sponge when I was a boy. Sponge 
was exported to the United States 
for use in medical industries. Un-
fortunately, the sponge animals 
are extinct now because of random 
fishing, pollution and dynamite use 
in fishing (during the 1975-90 civil 
war),” noted Mubarak, who said he 
was keen on reviving Phoenician 
heritage by building bronze replicas 
of Phoenician ships that departed 
from Batroun and other cities on the 
Lebanese coast to cross the Mediter-
ranean for trade.

With its many old churches, tradi-
tional houses and ancient relics, in 
addition to services and entertain-
ment facilities, Batroun is claiming 
a place on Lebanon’s tourist map, 
though it is not listed as a UNESCO 
heritage like its renowned neigh-
bour, Byblos.

However, for the veteran exca-
vator, what is above the ground is 
much less than what is buried un-
derneath.

“What we care for the most is our 
heritage, our civilisation. We want 
to know our origin,” Mubarak said.

Samar Kadi

Batroun is believed 
to date to before 
the time of the 
Phoenicians.

Batroun, Lebanon’s 
ancient coastal city waiting 
to be unearthed

Batroun in northern Lebanon is almost the only part of the coast 
with zero pollution.                                                                         (Samar Kadi)

Muscat:
Through March 24th

The first Festival of India in 
Oman includes Indian clas-
sical and folk dances, Indian 
instrumental music, an exhi-
bition of Indian calligraphy, 
an Indian food festival and 
a fashion show. The festival 
presents the diverse Indian 
culture, representing various 
traditions of Indian herit-
age. Events are scheduled 
for Muscat, Salalah, Sur and 
Sohar.

Dubai:
Through April 8th

Global Village is a large 
cultural event in Dubai that 
offers an array of festivals, 
shopping and entertain-
ment in an open-air theme 
park. This entertainment 
and shopping destination in-
cludes more than 75 partici-
pating countries, dozens of 
fun rides and 26 restaurants 
offering food from around 
the world.

Beirut:
Through June 1st

Souk El Tayeb is a weekly 
market that hosts more than 
60 producers from across 
Lebanon with food products 
as well as traditional and 
handmade crafts. Souk El 
Tayeb is open 10am-4pm 
each Thursday at the Village 
Dbayeh.

Beirut:
Through December 28th

Events associated with Sur-
sock Museum Late Nights take 
place noon-9pm each Thurs-
day at the Sursock Museum. 
The event includes exhibi-
tions, collection displays, 
late-night talks, performanc-
es and screenings.

Dubai:
February 18th-28th

Al Marmoom Heritage Fes-
tival celebrates the camel 
and its importance to the 
region. The event includes 
professional camel races 
that attract many trained 
participants to compete for 
titles and high-end prizes. 
The tournament is a way to 
experience the long-standing 
Emirati pastime with cul-
tural and traditional shows 
planned around the camel 
races.

Doha:
February 22nd-May 21st

Picasso-Giacometti is an exhi-
bition that begins at the Fire 
Station Artist in Residence 
centre in Doha. The exhibi-
tion includes more than 80 
works from collections of the 
Musée National Picasso and 
the Foundation Giacometti 
in Paris, including The She 
Goat (1950) by Pablo Picasso 
and Alberto Giacometti’s Tall 
Woman (1960).

Marrakech:
March 23rd-April 2nd

The fourth Marrakech Dance 
Festival hosts dance teach-
ers and participants from 
around the world for work-
shops, dance classes, confer-
ences and live performances.

Travel
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The church of Mar Estefan in Lebanon’s ancient coastal city of Batroun was built from the sandstone 
of an old Phoenician wall like all other old constructions in the city.                                                 (Samar Kadi)


